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Summary
Gallium nitride (GaN)-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with cylindrical nanostruc-
tures have been the subject of significant research interest in the past decade, due
to the potential of such structures to increase light extraction efficiency and deliver
highly directional light emission. Nanorod LEDs, where the light emission is within
the nanocylinder, have the additional potential to increase internal quantum efficiency
and emit in colours previously thought impractical with GaN-based LEDs.
Optical modelling of nanostructured LEDs is usually carried out using finite-difference
time-domain methods, which are computationally intensive and do not always provide
sufficient insight into the physics underlying the simulation results.
This thesis proposes an intuitive, quasi-analytic method based on modal expansion.
It is found that it is possible to calculate the far field diffraction patterns of all guided
modes supported by a single nanorod, with full consideration of Fabry-Pe´rot effects, in
minutes using a standard office desktop computer.
Focus is placed on the case of a nanorod of radius 140 nm, for which angular photolu-
minescence measurements were available to provide a means of validating the model.
Consideration of the guided modes alone provides a compelling explanation for gross
features in the measured data where none previously existed.
It is shown that, using a standard equation from a textbook, it is possible to cal-
culate how much each of the guided and radiation modes of a single nanorod is excited
by a Hertzian dipole of known position and orientation with respect to the nanorod
geometry. When interference between these modes is considered, it is possible to cal-
culate the total far field angular emission pattern due to that dipole. Comparing these
patterns with photoluminescence measurements allows one to infer the locations and
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Symbol Definition Value (SI units)
c0 Speed of light in vacuum 2.998× 108 ms-1
h Planck’s constant 6.626× 10−34 Js
kB Boltzmann constant 1.381× 10−23 JK-1
q Electronic charge +1.602× 10−19 C
Z0 Vacuum impedance 376.7 Ω
0 Vacuum permittivity 8.854× 10−12 Fm-1
µ0 Vacuum permeability 1.257× 10−6 Hm-1




N (x) Hankel function of the first kind of order N
H
(2)
N (x) Hankel function of the second kind of order N
JN (x) Bessel function of the first kind of order N
KN (x) Modified Bessel function of the second kind of order N




~A Area vector (vector potential is not used in this work)
~B Magnetic flux density
~D Electric flux density
~E Electric field
Eˆj Electric field of guided (discrete) mode j of a nanorod
eˆ Electric field of radiation modes of a homogeneous medium
e˜ Electric field of radiation modes based on Hankel functions
eˆR Electric field of radiation modes of a nanorod
~H Magnetic field
Hˆj Magnetic field of guided (discrete) mode j of a nanorod
hˆ Magnetic field of radiation modes of a homogeneous medium
h˜ Magnetic field of radiation modes based on Hankel functions
hˆR Magnetic field of radiation modes of a nanorod
~J Electric current density
~j Vector amplitude of a Hertzian dipole (see section 6.5)




~S Time-averaged Poynting vector
xˆ, yˆ and zˆ Cartesian (rectangular) unit vectors
ρˆ, φˆ and zˆ Cylindrical polar unit vectors
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Scalar quantities (Uppercase italic)
Aj and Bj Normalization constants of guided mode j
Cj Expansion coefficient of guided mode j
Cnorm Normalization constant of Gaussian distribution
EN Electric field amplitude, where N is a non-negative integer
Eph Photon energy
Ex, Ey and Ez Shorthand for ~E · xˆ, ~E · yˆ and ~E · zˆ respectively
Eρ, Eφ and Ez Shorthand for ~E · ρˆ, ~E · φˆ and ~E · zˆ respectively
F See section 5.5
G Gaussian distribution
Hx, Hy and Hz Shorthand for ~H · xˆ, ~H · yˆ and ~H · zˆ respectively
Hρ, Hφ and Hz Shorthand for ~H · ρˆ, ~H · φˆ and ~H · zˆ respectively
I Intensity (power per unit area)
ILED Current through the LED
M See section 8.4
N Non-negative integer governing azimuthal variation
P Power




n2core − n2clad (dV denotes a volume differential)
Vapp Applied voltage
Vbi Built-in voltage
W Full width at half maximum of Gaussian distribution
X and Y See section 8.4
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Scalar quantities (lowercase italic)
Symbol Definition
a˜ Complex overlap of radiation modes (see section 9.5)
a and b Core normalization constants of radiation modes
c Expansion cofficient of radiation mode
cj and dj Expansion coefficients for decomposition of guided modes
cf and df Cladding constants for free space component of radiation modes
cs and ds Cladding constants for scattered component of radiation modes
d± Distances of cavity boundaries from Hertzian dipole source
d Cavity width; d = d+ + d−
f Can be either sin(Nφ) or cos(Nφ)
g Derivative of f above with respect to Nφ
j Index corresponding to a guided mode
k0 Free space wavenumber
n Refractive index
p Power in a single radiation mode (i.e. prior to integrating)
r Fresnel reflection coefficient or radial distance, depending on context
t Fresnel transmission coefficient or time, depending on context
vp Phase velocity
w Index corresponding to a quantum well




ρ, φ and z Cylindrical polar coordinates
α Exponential decay constant
β Propagation constant (z component of wavevector)





ζ Impedance distortion (see section 9.4)
η Efficiency (see section 1.4)
θ Angle with respect to z axis
κ and σ Real ρ component of wavevector
λ0 Free space wavelength
µ Magnetic permeability
ν Photon frequency
Ξ0N 1√2 if N = 0; 1 otherwise (see section 6.6)
ρq Electric charge density
σq Surface charge density
τ Transmission coefficient from inside a cavity (see section 5.5)
υ and χ See section 5.5
Φ Angle between dipole current and ρ axis (see section 6.5)
ψe and ψh z components of eˆR and hˆR respectively
Ω± Far-field angular emission pattern from a nanorod (see chapter 10)
ω Angular frequency of radiation
Angles are given in radians, except where the degree symbol is used. For example,
θ = pi2 = 90
◦ denotes a right angle.
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Scalar quantities for chapter 2 only
Chapter 2 contains some quantities that are not used elsewhere in the thesis (except for
(8.25) and (8.26), which are derived from that chapter) that have the same standard
notation (see for example Schubert 2006 and Kasap 2013) as quantities used in later
chapters. This provides an opportunity to use separate notation for chapter 2. It was
felt this was clearer than departing from standard notation for these quantities.
*n in (2.10) corresponds to refractive index, as in the rest of the thesis, as opposed to
Symbol Definition
A Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient
B Einstein stimulated emission/absorption coefficient
E1 and E2 Electron energy levels for two-level system
EC and EV Conduction and valance band edges
Eg Band gap energy
ET Trap level energy
Eph Photon energy
N1 and N2 Number density of electrons in states 1 and 2
n Electron density in semiconductor*
p Hole density in semiconductor
δn Electron-hole density in excess of equilibrium
R Recombination rate
T Temperature
ηIQE Internal quantum efficiency
ν Photon frequency
ρ(ν) Photon energy density
τnr Non-radiative lifetime




Light emitting diodes (LEDs), a review of which is given by Schubert (2006), are semi-
conductor p-n junctions that emit light through radiative electron-hole recombination
(see chapter 2), functioning as both a diode and a light source. LEDs have been used
as indicator lights in electronic equipment and for polymer optical fiber applications for
decades. Although LEDs are already used for a wide range of lighting and display ap-
plications, known collectively as solid state lighting, there exist a number of challenges
that prevent solid state lighting from achieving its full potential. LEDs still struggle to
compete with fluorescent tubes and liquid crystal displays (LCD) in many applications,
while altogether new applications such as smart LED lighting, visible light communi-
cation and integration into electronic devices are limited by these various barriers.
Most LEDs used in lighting applications are based on gallium nitride (GaN) and indium
gallium nitride (InGaN); a review of GaN-based LEDs is provided by Mottier (2008).
Being direct band gap semiconductors with high band gap energies and adequate car-
rier mobilities, GaN and InGaN are the ideal materials for blue and green LEDs, which
are required as part of white light sources and multi-coloured displays. InGaN typically
has a bandgap energy in the blue or green depending on alloy composition, while GaN
is transparent to visible radiation, so both are required to make a useful LED device.
However, GaN-based LEDs that emit at yellow or higher wavelengths are unavailable
outside the laboratory, causing the ‘green gap’ problem. In addition, the high refrac-
tive index of GaN means that most of the light emitted is trapped inside the LED
chip. This can be remedied via surface roughening, at the cost of losing control over
the directionality of the emitted light without secondary optics such as lenses, which
somewhat compromise the compact nature of LEDs. Cylindrical nanostructures, par-
ticularly nanorod emitters, have been proposed as a potential solution to many of these
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problems, providing a motive to investigate their optical properties in detail. Reviews
of nanostructured LEDs are provided by Wiesmann et al. (2009) and Li and Waag
(2012), while Bavencove et al. (2011) is also very readable. The goal of this thesis is
to advance understanding of the optical proprties of nanorod LEDs, with particular
emphasis on the directionality in the resulting light emission. The detailed objectives
are presented later.
This thesis begins with a review of historical and current LED technologies (this chap-
ter), a review of how LEDs work (chapters 2 and 3) and a brief summary of the
mathematical theory of classical optics (chapter 4). Building on this knowledge base, a
theoretical approach to optical modelling of planar GaN-based LED devices is presented
in chapter 5 and complemented with numerical simulations. Following a thorough in-
troduction to the theory of electromagnetic modes of optical systems in chapter 6, a
review of state of the art nanorod LED technology is presented in chapter 7. The main
results of the thesis are contained in chapters 8, 9 and 10 where it is explained how the
modal simulation methods of chapter 6 can be used to undertake optical modelling of
nanorod LEDs, with numerical results from these simulations also presented. Possibil-
ities for future work are presented in chapter 11, followed by a summary of the main
conclusions and a list of references.
Note that organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are beyond the scope of this work
as their principles of operatation are very different to those of inorganic LEDs. Chap-
ter 8 of Mottier (2009) contains a brief review.
It should also be noted this thesis does not have a “literature review” chapter. Reviews
of the literature are instead dispersed throughout the thesis in the relevant chapters.
For example, in this chapter the interested reader is directed to a range of literature
on LED history and applications, while light extraction technologies are reviewed in
section 1.5.
1.1 A brief history of LEDs
Chapter 1 of Schubert (2006) provides a review of the history of LEDs, which is sum-
marized here. The first LED was discovered accidentally by Round (1907) when he ob-
served that crystals of silicon carbide (SiC) glowed when a current was passed through
them, despite the crystals being far too cool for incandescence to occur. SiC is an
indirect bandgap semiconductor and therefore has no practical use for LEDs. The
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first practical visible spectrum LED was invented by Holonyak and Bevacqua (1962); it
emitted in the red and was made from gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP), an alloy of
gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium phosphide (GaP). The fundamental band gap of
GaAs is equal to the energy of an infrared photon, while the band gap of GaP is equal
to the energy of a green photon (although it is an indirect bandgap semiconductor). It
is therefore possible to adjust the colour of the photons emitted through electron-hole
recombination by varying the amount of arsenic and phosphorus in the alloy; the more
phosphorus is present, the higher the energy of the emitted photons. Through variation
of the alloy composition in this way, LEDs were soon developed in a range of colours
from red to green (Logan et al. 1968, Herzog et al. 1969, Groves et al. 1971, Logan
et al. 1971, Craford et al. 1972; for a review see Duke and Holonyak 1973). LEDs
in the blue, violet and ultraviolet, however, remained elusive until the development by
Akasaki et al. (1992) and Nakamura et al. (1993a, 1993b, 1994) of LEDs based on
gallium nitride (GaN) and its alloys aluminium gallium nitride (AlGaN) and indium
gallium nitride (InGaN). GaN has a band gap in the near-ultraviolet while the band
gap of InN lies in the infrared; as the indium content is increased, the emission shifts
from the near-UV through the violet and blue into the green. However, InGaN with
a high indium content is thermodynamically unstable and has a high lattice mismatch
with GaN, leading to intense strains that make growth of InGaN with more than 25%
InN mole fraction extremely difficult, meaning that GaN-based LEDs emitting yellow
or longer-wavelength light are unavailable outside the laboratory. AlN has a band gap
in the deep ultraviolet, so AlGaN is used to make LEDs emitting in the deep ultraviolet
(3.5 eV and beyond). Currently, InGaN is the standard material for LEDs emitting
in the blue, green and violet, while aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP)
is used to make LEDs emitting in the red, orange and yellow; AlGaInP cannot emit
in the green as it becomes an indirect bandgap semiconductor if the band gap exceeds
around 2.25 eV. The efficiency of both of these main LED types falls dramatically in
the green spectral range; this phenomenon is called the ‘green gap’ and is one of the
main obstacles to implementation of solid state lighting.
1.2 White light sources based on LEDs
LEDs are inherently near-monochromatic devices, as all photons they generate have an
energy close to the band gap of the material being used. For most lighting applications,
however, white light is required. White light can be obtained either by mixing the light
from several LEDs of different colours, or by using phosphors; various ways of doing
this are shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2.
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Figure 1-1 shows how two or more LEDs emitting different colours can be combined
Figure 1-1: Generation of white light by combining LEDs of different colours. c©
E. Fred Schubert (2006), published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with
permission.
to create white light. This method achieves good colour rendering, which is explained
in detail in chapter 19 of Schubert (2006) but can roughly be defined as the range of
colours present in the light. The lack of phosphors extends the lifetime of the lighting
system, as the phosphor can be the first part of the system to degrade, especially at
higher temperatures (Meneghini et al. 2010). The single-chip, multiple-unit approach
(Figure 1-1, left) involves using a different LED unit to produce each colour. With this
approach, the exact colour of white (the ‘white point’) can be controlled by altering the
electrical power supplied to the various LEDs, according to taste or even the time of
day (Schubert and Kim 2005). The monolithic or multiple-chip approach (Figure 1-1,
right) uses a single LED with multiple chips, which is useful for applications such as
torches and displays where compactness is required. However, the reliance on a green
LED reduces the efficiency of these methods.
Figure 1-2 (a) depicts a blue LED covered with a cerium-doped yttrium aluminium
garnet (Ce:YAG) phosphor, which absorbs some of the blue light and re-emits yellow
light; the yellow and blue light mix to form a blueish white known as ‘cold white’. As
yellow photons have less energy than blue photons, the wavelength conversion process
consumes energy. This system is highly efficient, compact and cheap to manufacture,
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Figure 1-2: Generation of white light using LEDs and phosphors. c©E. Fred Schubert
(2006), published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission.
making it the ‘workhorse’ of the solid state lighting industry. However, the colour ren-
dering is poor and the light unappealing to humans, as it does not resemble anything in
nature. Although these problems can be remedied by the addition of a red phosphor,
there are currently no phosphors that absorb in the blue, emit in the red and have
efficiencies comparable to Ce:YAG, so the addition of a red phosphor to create ‘warm
white’ reduces the efficiency considerably.
Figure 1-2 (b) depicts an LED emitting in the deep ultraviolet striking red, blue and
green phosphors, which absorb the ultraviolet light and re-emit visible light. This
method also offers good colour rendering and is easy to implement as efficient phos-
phors that absorb and re-emit at the required wavelengths are already widely used in
fluorescent lamps. However, the energy difference between the phosphor absorption
and emission is greater than that in Figure 1-2 (a), making these LEDs less efficient
than ’cold white’ LEDs. The use of ultraviolet light also rules out this solution for
illuminating anything that might be damaged by such radiation, such as art, historical
artifacts or sensitive equipment.
1.3 Advantages of solid state lighting
The advantages and potential advantages of solid state lighting over existing lighting
technologies are manifold.
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LED chips fabricated in laboratories show the highest efficiency of any light source
(Cree 2011). The efficiency of commercial LED lamps is already comparable to that
of compact fluorescent lamps, but is currently lower than that of linear fluorescent
tubes (Osram 2011). Efficient light sources provide economic benefits and facilitate in
addressing sustainability concerns surrounding the use of fossil fuels.
The average lifetime of LED lamps is far greater than those of linear fluorescent tubes
and greater still than those of compact fluorescent lamps (US Department of Energy
2006). In addition, LED lamps are much less fragile than fluorescent tubes.
LED chips are far brighter than most other light sources (except for stimulated emis-
sion devices such as lasers) in terms of emitted power per surface area (the typical LED
chip size is around 1 mm2), allowing for the creation of very high intensity light sources.
The emission spectra of LEDs are much narrower than those of most light sources
(again excluding stimulated emission devices), so the colour is very pure and can be
modified in accordance with the needs of the application by altering the alloy compo-
sition of the active region. This makes LEDs suitable for communication (Bockstaele
et al. 1999), health (Crawford et al. 2011), scientific and horticultural (Morrow 2008)
applications in addition to general space lighting.
By using reflecting contacts, distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), cavity resonances,
photonic crystals, photonic quasi-crystals and other such technologies, it is often pos-
sible to design the LED chip so as to emit a desired spatial/angular power distribution
without the need for secondary optics. This is discussed in more detail in section 1.5.
LEDs and other light sources based on semiconductors are much smaller than other light
sources, allowing incorporation into displays and many other devices such as torches,
ornaments, medical instruments and electronic equipment. LEDs without secondary
optics are even more compact.
Another advantage of LEDs over ‘traditional’ light sources is their ability to switch
on and off rapidly without consuming much energy. This is appealing to users when
they want bright light immediately without a ‘warm up’ period, while also increasing
the energy saving potential of turning lights off when not in use.
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Like other electronic devices, LEDs use direct current (DC) electrical power as op-
posed to the alternating current (AC) used by traditional electrical lamps. Under the
short distance, low voltage conditions present in domestic and business micro-grids, the
transmission of DC power is much more efficient than that of AC, further enhancing
the energy saving potential of LEDs. It is also possible to take LEDs and other DC
devices ‘off grid’ and power them using photovoltaic installations, avoiding the conver-
sion losses incurred by rectifying AC mains power into DC (Shenai and Shah 2011).
The compactness, rapid response and low voltage requirement (due to use of DC power)
of LEDs facilitate integration into electronic equipment, i.e. LEDs can provide light
and convey digital information simultaneously. This property of LEDs is already used
for dual lighting/display applications such as road signs, bus destination displays, bill-
boards and televisions, but many other applications have yet to be commercially re-
alized. Visible light communication, where LED lamps modulate at frequencies too
fast for the human eye to detect in order to transmit information to and from other
electronic devices such as computers and smartphones, has already been demonstrated
in the laboratory (Zeng et al. 2009). There is also the potential to integrate LEDs with
sensors, so as the alter the colour of light based on the time of day, or to switch lights
on and off based the number of people present and their location. Further speculation
on such ‘smart lighting’ applications is given by Schubert and Kim (2005).
1.4 LED efficiency definitions
There are several different efficiency quantities associated with LEDs. Each has a dif-
ferent definition and relates to different properties of the LED. LEDs Magazine (2004)
provides an incomplete list of such quantities, which is reviewed here; other efficiency
definitions involving photometric quantities are discussed in chapter 16 of Schubert
(2006).
An LED chip consists of electrical contacts and a light-emitting active region, connected
by transparent semiconducting confinement regions. Not all current is necesarily in-
jected into the active region; for example, electrical conduction may occur at surfaces
where the band structure is disrupted. The injection efficiency ηinj is the fraction of
electron-hole pairs injected into the entire device (i.e. the fraction of electrons passed
through the device) that reaches and remains in the active region.
Once an electron-hole pair reaches the active region, it can undergo either radiative or
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non-radiative recombination (see section 2.3). The internal quantum efficiency ηIQE is
defined as the fraction of recombination events that are radiative.
The extraction efficiency ηext is the fraction of photons emitted by radiative recom-
bination that are extracted from the LED into the surrounding environment, net of the
emitted photons that are absorbed inside the LED system or trapped by total internal
reflection.
The external quantum efficiency ηEQE is defined as the number of photons extracted
from the device divided by the number of electrons passing into the device via its
contacts. The EQE is equivalent to the product of the injection efficiency, IQE and
extraction efficiency:
ηEQE = ηinjηIQEηext. (1.1)
The power conversion efficiency, denoted as ηpow or simply η, is equal to the total
optical power extracted from the device divided by the electrical input power; it is also






~S · d ~A = hν
q|Vapp − Vbi|ηEQE = ηfeedηEQE , (1.2)
where ~S is the Poynting vector, A is a closed surface surrounding the LED, Vapp is the
voltage applied across the diode, ILED is the current through the LED, h is Planck’s
constant, ν is the energy of the emitted photons, q is the electronic charge, Vbi is the
built-in voltage and ηfeed is the feeding efficiency, which is given by
ηfeed =
hν
q|Vapp − Vbi| . (1.3)
In practice, the feeding efficiency is limited mainly by parasitic series resistances but
also by the difference in band gap between the active and confinement regions; the
larger this difference, the lower the feeding efficiency. This means that for InGaN/GaN
LEDs, the feeding efficiency will always be lower for green LEDs than blue ones; this
efficiency loss is unavoidable and exacerbates the ‘green gap’ problem further.
1.5 The challenge of light extraction
The main objective of this work is to identify ways of maximizing the extraction effi-
ciency of GaN-based LEDs and tailoring their angular emission patterns to suit their
applications. As semiconductor material quality improves, extraction efficiency be-
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comes the main limiting factor on the external quantum efficiency. The main limiting
factor on the extraction efficiency is total internal reflection, which confines light within
the LED semiconductor chip as shown in Figure 1-3. The refractive index of GaN at
blue and green wavelengths varies between 2.4 and 2.5 (Takeuchi et al. 2010), whereas
the refractive index of most incapsulants is much lower, ranging between 1.4 and 1.6
(Zhou et al. 2008, Lin et al. 2010). This results in around 72% (see section 5.3) of the
light being emitted outside of the light escape cone (see section 4.5) and being confined
inside the chip, where it is mostly absorbed by the active region, metal contacts and
defects within the GaN, particularly at the highly defective GaN nucleation/template
layer (Schad et al 2004, Mottier 2009 chapter 2). Even for light emitted into the escape
cone, lossy metal reflectors and the nuclation layer can hinder light extraction further.
There exist several technologies designed to increase extraction efficiency, an incom-
plete summary of which is provided below.
The encapsulation of LED chips inside a transparent and durable substance such as
Figure 1-3: Total internal reflection inside a high-index semiconductor. c© E. Fred
Schubert (2006), published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permis-
sion.
epoxy resin not only protects the chip but also increases the size of the light escape
cone and by extension the extraction efficiency, as explained in section 3.7. Note that
the 72% figure quoted above accounts for the presence of an epoxy encapsulant, but
this can be improved by using an encapsulant of higher refractive index.
Half of all light emitted by an LED is directed ‘downward’ towards the chip header,
as opposed to ‘upward’ into the environment, necessitating the use of reflectors; Schu-
bert (2006, chapter 10) provides a detailed overview of the subject. Metallic reflectors
are omnidirectional but lossy, while dielectric distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) are
efficient but highly directional. Efficient omnidirectional reflectors (ODRs) can be con-
structed either from a combination of metal and dielectric layers or with just dielectrics
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(Fink et al. 1998).
Any given LED chip with smooth surfaces will exhibit Fabry-Pe´rot resonances, result-
ing in emission from the active region being enhanced for some angles and suppressed
for others. It is possible to design the Fabry-Pe´rot cavity so that emission into the
light escape cone is enhanced at the expense of emission outside of it, improving the
extraction efficiency. Chapter 5 explains how this is done. This technique is also useful
for manipulating the LED’s angular emission pattern. Delbeke et al. (2002) provide a
review.
The metallic electrical contacts can hinder light extraction by absorbing part of the
incident light while reflecting the rest of it back into the chip. This can be avoided
by using flip-chip packaging (see section 3.5), where the contacts do not hinder light
extraction but actually enhance it by functioning as reflectors. For LEDs grown on sap-
phire, the light can be emitted through the substrate or the substrate can be removed;
silicon substrates on the other hand must be removed in order for flip-chip packaging
to work owing to the absorption of visible light by silicon.
Sapphire substrates can be removed by laser lift-off, where a laser is shone through
the sapphire to destroy the GaN nucleation layer via an ablation effect, detaching the
substrate in the process; silicon substrates can be removed by a combination of grinding
and chemical etching. Either way, light extraction is improved by the removal of the
absorbing nucleation layer and roughening of the surface, the exposure of which paves
the way for additional roughening (see below).
Surface roughening using the techniques outlined above acts to scatter light out of
guided modes and into radiation modes (see Figure 1-4). A combination of encapsu-
lation, flip-chip packaging, substrate removal and surface roughening has been shown
to yield extraction efficiencies approaching 80% (Shchekin et al. 2006, cited in Mottier
2009).
An alternative to roughening the GaN surface is to etch nanopyramid structures into
the suface of the sapphire substrate using a dry chemical etch; this has been shown to
enhance light extraction in a similar way to surface roughening (Yamada et al. 2002).
Simulations of patterned substrate LEDs with epoxy encapsulants predict light ex-
traction efficiencies similar to those achieved experimentally by substrate removal and
surface roughening (Lee et al 2007). Substrate patterning in this manner has yet to be
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Figure 1-4: Scattering of light from guided modes by a roughened surface. c©E. Fred
Schubert (2006), published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permis-
sion.
demonstrated for LEDs with silicon substrates, mostly because the absorbing nature
of silicon means any benefit to light extraction would be minimal.
Another alternative to surface roughening is the use of photonic crystals, an approach
reviewed by Wiesmann et al (2009). ‘Shallow etched’ photonic crystals, depicted in fig-
ure 1-5 (b), scatter light out of guided modes more efficiently than surface roughening
by utilising Bragg scattering mechanisms. Extraction efficiencies of over 70% have been
obtained for unencapsulated LEDs using such structures (Wierer et al. 2009), provid-
ing a higher extraction efficiency than unencapsulated LEDs with roughened surfaces.
Only one group has published data on encapsulated (Cho et al. 2005, 2008) photonic
crystal LEDs and their results are less encouraging; this could be due to the group’s
use of indium tin oxide (ITO) transparent electrodes, which have a weak refractive
index contrast with epoxy encapsulants. ‘Deep-etched’ photonic crystals, depicted in
figure 1-5 (d), can achieve near-unity extraction efficiencies by inhibiting spontaneous
emission into guided modes via a photonic bandgap, although this inhibition reduces
the internal quantum efficiency. Both ‘shallow-etched’ and ‘deep-etched’ photonic crys-
tals can be ’buried’ by growing a planar semiconductor layer on top; this is useful for
forming good electrical contacts and further increasing the range of structures available
(Lewins et al. 2013).
LED chips with dimensions on the order of micrometres (micro-LEDs) can improve
light extraction by introducing additional light escape cones on the sides of the chips
as well as on top (Jiang and Lin 2013). Nano-LEDs, which have dimensions on the
order of nanometres or lower, provide providing the potential to exploit the resonant
cavity effect in three dimensions (Purcell 1946) and can also be arranged in a photonic
crystal structure to further enhance light extraction and give designers control over
the directionality of light emission. A more detailed discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of nano-LEDs is given in chapter 7.
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Figure 1-5: (a) Depiction of total internal reflection in a planar LED chip. (b) Use
of ‘shallow-etched’ photonic crystals to scatter light out of guided modes. (c) View
of a shallow-etched hexagonal photonic crystal structure from above, where the circles
represent nano-columns or nano-holes of GaN. (d) Use of a ‘deep-etched’ photonic
crystal to prevent emission into guided modes using a photonic band gap.
1.6 Summary
In this chapter a brief outline of the thesis is presented, followed by a discussion of the
history and applications of LEDs and solid state lighting, as well as the challenges still
faced by the technology. This chapter serves to provide a background for the rest of
the thesis and explain how the physics discussed in later chapters is relevant to solid
state lighting applications. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 discuss how to obtain white light from
LEDs while also introducing the ’green gap’ problem. Section 1.3 discusses the myriad
of present and future applications of solid state lighting and establishes the motivations
for using it. Section 1.4 defines the various efficiencies of LEDs, while section 1.5 focuses
on the challenge of light extraction, reviewing both mature and novel solutions. Light
extraction, along with the directionality of the light output, are the primary focuses of






Crucial to understanding LED physics is an understanding of radiative processes, a
topic for which Kasap (2013) provides a very readable introduction. In this chap-
ter, the three main radiative processes, i.e. interactions between photons and other
particles (usually electrons) are introduced, followed by a discussion of spontaneous
emission, non-radiative recombination and absorption in the direct band gap semicon-
ductors from which LEDs are made.
It is known from quantum theory that the energy of an electron in an atom must
take one of a number of discrete values. This chapter considers two such energies,
E1 and E2, where E2 > E1. This two-level system can interact with photons of en-
ergy E2−E1 in three different ways: absorption, stimulated emission and spontaneous
emission. The frequency ν of such a photon is given in terms of E1, E2 and Planck’s
constant h by the equation
hν = E2 − E1. (2.1)
Equation (2.1) and the subsequent analysis in this section applies to an isolated atom,
making it applicable to gases. In solid-state systems, disorder introduces a broadening
δEph to the transition. This is discussed further in section 2.3.
Absorption occurs when a photon with energy E2 − E1 is incident upon the system
when the electron has the lower energy E1. The photon is absorbed by the electron
and its energy is used to raise the electron’s energy to E2. Stimulated emission occurs
when a photon is incident upon the system when the electron has the higher energy E2,
inducing the electron to emit a second identical photon by lowering its energy to E1.
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The two photons are coherent (see section 4.9), and have the same phase, polarization
and direction. Another emission process can occur without the need for the prescence
of an incident photon. The electron lowers its energy from E2 to E1 and emits a photon
of energy E2 − E1. This process is called spontaneous emission.
Real atoms consist of many more than two energy levels, but those levels are still
Figure 2-1: The three ways photons can interact with a two-level atom (adapted from
Kasap 2013).
discrete. Therefore atoms can absorb only photons whose energy corresponds to the
difference between two of those levels. Shining white light through a sufficiently dense
ensemble of gas atoms therefore results in certain wavelengths being absorbed and the
rest transmitted, giving rise to absorption line spectra that can be used to identify
gases. Conversely, if energy is supplied to a dense gas, exciting some of the electrons
to higher energies, the electrons will undergo spontaneous emission and fall to lower
energies. The resulting emission contains a discrete set of wavelengths called an emis-
sion line spectrum. Street lamps and fluorescent tubes work by bombarding gas atoms
with free electrons, causing atomic electrons to be excited so as to produce the emission
lines. Lasers operate by using stimulated emission to amplify light: if a large number
of electrons are excited to a higher energy level E2, one of them will undergo spon-
taneous emission, emitting a photon of energy E2 − E1. This photon causes another
electron with energy E2 to undergo stimulated emission, so there are now two photons
of energy E2 −E1; the original emission is therefore amplified and the process repeats
itself in a chain reaction. Net amplification of light requires the majority of electrons
to be in the E2 state, otherwise the emitted photons will be absorbed by electrons in
the E1 state. This requirement is called population inversion and can be achieved by
supplying either electrical or optical energy to the system.
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2.2 Emission/absorption rates and Einstein coefficients
The rate per unit volume R1→2 at which absorption events occur is proportional to
both the number of electrons per unit volume N1 in state 1 and the photon energy
density ρ at the frequency ν given by (2.1):
R1→2 = B1→2N1ρ(ν), (2.2)
where B1→2 is a constant of proportionality known as the Einstein B absorption coef-
ficient. The emission rate per unit volume R2→1 must take into account both sponta-
neous and stimulated emission. The former depends only upon the number of electrons
per unit volume N2 in state 2 while the latter depends upon both N2 and ρ(ν):
R2→1 = N2(B2→1ρ(ν) +A), (2.3)
where A is the Einstein A spontaneous emission coefficient and B2→1 is the Einstein
B stimulated emission coefficient.
The relationships between the three Einstein coefficients can be found by considering
the conditions at thermal equilibrium, at which the absorption and emission rates must
be equal:
R1→2 = R2→1,
B1→2N1ρ(ν) = N2(B2→1ρ(ν) +A). (2.4)









where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The final













where h is Planck’s constant and c0 is the speed of light in a vacuum. Substituting
































Equation (2.8) can only be satisfied if




Equation (2.9) gives the relationship between the three Einstein coefficients. Firstly, it
shows that the two B coefficients are in fact one and the same. Secondly, it relates this
single B coefficient to the A spontaneous emission coefficient via universal constants
and the frquency ν, which is proportional to the difference E2 − E1 between the two
energy levels. Note that this result applies to atoms in a vacuum; for atoms in a
transparent homogeneous medium, simply replace c0 in the above equations with c0n ,





The presence of n in (2.10) is evidence of an important principle: that the optical
properties of the medium in which spontaneous emission occurs affects the strength of
such emission, through the photon energy density ρ(ν). While (2.10) is sufficient to
describe emission within transparent homogeneous media, the situation becomes more
complex when the emitting atom is close to one or more interfaces between media. The
use of such effects to improve LED functionality is the primary focus of this thesis.
2.3 Spontaneous emission in semiconductors
Schubert (2006, chapter 2) gives an introduction to radiative and non-radiative recom-
bination in semiconductors, along with suggestions for further reading. Near the Fermi
level, the energy structure of a semiconductor consists of the valence and conduction
bands with respective edges EV and EC , in an analogy with the two-level atomic system
discussed above and its two energy levels E1 and E2. It is therefore expected that the
three radiative processes that occur in atomic systems also occur in semiconductors.
It turns out this is indeed the case; semiconductors are strongly absorbing for pho-
tons of energy exceeding the band gap energy Eg = EC − EV , while being essentially
transparent for energies sufficiently far below the band gap. Semiconductors are also
the basis for three different types of light source: superluminescent diodes (SLDs) and
laser diodes utilise stimulated emission while light emitting diodes (LEDs), the subject
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Figure 2-2: The non-radiative deep level (a) and Auger (b) recombination processes,
shown alongside band-to-band radiative recombination (c). c©E. Fred Schubert (2006),
published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission.
of this research, utilise spontaneous emission. In a direct bandgap semiconductor, it
can be assumed that all simple band-to-band electron-hole recombination events are
radiative i.e. the difference in energy Eph ≈ EC −EV = Eg is released in the form of a
photon of energy Eph = hν ≈ Eg as opposed to being released as heat. The equation
for the radiative recombination rate per unit volume Rrad takes a similar form to the
spontaneous emission term in (2.3), except there are now two particles, an electron and





where τrad is the radiative recombination lifetime, n and p are the respective elec-
tron and hole number densities and here A is the bimolecular recombination coeficient,
analogous with the Einstein A spontaneous emission coefficient. It is through this pro-
cess that spontaneous emission occurs in semiconductors. However there are, broadly
speaking, two non-radiative recombination processes that can occur even in a direct
bandgap semiconductor: in both cases, no photon is emitted and the energy is lost as
heat. At defects and surfaces, electron energy levels that lie in the forbidden band gap
become allowed. At these defects, the simple band-to-band radiative recombination
process is replaced by a two-stage process (Shockley and Read 1952, cited in Schu-
bert 2006) where the electron moves to this ‘trap level’ ET before recombination takes
place. In most cases, transitions to and from the trap level are indirect and therefore
non-radiative. The non-radiative recombination rate per unit volume Rnr is given by
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where δn = δp is the number density of electron-hole pairs that have been generated
or injected in excess of their equilibrium values and τnr(ET ) is the non-radiative re-
combination lifetime for trap level ET . More complex processes involving multiple trap
levels can also occur (Breitenstein et al. 2010).
However, there is another mechanism for non-radiative recombination in addition to
those due to trap levels. As n and/or p increases, so does the probability that the
energy released is transferred to another electron or hole rather than by emitting a
photon. This is known as the Auger process; the rate per unit volume RAuger at which




= Cnn2p+ Cpp2n, (2.13)
where Cn (Cp) is the Auger coefficient for such an event involving two electrons (holes)
and a hole (electron). The cubic carrier concentration dependence makes Auger re-
combination negligible unless the concentration is unusually high (corresponding to
high injection currents). The total recombination rate per unit volume R is found by
summing (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13):





+Anp+ Cnn2p+ Cpp2n. (2.14)
The internal quantum efficiency ηIQE of an LED is defined as the fraction of total











Inspection of (2.15) reveals that the internal quantum efficiency is maximised by keep-
ing defects and surfaces to a minimum, which corresponds to large values of τnr, while
keeping injection currents below the level at which the unavoidable Auger process be-
comes significant.
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2.4 Basic LED operation and quantum wells
The basic principle of an LED is to convert electrical energy into light through radiative
recombination. Simultaneously, holes are injected from a p-type region and electrons
from an n-type region into an ‘active’ volume, usually the p-n junction itself, where
they recombine to emit light via spontaneous emission. As a p-n junction is involved,
the device also functions as a diode, hence the name light emitting diode and corre-
sponding acronym LED. However, this simple design is highly inefficient, as most of
the emitted photons will be re-absorbed within the semiconductor. Practical LEDs
therefore use quantum wells to act as the p-n junction. A quantum well consists of an
extremely narrow (on the order of nanometres) undoped or lightly doped region with
a band gap significantly lower than that of the surrounding confinement layers, one
of which is p-type and the other n-type. The difference in band gap acts to confine
electrons and holes in the same place, so that they recombine much more quickly than
they would otherwise; in addition, the confinement layers are essentially transparent
to the emitted light. The confinement and emission processes are depicted in figure 2-3.
Most LEDs use multiple quantum wells, which are placed close together in an un-
Figure 2-3: Carrier confinement and recombination in a quantum well. c© E. Fred
Schubert (2006), published by Cambridge University Press, adapted with permission.
doped or lightly doped active region. The quantum wells are separated by regions
of higher band gap that are also only a few nanometres thick; these are often called
barrier layers. Both confinement and barrier layers are essentially transparent to the
emitted light. This transparency, combined with the narrow thickness of the absorbing
quantum wells, means very little light is absorbed (Miyajima et al. 2011).
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the reader is taken from an abstract discussion of radiative processes in
a two-level system to a justification of the the modern multiple quantum well based LED
in terms of these same processes. The role of defects in lowering the internal quantum
efficiency is also introduced, as is the dependence of the spontaneous emission rate A
on the photon energy density ρ(ν), which is also known as the optical density of states.
Equation (2.15) shows how ηIQE is effected by ρ(ν) via A. A qualitative discussion
of how the multiple quantum well is incorporated into a packaged GaN LED device is
given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
LED structure and packaging
3.1 Introduction
The entire field of optoelectronics depends on the ability to bridge the quantum physics
discussed in chapter 2 and the macroscopic physics of the finished device; this interface
occurs inside the LED chip. This chapter contains a brief qualitative discussion of the
structure of LED chips and how they fit into the full packaged LED device; for a more
detailed review see chapters 4 and 5 of Mottier (2008). The material in this chapter is
not critical to understanding the wider thesis, although concepts introduced here are
referred to in later chapters.
3.2 Chip structure of gallium nitride (GaN)-based LEDs
Today, most LEDs used for general lighting applications are based on the III-V semi-
conductor gallium nitride (GaN), which is traditionally grown as thin films on sapphire
substrates. As sapphire is electrically insulating, both the p-type and n-type contacts
must lie on the same side of the wafer, as depicted in figure 3-1 (a), with access to the
n-type GaN being enabled by mesa-etching. In recent years, however, GaN has been
grown on silicon substrates in growing quantities at a much lower cost; for a review
see Zhu et al. (2013). Unlike sapphire, silicon is semiconducting, so the two contacts
can be placed on opposite sides of the wafer as shown in figure 3-1 (b), in addition to
the configuration shown in figure 3-1 (a). GaN is ideally suited to LEDs because it
is essentially transparent to visible radiation; the actual light emission takes place in
quantum wells made of indium gallium nitride (InGaN), which has a lower band gap.
LEDs emitting in the yellow, red and orange are made of AlGaInP as opposed to GaN;
AlGaInP is grown on GaAs substrates, which are much like silicon substrates in that
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they are semiconducting but also absorbing.
Figure 3-1: LED chip with a (a) lateral and (b) vertical structure. c©E. Fred Schubert
(2006), published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission.
3.3 Packaging the LED chip
The LED chip itself is not sufficient to form a useful product. In order to form a prac-
tical device, the chip must be connected to an electrical power source, any required
electronics and a heat sink into which any heat generated by non-radiative recombina-
tion and Joule heating can be dissipated. This is generally done by connecting the LED
chip to a chip header using surface mount technology (SMT). In addition, the chip is
fragile and must be shielded from its external environment by encapsulation in a trans-
parent material such as acryllic, silicone or epoxy. Section 3.2 descrbed two different
types of LED chip, lateral and vertical, which must be packaged in different ways. The
two possible substrate types, sapphire and siilicon, have very different properties that
affect the choice of packaging process; sapphire is electrically and thermally insulating
and optically transparent, while silicon is electrically and thermally semiconducting
and opaque to visible radiation.
3.4 Conventional chip LEDs
Conventional chip LEDs, in which the substrate faces the chip header and the contacts
face away from it, are the simplest and cheapest lateral LEDs to make. The contacts
are connected to the external circuit by wire bonding. There are, however, two main
disadvantages to this process. Firstly, the metal contacts will inevitably prevent some
of the light from escaping from the chip, reducing the extraction efficiency. The use
of transparent contacts such as indium tin oxide (ITO) (Cho et al. 2005, 2008) and
aluminium zinc oxide (AZO) (Kong et al. 2011) can alleviate this problem, although
this is at present a highly expensive solution. The second problem concerns heat
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Figure 3-2: A commercial flip-chip InGaN/GaN LED package. (Philips Lumileds 2006
and Wysocki 2007)
dissipation. The sapphire substrate is thermally insulating, making it difficult to remove
heat generated by non-radiative recombination from the chip, causing heat to build up
and damage the chip. Silicon has a higher thermal conductivity than sapphire making
this less of a problem, although a metal would be preferable. A reflector of some
variety is necessary in order to redirect light emitted towards the chip header. For the
case of transparent sapphire substrates, a metal mirror placed on the far side of the
sapphire is sufficient. For the case of silicon substrates, an in-situ DBR (distributed
Bragg reflector) or something similar must be fabricated between the active region and
substrate, or the substrate must be removed.
3.5 Flip-chip LEDs
The use of flip-chip LEDs is a simple and effective solution to the problems associated
with conventional chip LEDs. In flip-chip LEDs the contacts face the chip header while
the substrate faces away or is removed altogether. The contacts must be connected
to the circuit by solder-bump bonding; although this is more expensive than wire
bonding, the resulting increase in efficiency usually ensures the cost-effectiveness of
flip-chip packaging. The metal contacts, facing the chip header and the heat sink, no
longer impede the propagation of light; in addition they act as reflectors while providing
a path of high thermal conductivity between the chip and heat sink. For LEDs grown
on sapphire substrates, the light can pass through the substrate unimpeded, although
the highly-defective GaN nucleation layer between the substrate and the rest of the chip
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absorbs some of the light (Schad et al. 2004, Mottier 2009 chapter 2); the most efficient
GaN-on-sapphire LEDs employ a technique called laser lift-off where the nucleation
layer is destroyed by shining a high-intensity laser through the substrate, detaching
the sapphire in the process. Laser lift-off also roughens what remains of the GaN
chip, scattering some of the light that would otherwise be confined to the chip by total
internal reflection. Flip-chip packaging cannot be implemented for the case of silicon
substrates without removing the absorbing silicon. As laser lift-off is not suitable for
silicon substrates, chemical etching is required.
3.6 Packaging of vertical LEDs
Vertical LEDs have the n and p-type contacts on opposite sides of the wafer. Without
substrate removal, this packaging process is unsuitable for insulating sapphire sub-
strates, so it can be used for silicon only. Although in-situ DBRs can still be fabricated
to reflect light away from the absorbing substrate, they usually consist of GaN alternat-
ing with another semiconductor of higher bandgap, such as AlGaN (Calle et al. 2002)
or AlInN (Dorsaz et al. 2005, Cosendey et al. 2011). Materials with higher bandgap
than GaN act as a barrier to electrons or holes attempting to pass through them, re-
sulting in a decrease in the injection efficiency, while materials of lower bandgap tend
to be absorbing in the visible (the bandgap of GaN is 3.45 eV, in the near-ultraviolet).
This results in a trade-off; either forego the use of a DBR and accept a very low ex-
traction efficiency, or use the DBR and accept a reduced injection efficiency. The only
way around this is to remove the substrate, so that the contact on the chip header
side can also function as a reflector and heat sink; with substrate removal, the vertical
structure can also be implemented for chips grown on sapphire. The main advantage of
vertical packaging is that it requires neither mesa-etching or solder-bump bonding; the
main disadvantage is that the contact on the side opposite the chip header will always
hinder light extraction to some extent. Substrate-free vertical packages generally have
the most efficient heat dissipation.
3.7 Encapsulation
The material used for encapsulation must be soft or liquid while hot and become rigid
and durable upon cooling, as well as being transparent. Examples of such materials
include various plastics such as acryllic in addition to many varieties of silicone and
epoxy. In addition to protecting the fragile semiconductor chip and its connections to
the external circuit, the encapsulant also enhances light extraction compared to what
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Figure 3-3: A graphical summary of the various types of LED chip structure, showing
the flexibility added by substrate removal. c© E. Fred Schubert (2006), published by
Cambridge University Press, adapted with permission.
it would be if the chip was in direct contact with air. If the encapsulant takes the shape
of a hemisphere with the chip at its centre and is sufficiently large compared to the
chip, light emitted from the chip in any direction is incident upon the encapsulant/air
interface at near-normal incidence and therefore undergoes little reflection. As the re-
fractive index of most encapsulants is around 1.5 as opposed to unity for air, the critical
angle of total internal reflection at the chip/encapsulant interface and by extension the
extraction efficiency are therefore significantly increased by the use of encapsulants in
this manner. For applications requiring high directionality, the encapsulant is often
shaped into a lens in order to collimate the light into a near-surface normal direction.
3.8 Summary
This chapter provides a brief summary of the various options for packaging LEDs; this is
not critical to understanding the thesis but provides useful background information. In
particular, the ability of hemispherical encapsulants to increase the extraction efficiency





Classical electromagnetism is governed in its entirety by Maxwell’s equations, from
which any and all equations and identities concerning electromagnetism are derived.
This chapter introduces Maxwell’s equations and key equations that can be derived
from them, including the interface conditions, the wave equations, Snell’s law and the
Fresnel equations, as well as important concepts such as plane waves, waveguiding,
the far field and coherence. The derivations of these equations are not given here,
although the interested reader is referred to Jackson (1999) and Sadiku (2007) for a
broad overview, while other useful textbooks for specific concepts are listed in the rel-
evant sections.
Maxwell’s equations can be found in any textbook on electromagnetism, such as Sadiku
(2007, pp. 400-401) and are usually given in coordinate-free vector differential form:
~∇ · ~D = ρq (4.1)
~∇ · ~B = 0 (4.2)








~D =  ~E (4.5)
~B = µ ~H, (4.6)
where ~E and ~H are the respective electric and magnetic fields, ~D and ~B are the
respective electric and magnetic flux densities, ρq is the electric charge density per unit
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volume, ~J is the electric current density per unit area and t is time. The permittivity
 and permeability µ are generally 3x3 matrices that depend on the respective electric
or magnetic field strength. However, for many cases, including this work, the materials
involved can be treated as linear ( and µ are independent of field strength), isotropic
( and µ are scalars) and homogeneous (~∇ = ~∇µ = 0, except at boundaries). These
conditions are assumed throughout this work.
4.2 Interface conditions
The optical systems considered in this work consist of linear, isotropic and homogeneous
materials separated by abrupt interfaces such as the one considered in figure 4-1 between
a medium with permittivity + and permeability µ+ and a medium with permittivity
− and permeability µ−. ~E± and ~H± are the respective electric and magnetic fields
Figure 4-1: A interface between two media with different permittivities  and perme-
abilities µ.
immediately either side of the interface:
~E± = lim
z→0±
( ~E) and ~H± = lim
z→0±
( ~H), (4.7)
while σq and ~K are the surface charge density and surface current density on the
interface respectively. It can be shown (Sadiku 2007 pp. 190-192, 344-346, 401) that
the interface conditions on Maxwell’s equations are
( ~D− − ~D+) · zˆ = σq (4.8)
( ~B− − ~B+) · zˆ = 0 (4.9)
( ~E− − ~E+)× zˆ = 0 (4.10)
( ~H− − ~H+)× zˆ = ~K, (4.11)
where zˆ is the unit vector in the positive z direction. In almost all practical cases,
with the notable exception of the perfect conductor boundary condition that is not
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considered in this work, there are no surface charges or currents, therefore
( ~D− − ~D+) · zˆ = 0 (4.12)
( ~H− − ~H+)× zˆ = 0. (4.13)
Equations (4.10) and (4.13) imply that the components of the electromagnetic fields ~E
and ~H tangential to an interface are continuous across the interface, while (4.9) and
(4.12) imply that the components of the flux densities ~D and ~B normal to an interface
are continuous across the interface.
4.3 The wave equations and refractive index
Assuming the absence of any charges or currents (ρq = ~J = 0), the six Maxwell
equations can be combined to form the electromagnetic wave equations:























The phase velocity c0 of light in a vaccuum is given by substituting the vacuum perme-
ability µ = µ0 = 4pi × 10−7 Hm−1 and vacuum permittivity 0 = 8.854 × 10−12 Fm−1




= 2.998× 108ms−1. (4.17)
The phase velocity vp of light in a homogeneous, isotropic material can now be expressed





























Substituting (4.18) into (4.14) and (4.15) gives












The solutions to the wave equations are assumed to have a harmonic time dependence:
~E ∼ e−iωt ~H ∼ e−iωt, (4.23)
where i = +
√−1 and the angular frequency of the electromagnetic waves under in-
vestigation ω is related to the free space wavenumber k0 and free space wavelength λ0
by




The permittivity , the permeability µ and therefore the refractive index n all generally
vary with ω.
4.4 Electromagnetic plane waves
In an unbounded homogeneous medium, where n is the same for all space, the standard
solution to the wave equations (4.21) and (4.22) is a plane wave:
~E = ~E0ei(
~k·~r−ωt) ~H = ~H0ei(
~k·~r−ωt), (4.25)
where ~E0 and ~H0 are vector amplitudes, ~r is the position vector and ~k is the wavevector







Note that an equally valid formulation of (4.25) uses ei(ωt−~k·~r). However, the convention
in (4.25) is used throughout this thesis. Different sources, or even different chapters of
the same textbook (e.g. Sadiku 2007), use different conventions, so great care must be
taken to ensure any and all equations are derived using the correct convention.
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Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that ~E0 has only an x component
( ~E0 × xˆ = 0) in the Cartesian rectangular coordinate system. By substituting (4.25)
into (4.3) and (4.4) under this condition, it can be established that ~E0 and ~H0 are
orthogonal, therefore ~H0 can be assumed to have only a y component. Substituting
(4.25) into (4.3) and (4.4) under both of these conditions yields
kzE0x = ωµH0y (4.27)
kzH0y = ωE0x, (4.28)
where E0x and H0y the respective electric and magnetic field amplitudes and kz is the








where Z is the impedance of a medium of permittivity  and permeability µ to the






Substituting (4.29) back into (4.28) shows that





= k0n = |~k|, (4.31)
i.e. ~k has only a z component. More generally, ~E0, ~H0 and ~k are all orthogonal for a
plane wave. The time-averaged power flow per unit area carried by an electromagnetic
wave with harmonic time dependence (4.23) is given by the time-averaged Poynting
vector ~S (Sadiku 2007 pp. 454-457):
~S = 12Re( ~E × ~H∗), (4.32)
where ~H∗ is the complex conjugate of the magnetic field. The power flow P through




~S · d ~A. (4.33)
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where zˆ is the unit vector in the z direction. The permittivity  and permeability µ
are generally complex numbers, in order to account for optical absorption and electri-
cal conductivity; the refractive index n and impedance Z are therefore also generally
complex. All of the equations in this chapter remain valid for complex  and µ except





Inspection of (4.35) reveals that Im(n) > 0 corresponds to absorption, Im(n) < 0 corre-
sponds to gain (for example in lasers) and Im(n) = 0 for transparent media. Although
the equations of electromagnetism are valid for absorbing media, some concepts such
as transmittance, total internal reflection and waveguiding are much more difficult to
define in such cases. Therefore , µ, n and Z are assumed to be real throughout this
work.
4.5 Reflection and refraction at an interface
Consider a single planar interface between two semi-infinite homogeneous media as
depicted in Figure 4-2; the space where z < 0 is occupied by a medium of refractive
index n1 while the space where z > 0 is occupied by a medium of index n2. This time,
~k has both a z component β and a transverse component κ in the place of the interface:
~Ei = ~E0iei(κix+βiz−ωt), (4.36)
~Er = ~E0rei(κrx−βrz−ωt), (4.37)
~Et = ~E0tei(κtx+βtz−ωt). (4.38)













2 − β2t . (4.39)
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Figure 4-2: Reflection and refraction of a plane wave at a planar interface. The phase of
the backward-propagating reflected wave r varies as e−iβrz while those of the forward-
propagating incident wave i and transmitted wave t vary as e+iβiz and e+iβtz respec-
tively.
The κ and β are related to the angle θ between ~k and the surface normal vector zˆ as
follows:
βi = k0n1 cos θi, βr = k0n1 cos θr, βt = k0n2 cos θt, (4.40)
κi = k0n1 sin θi, κr = k0n1 sin θr and κt = k0n2 sin θt. (4.41)
The interface conditions (4.10) and (4.13) can only be satisfied at all points on the
plane if
κi = κr = κt, (4.42)
from which can be derived the law of reflection
θi = θr (4.43)
and Snell’s law of refraction
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2. (4.44)
Without loss of generality, electromagnetic plane waves can be divided into two sets.
Waves with transverse electric (TE) polarization have no z component in their electric
field ( ~E · zˆ = 0) while waves with transverse magnetic (TM) polarization have no z
component in their magnetic field ( ~H · zˆ = 0). By considering the interface conditions
(4.10) and (4.13) at the interface, the relative amplitudes of the incident, reflected and
transmitted waves are given by the Fresnel equations, which are different for TE and
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Integrating the Poynting vectors over the interface gives the power P in the incident,

























The presence of Re(cos θt) in (4.51) and (4.53) accounts for total internal reflection,
which occurs for large θi where n1 > n2, as is the case for high-index semiconductor
media (n ≈ 2.45 for GaN) surrounded by low-index encapsulants (n ≈ 1.5) or air








For θi ≥ θc, R = 1 and T = 0 for both TE and TM waves, i.e. 100% of the optical
power is reflected. If total internal reflection occurs at two parallel surfaces, the ray is
confined between them; this is the basis of waveguiding in dielectric structures.
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4.6 Plane wave expansion and far field
As plane waves are a complete orthonormal set of functions, any electromagnetic fields
















c(κ, σ, ω) ~H0(κ, σ, ω)ei(κx+σy+βz−ωt) dκdσ dω, (4.56)
assuming there are no boundaries other than those perpendicular to the z axis (other-
wise the integrals over κ and σ would have to extend over the entire complex plane)
and
























c(κ, σ, ω) ~H0(κ, σ, ω)eir(κ sin θ cosφ+σ sin θ sinφ+β cos θ−ωt) dκdσ dω.
(4.59)
The case of r → ∞ is called the far field and is of great importance when studying
LEDs, as the Poynting vector ~S in the far field gives the intensity seen by the end user
of an LED device. It can be shown (Clarke and Brown 1980) that as r →∞, c(κ, σ, ω)
is zero except when
κ = k0n sin θ cosφ and σ = k0n sin θ sinφ, (4.60)
assuming any and all sources are located at finite r. In other words, only plane waves
with ~k parallel to the position vector ~r from a finite region where there are sources
contribute to the electromagnetic fields at ~r.
4.7 Waveguiding
Adams (1981) provides a readable introduction to waveguides and waveguiding. Waveg-
uides confine electromagnetic waves in either one or two dimensions and are widely used
to transmit electromagnetic signals over long distances. For microwaves, a pair of metal
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mirrors (one-dimensional confinement) or a metal tube (two-dimensional confinement)
can be used to make an efficient waveguide. However, for visible light absorption by
the metal(s) is too great to make a useful waveguide, so total internal reflection must
be used instead.
Figure 4-3 shows the simplest possible one-dimensional dielectric waveguide: a core
of refractive index ncore with a finite thickness in one dimension (denoted here as z),
surrounded by an infinite cladding of a lower refractive index nclad. The choice of
notation for the x and z axes is the reverse of that used in most of the literature on
one-dimensional waveguides. This has been done to ensure continuity with the rest of
the thesis, so that the axis perpendicular to a planar interface (i.e. the surface of the
GaN film) is always labelled z.
The symmetric slab waveguide supports two different types of electromagnetic waves,
Figure 4-3: A symmetric slab dielectric waveguide. (a) Guided modes are discrete and
the power is confined within the waveguide. Two guided modes are depicted here.
(b) Radiation modes form a continuous spectrum and power can leave (or enter) the
waveguide from outside.
also known as modes. Guided modes are subject to total internal reflection at both of
the core-cladding interfaces. This has the effect of confining the power inside the slab;
the z component of the time-averaged Poynting vector normal is zero, i.e. no power
can enter or leave. As there is no loss of power as the mode propagates along the slab,
the phase shift in the z direction must be a multiple of 2pi as the wave is reflected from
each surface once and returns to its original z position. This condition means that
only certain values of ~k · xˆ within the range k0nclad < ~k · xˆ < k0ncore are allowed, i.e.
the spectrum of guided modes is discrete (Adams 1991 pp. 22, 30-31). Figure 4-3 (a)
depicts the ray paths of two guided modes.
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The other set of modes is that of radiation modes, for which ~S · zˆ 6= 0, i.e. power
can and does enter and leave. This means that there is no restriction on the round-trip
phase shift, meaning that any ~k · xˆ within the range 0 < ~k · xˆ < k0nclad is allowed.
Radiation modes are very similar to plane waves; each mode in the continuum corre-
sponds to a different propagation angle in the cladding, as depicted in Figure 4-3 (b).
More complex waveguide structures can be formed by having a different cladding on
each side of the slab, or even adding additional layers. LED chips form waveguides con-
sisting of a GaN core and the substrate and encapsulant as the two claddings; indeed,
most of the power is emitted into guided modes as previously discussed. The most
common two-dimensional dielectric waveguide is the cylindrical dielectric rod. These
are ubiquitious in the form of optical fibres but also have many other applications,
including in nanostructured LEDs. The waveguiding properties of the cylindrical di-
electric rod are discussed in detail in chapter 8; this analysis is extended to finite-length
cylindrical nanostructures in chapters 9 and 10.
4.8 Simplification for non-magnetic materials
All materials investigated in this work are non-magnetic (µ = µ0), which simplifies










































The assumption that µ1 = µ2 removes the symmetry between the Fresnel equations










2 − κ2i . (4.68)







which occurs when θi is equal to the Brewster angle






All non-magnetic dielectric-dielectric interfaces for which n1 and n2 are both real have
a Brewster angle. Conversely, there is no equivalent for TE waves unless one or more
of the media involved are magnetic; the reflectance of TE waves invariably increases
with angle and is smallest when θi = 0. The reflectance is always greater for TE waves
than for TM waves incident upon the same interface at the same angle, except for the



























The reflection and transmission coefficients r and t of a set of multiple parallel interfaces
between non-magnetic materials can be found via a transfer matrix method, as outlined
by Hecht (2004 pp. 426-428). The law of reflection, Snell’s Law and equations (4.71)-
(4.75) can be adapted for this more general case by substituting n1 and n2 for the first
and last materials of the optical stack, denoted by Hecht as n0 and nf . The change in
phase as the plane waves travel between interfaces causes r and t to become complex.
The transfer matrix method remains valid if one of more materials in the stack have
complex n, provided that n0 and nf remain real; if they are not, the transmittance T
is not defined (Yeh 1988 pp. 65).
4.9 Superposition of fields and coherence
An important consequence of the linear nature of Maxwell’s equations is the princi-
ple of superposition, which states that the electromagnetic fields due to two or more














where the ρq are volume densities of charge and the ~Jq are areal current densities. The
principle of superposition applies to electromagnetic waves, which are generally emitted
by some kind of current source, giving rise to the concept of coherence. Two or more
electomagnetic waves are coherent if they are emitted at the same time with the same
phase; this occurs either in the case of stimulated emission or for two or more waves
emitted in the same spontaneous emission event. The electric field due to two coherent
plane waves with different amplitudes ~EN but identical ~k and ω is the sum of those



















where kˆ is the unit wavevector. If the waves are incoherent, however, as is the case for
waves emitted in different spontaneous emission events, they are emitted with different,
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All values of the unknown δN are equally likely, so the most likely value of ~S is given


















| ~EN |2kˆ. (4.81)
Equation (4.81) becomes a more accurate approximation as the number of incoherent
waves involved increases. The difference between equations (4.78) and (4.81) is subtle
but critically important. For coherent waves, the relative phases of the waves are taken
into account when calculating the Poynting vector; for incoherent waves, they are not.
The influence of phase information on the intensity of light is called interference and lies
at the heart of how resonant cavities work. It is important to note that, as discussed
in section 4.6, only waves for which the wavevector and position vector are parallel
contribute to the far field. Therefore, when calculating ~S in the far field, (4.76)-(4.81)
apply only when adding plane waves for which ~k ‖ ~r.
4.10 Summary
This chapter aims to provide a readable introduction to the mathematics of electro-
magnetic optics. Many of the concepts introduced here, such as plane waves, the
Fresnel equations, far field and coherence, are required for the next chapter, which
discusses the mathematics of resonant cavity LEDs. Chapter 6, which discusses modal
methods for solving the wave equations (4.21) and (4.22), builds directly on various
concepts introduced in this chapter, including the interface conditions and conservation
of wavevector. It is worth noting that although the systems simulated in this thesis
are non-magnetic, the general case of materials with variable permeability µ can be an






As established in section 4.5, light incident on any smooth planar surfaces obeys the
law of reflection. An important consequence of this for LEDs is that all LEDs with
smooth surfaces form one-dimensional resonant cavities, regardless of whether or not
this is done intentionally. However, the use of surface roughening (or naturally rough
surfaces such as unpolished sapphire) destroys the resonant cavity effect by scattering
the light at the rough surface, as depicted in Figure 1-4.
Where surface roughening is not used, it is possible to design the cavity in order to
optimize the directionality and/or extraction efficiency of the LED device. To this end,
this chapter deals with emission from inside one-dimensional resonant cavities, which
have a finite length along the optical axis (denoted in this chapter as the z axis) of the
cavity and are infinite in the other two dimensions.
5.2 Definitions and notation
Although the literature contains many perspectives on resonant cavities (see for ex-
ample Deppe et al. 1994, Bjork et al. 1995 and Delbeke et al. 2002), Benisty et al.’s
(1998) treatment is probably the most rigorous. In general, a one-dimensional resonant
cavity consists of any two parallel surfaces with Fresnel reflection coefficients r± and
transmission coefficients t±, separated by a distance d = d−+ d+ filled with a medium
of refractive index nint and surrounded by a medium of refractive index next. The two
surfaces can consist of anything from an interface between two dielectrics to metals and
advanced reflector structures such as distributed Bragg reflectors and omnidirectional
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Figure 5-1: A single quantum well active region emitting inside a resonant cavity.
reflectors (Schubert 2006, chapter 10). Figure 5-1 depicts a situation where a single
quantum well, positioned a distance d− from reflector - and d+ from reflector +, emits
a plane wave with electric field amplitude E0 in both directions at an angle θint to the
optical axis. The width of the quantum well is assumed to be negligible compared to
d±. The Fresnel coefficients are in general dependent on the emission angle θext, the
free space wavenumber k0 and the polarization of the emitted radiation, which can be
either TE or TM. The EN (where N = 1, 2, 3...) in Figure 5-1 are the complex electric
field amplitudes emitted out of reflector + after undergoing N − 1 reflections. Light
emitted at an angle θint to the optical axis exits the cavity at a different angle θext,
given by Snell’s law:
nint sin θint = next sin θext. (5.1)







The critical angle θc defines what is called the light escape cone; light emitted into
angles θint < θc escapes, whilst light emitted angles θint > θc does not.
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The single quantum well active region depicted in figure 5-1 can be modelled as a
distribution G(k0) of Hertzian dipole point sources, each of which emits plane waves
propagating with free space wavenumber k0 and (real) amplitude E0. A good approx-
imation for the case of emission from a quantum well active region is to consider only
dipoles with dipole moments oriented in the plane of the quantum well, i.e. perpen-
dicular to z (Yamanishi and Suemune 1984, cited in Delbeke et al. 2002). Each dipole
emits TE and TM plane waves of all possible angles θint between 0 and pi2 . The intensity
emitted into TE waves is invariant with θ; the intensity emitted into TM waves varies
as cos2 θint (Bjork et al. 1995, Delbeke et al. 2002). The dipoles are incoherent with
one another; although rays emitted at different angles by the same dipole are coherent,
this has no impact on the far field as discussed in chapter 4. The function G(k0) con-
tains both the total number of dipole sources and their frequency distribution; in most
practical cases it can be reasonably approximated as a Gaussian function (Schubert
2006 pp. 333-338), hence the choice of notation.
5.2.1 Demonstration: Hertzian dipole in free space
The Poynting vector ~S0 corresponding to a plane wave of electric field amplitude E0





| ~E0|2kˆ = nint2Z0E
2
0 kˆ = S0kˆ. (5.3)
The power P0 is given by (4.33). However, as the power emitted into TE and TM
modes varies with θ in different ways, this must be taken into account by multiplying




~S0(1 + cos2 θint) · d ~A, (5.4)
When seeking the power in the far field, d ~A must be perpendicular to the position
vector ~r, which means it takes the form of a spherical cap-shaped section of constant
radius r as depicted in Figure 5-2 (Delbeke et al. 2002, Schubert 2006 pp. 91-93):
d ~A = r2 sin θ dθ dφrˆ (5.5)







sin θint(1 + cos2 θint) dθint, (5.6)
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Figure 5-2: Section of a hemisphere defined by angular range dθ. c©E. Fred Schubert
(2006), published by Cambridge University Press, adapted with permission.
where the radius r of the sperical cap is arbitrary and can be set such that 2pir2 = 1
without loss of generality. Setting r to this value and performing the integral in (5.6)
yields the final result:






The two terms in the brackets correspond to TE and TM waves respectively; the ratio
of power in TE and TM waves is 3 to 1. The spectrum-integrated power Pspec is given













Note that nint remains inside the integral to account for chromatic dispersion. Note
also that for Pspec to have the correct dimensions, Gspec must be dimensionless, which
in turn requires G(k0) to have dimensions of inverse wavenumber (i.e. length).
5.3 Incoherent cavity
If the cavity width d is orders of magnitude larger than the wavelength λ of the emit-
ted light, the phase difference between (coherent) waves emitted at slightly different
angles becomes very large (i.e. many multiples of 2pi) as the waves travel distances far
exceeding λ. Although the exact field is still known, equation (4.81) becomes a very






| ~EN |2kˆ. (5.10)
As all of the ~SN are parallel for any fixed θ and therefore share the same kˆ, it is
convenient to consider the magnitudes SN only. If there is no absorption, the SN are
related as follows:
S1 = (1−R+)S0,
S2 = (1−R+)R−S0 = R−S1,
S3 = (1−R+)R−R+S0 = (R+R−)S1,
S4 = (1−R+)R2−R+S0 = (R+R−)S2,
S5 = (1−R+)R2+R2−S0 = (R+R−)2S1,
S6 = (1−R+)R3−R2+S0 = (R+R−)2S2
and so on, where R− and R+ are the reflectances of surfaces + and -, as given by the
equation
R± = r±r∗± = |r±|2. (5.11)
Define a new index M so that
SM = S2M+1 + S2M+2 = (1−R+)(1 +R−)(R+R−)MS0. (5.12)
















1− x, |x| < 1. (5.14)




Equation (5.15) gives the total intensity emitted out of reflector +; the intensity emitted
out of reflector - is found by simply exchanging subscripts + and - in (5.15). If this
is done and the result added to the original equation (5.15), the total intensity ST
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1−R+R− = 2S0. (5.16)
Equation (5.16) makes an important statement about optical cavities and coherence.
In the incoherent case, where d >> λ, the total intensity emitted out of both sides of
the cavity is the same as it would be if no cavity were present, regardless of the values
of R+ and R−. The cavity does not change the total energy output, only how it is
divided between the forward and reverse directions. For a dipole source, the extraction
efficiency ηext can be found by integrating ST over the solid angle comprising the light





0 ST sin θint dθint
2pi
∫ pi
0 S0 sin θint dθint
. (5.17)
Given that a dipole oriented in the plane of the quantum well emits 34 of its power into
TE waves and 14 into TM waves as shown in section 5.2.1, it is helpful to split ηext into
TE and TM components:
ηext = 34ηTE +
1
4ηTM . (5.18)
For TE waves E0 and therefore S0 are independent of θ, therefore
ηTE = 1− cos θc. (5.19)






















2 θint sin θint dθint
; (5.22)










Substituting (5.21) and (5.23) into (5.18) yields
















This is a more exact formulation of the approximate result derived by Schubert (2006
pp. 93). For the typical case of a GaN (n ≈ 2.45) LED chip emitting into epoxy
(n ≈ 1.5), ηext ≈ 28% (in practice, ηext is lower still due to absorption and mirror
losses), placing an upper limit of 28% on both the external quantum efficiency and
power conversion efficiency. Making d much smaller, of the order of λ, it is possible
to use optical interference effects to boost the extraction efficiency and/or cause the
angular emission pattern to be non-Lambertian. This technique is much easier to
illustrate by temporarily setting aside the cavity and instead considering the much
simpler case of a single mirror.
5.4 Single perfect reflector
The simplest possible case is that of a single quantum well placed a distance d from a
perfect metallic reflector as depicted in Figure 5-3, where d ∼ λ. This section extends
the theory developed by Benisty et al. (1998), who introduce their work in the same
manner, for describing the enhancement of light emission by a nearby perfect reflector.
The entire space above the mirror is filled with a medium of refractive index n. As
Figure 5-3: A single quantum well active region emitting close to a perfect metallic
reflector.
in section 4.5, the electric field ~E of an electromagnetic plane wave can be expressed
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without loss of generality in the form
~E = ~E0ei(κx+βz−ωt), (5.25)
where
κ = k0n sin θ and β = k0n cos θ. (5.26)
As discussed in section 4.9, the difference between coherent and incoherent electromag-
netic waves is that in the coherent case the relative phases of the different waves are
known. On travelling a distance z, the electric field ~E of a plane wave incurs a phase
shift of βz. The phase in this work is defined as being zero on emission, therefore E0 is
always real. For any one value of θ, ~E0 and ~E1 are parallel, as depicted in Figure 5-3 so
only the complex amplitudes E0 and E1 need be considered. Assuming that reflection
and absorption by the quantum well to be negligible (Leung et al. 1998, Shi and Chi
2007, Miyajima et al. 2011), E1 is related to E0 by
E1 = −E0e2iβd. (5.27)




|E0 + E1|2kˆ = 2S0[1− cos(2βd)]kˆ, (5.28)
where
kˆ = zˆ cos θ + xˆ sin θ. (5.29)
As in section 5.3, it is easier to work with the magnitude S:
S = |~S| = 2S0[1− cos(2βd)]. (5.30)
Inspection of (5.30) reveals that the Poynting vector S emitted into angle θ is equal
to 2S0 if the upward and downward emitted waves are out of phase, 4S0 if they are
in phase and zero is they are antiphase. In contrast with the incoherent cavity where
d is very large, the emitted power can be changed significantly by the presence of the
mirror if it is close enough to the source. The enhancement U(k0) of the total emitted
power is given by integrating S over all θ, including the usual factor of 1 + cos2 θ and




















where x = 2k0nd. It is again convenient to split U into TE and TM components:




UTE(k0) = 1− sinx
x
= 1− sinc(x) (5.33)
and











The spectrum-integrated enhancement Uspec is given by
Uspec =
∫∞
0 P0W (k0)G(k0) dk0∫∞
0 P0G(k0) dk0
. (5.36)













The Gaussian nature of G(k0) means that Uspec must be evaluated numerically, even if
chromatic dispersion is negligible.
5.4.1 Numerical evaluation of spectrum-integrated enhancement: Gaus-
sian blue spectrum
LED emission spectra are usually given in terms of the photon energy Eph as opposed
to k0. These two quantities are related by







The Gaussian function G(Eph) is given in terms of the peak photon energy Epeak and

























i.e. the G(Eph) is normalized so that its integral over the range Epeak − 1.5W ≤
E − ph ≤ Epeak + 1.5W is unity. This normalization also ensures G(Eph) has the
correct dimensions of inverse energy. These limits were chosen because 1.5W is more
than three times the standard deviation σg of a Gaussian function; for |E−Epeak| > 3σg,
the value of the Gaussian is negligible. Replacing the infinite integral over k0 in (5.37)


















Figure 5-4 shows how the TE, TM and total components of Uint as given by (5.41)
vary with d for a Gaussian distribution given by (5.39), where Epeak = 2.696 eV
(corresponding to λ0 = 460 nm) and W = 0.12 eV. These values were based on data
provided by Plessey Semiconductors for a set of blue LEDs (Plessey Semiconductors
2014). For each value of d the integral was calculated using a composite Boole’s rule
over a range of 61 photon energy points. Both the TE and TM components of Uspec
tend to zero as d→ 0 as the upward and downward emitted waves E0 and E1 become
antiphase for all θ, resulting in destructive interference (this is equivalent to the image
dipole effect). As d is increased from zero Uspec rises rapidly before transitioning to a
decaying oscillation around unity, which Uspec tends towards as d→∞. The variation
in Uspec attributable to TM waves is much greater than that attributable to TE waves;
this is because the sincx term in (5.34) is 3 times that in (5.33). The oscillations of
the two components come into phase as d is increased due to the x−2 and x−3 terms
in (5.34) falling off for large d. Focusing on Uspec as a whole (solid line), it can be
seen that the maximum variation of Uspec from unity is around 20% for d = 100 nm;
this is important as 100 nm is the smallest confinement layer thickness seen in typical
commercial LED wafers (Epistar 2012, Plessey Semiconductors 2014). For d = 200 nm
the maximum variation falls to around 10%.
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Figure 5-4: Variation of spectrum-integrated enhancement Uspec with the distance d
between a perfect metallic reflector and a distribution G(Eph) of Hertzian dipoles with
dipole moment tagential to the metal surface. G(Eph) was chosen to be a Gaussian
distribution typical of a blue LED (Plessey Semiconductors 2014)
5.4.2 The physics of emission enhencement
It was shown in section 2.2 that the sponteneous emission rate can be varied by altering
the photon energy density, also known as the optical density of states, by varying the
refractive index of the medium in which the emission takes place. This point is made
explicitly by Yariv (1982, pp. 143). Bjork et al. (1995), and Schubert (2006, pp. 244-
253), among others. The presence of interfaces between media causes the spontaneous
emission rate to be position-dependent, with the spatial dependence becoming weaker
as the distance between the interface and the emitting dipole decreases. The simple
example of a perfect metallic reflector enables this concept to be intitively understood
through the electromagnetic method of images, although this is not explicitly done
here. Benisty et al. (1998) show that the same fundamental physics can be applied




Returning to the case of a full one-dimensional cavity as depicted in Figure 5-1, similar
methods to those used for the perfect reflector case can be applied.
5.5.1 Quantifying the resonant cavity effect
For any one value of θint the ~EN are all parallel, so only the complex amplitudes EN
are considered. Assuming the quantum well is non-reflecting and has the same power
absorbance AQW for all k0 and θint, the EN are related to one another as follows:
E1 = t+ exp(iβd+)E0,
E2 = t+r−
√
1−AQW exp(i(βd+ + 2βd−))E0 = r−
√
1−AQW e2iβd−E1,
E3 = t+r+r−(1−AQW ) exp(i(3βd+ + 2βd−))E0 = r+r−(1−AQW )e2iβdE1,
E4 = t+r+r2−(1−AQW )
3
2 exp(i(3βd+ + 4βd−))E0 = r+r−(1−AQW )e−2iβdE2,
E5 = t+r2+r
2





2 exp(i(5βd+ + 6βd−))E0 = (r+r−(1−AQW )e−2iβd)2E2
and so on, where β = k0nint cos θint and d = d+ + d− as before. Define a new index M
so that
EM = E(2N+1) + E(2N+2) = E0t+e






is the transmission coefficient of the quantum well. The total complex electric field












Assuming |r+r−| < 1, the infinite sum in (5.45) converges in accordance with (5.14),
yielding
E(k0, θint) =
t+eiβd+(1 + r−tQW e2iβd−)
1− r+r−t2QW e2iβd
E0 = τ(k0, θint)E0, (5.46)
where τ(k0, θint) is the transmission coefficient for the cavity system as a whole. The
electric field emitted out of reflector - can be found by simply exchanging the + and -
subscripts in (5.46), although for the remainder of this chapter it is generally assumed
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that t− = 0, which corresponds to the presence of a thick absorbing layer, such as a
metallic mirror or absorbing substrate, behind reflector -.
5.5.2 Far field emission pattern
The intensity Iext(k0, θext) emitted out of the cavity into the encapsulant of refrac-
tive index next for a single wavenumber k0 and a single propagation angle θext in the













F (k0, θint)E20 , (5.48)
where
F (k0, θint) = |τTE(k0, θint)|2 + cos2 θint|τTM (k0, θint)|2 (5.49)
accounts for the dipole nature of the sources. Assuming the encapsulant is non-
absorbing, the single-wavelength output intensity I(k0, θext) that reaches an external
observer viewing the LED from angle θext is found by subtracting from Iext(k0, θext
any power reflected by the encapsulant/air interface. If the encapsulant forms a large
hemisphere around the chip as discussed in section 3.7, the light is normally incident







assuming the refractive index of air is unity. For the case of an unencapsulated LED,
Rdome = 0 and next = 1. The spectrum-integrated output intensity Ispec(θext) due to a











G(k0) cos θextF (k0, θint) dk0, (5.52)
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assuming next is non-dispersive. Like (5.37), integral (5.52) cannot be done analytically
and must therefore be evaluated numerically.
5.5.3 Multiple quantum wells
Up to now this chapter has considered the case of a single quantum well active region,
but real LEDs have many quantum wells. If each quantum well is assigned an index w,
where w = 1, 2...NQWs and w increases along the z axis, each well has its own values
of d± associated with it, denoted here as dw±. However, the total cavity length d is
self-evidently independent of the quantum well’s position, as expressed by the equation
dw+ + dw− = d ∀w. (5.53)
The transmission coefficients τ for each quantum well are different. If all the quantum










χ = NQWs − w and υ = NQWs + w − 1. (5.55)
As the different quantum wells are incoherent, the single-wavelength output intensity
I(k0, θext) of the MQW is given by














G(k0) cos θextFw(k0, θint) dk0. (5.57)
Note that F now depends on w. Note also that (5.57) does not distinguish components
of different wavelengths, but for many applications this is not a problem, especially if
G(k0) is strongly peaked.
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5.5.4 Enhancement of the extracted power
The single-wavelength intensity I(k0, θext) can be used to calculate the power P emitted
into in a spherical cap-shaped area of the type depicted in Figure 5-2, where
dA = r2 sin θext dθext dφ. (5.58)
















Fw(k0, θint) sin θext dθext,
(5.59)
where 2pir2 = 1 as before. Likewise, the spectrum-integrated power Pspec(Θ) can be



















Fw(k0, θint) dθext dk0. (5.60)
As the analysis presented above covers only radiation modes and does not extend to
guided modes (see section 4.7), the overall emission enhancement U cannot be evalu-
ated by these methods alone. However, it is possible to define the single-wavelength
enhancement U ′(k0,Θ) of the extracted power, by dividing P (k0) by the power that
would be extracted from an incoherent cavity of the type considered in section 5.3:






(1 + cos2 θint) sin θext dθext
]−1
. (5.61)
Likewise, the spectrum-integrated enhancement U ′spec(Θ) is given by








(1 + cos2 θint) sin θext dθext
]−1
. (5.62)
The above analysis does not explicitly account for any absorption outside of the quan-
tum wells, although the equations remain valid if the values of the r and t coefficients
imply that losses are present. Absorption inside the cavity must be neglected, however,
as a complex value of nint would require the emission angle θ to be complex as well;
similarly, a complex value of next would require θext to be complex. However, this is
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not a major concern as for any useful LED device next would have to be transparent
with a very small imaginary part. In addition, losses within the cavity (i.e. the GaN
epilayer) are often negligible compared to losses due to the quantum wells or losses
that can be implied in the value of the Fresnel coefficients; see, for example, Schad et
al. (2004) and Miyajima et al. (2011).
5.6 Summary
This chapter provides a review of the literature around resonant cavities, introducing
key concepts that will be crucial in later chapters. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 establish
that all LEDs with smooth surfaces form resonant cavities and that emission from
quantum wells can be and usually is modelled by considering a Gaussian distribution
G(k0) of Hertzian dipoles with dipole moments oriented in the plane of the quantum
well. Section 5.3 calculates the extration efficiency for a set of such dipoles inside
a thick GaN slab, a benchmark that will be used in chapter 8. Section 5.4 extends
the mathematics of Benisty et al. (1998) to provide an analytic formula for the single-
wavelength angle-integrated emission enhancement U of a dipole near a perfect metallic
reflector, while demonstrating the concept of spectrum-integrated enhancement with a
numerical calculation, building on the methods of Schubert (2006, pp. 250). Section 5.5
draws together the analyses of Bjork et al. (1995), Benisty et al. (1998) and Delbeke
et al. (2002) to provide a formulation of the resonant cavity problem that is both
relevant to lighting applications and considers phase shifts caused by reflections, which






This chapter forms the beginning of the core of this thesis: it describes optical mod-
elling of cylindrical nanostructures using modal methods. This chapter provides an
introduction to modal methods and presents cylindrical analogues of the plane waves
discussed in section 4.4. The nanostructures themselves are discussed and analysed in
the following chapters. The modal methods in this chapter and in the rest of the thesis
draw heavily from Snyder and Love’s textbook Optical Waveguide Theory (1983) due
to the authors’ rigorous treatment of cylindrical waveguides, particularly the radiation
modes thereof. Page numbers have been included when citing specific sections of this
textbook.
In linear, isotropic and homogeneous media with no charges or currents, the six Maxwell
equations (4.1)-(4.6) can be combined to form the wave equations (4.21) and (4.22).
Assuming harmonic time dependence of the type e−iωt (4.23), the wave equations be-
come
∇2 ~E = −k20n2 ~E (6.1)
∇2 ~H = −k20n2 ~H. (6.2)
The general solution to the wave equations gives the electromagnetic fields for all space
and time. As with any differential equation, the general solution must be a complete
orthonormal set of functions. For unbounded homogeneous media, plane waves are
sufficient to form a complete orthonormal set, though other such sets of functions are
also suitable. For systems with interfaces between media, plane waves alone do not
form a complete orthonormal set of functions and other solutions must therefore be
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sought. For systems where all interfaces are parallel to a certain axis, denoted here as
z, harmonic dependence in the z direction may still be assumed (Snyder and Love 1983












c(β)hˆ(~rt, β)eiβz dβ, (6.4)
where the βj , Eˆj(~r, t), Hˆj(~r, t) and cj are the propagation constants of the guided
modes, the β, Eˆ(~r, t, β), Hˆ(~r, t, β) and c(β) are the propagation constants of the radi-
ation modes and ~rt = zˆ × ~r × zˆ is the transverse position vector. The vector functions
Eˆj , Hˆj , eˆ and hˆ inside the summation and integral are known as modes and have the
defining characteristic of being completely invariant in both z and t, except for phase;
the phase variation is governed by the propagation constant β. The total fields ~E(~r, t)
and ~H(~r, t) are expressed as a superposition of both guided modes that have discrete
βj and radiation modes that occupy a continuum of β; the proportion of each mode is
given by the expansion coefficients Cj and c(β). The radiation modes have two distinct
types: propagating modes have real β and carry real power, while evanescent modes
have imaginary β and do not carry power, instead corresponding to stored energy.
Note the use of uppercase letters for the guided modes and lowercase for the radiation
modes. Note also that the modes are denoted as unit vectors. This does not signify
that the field vectors have unit magnitude. Rather, it indicates that the modes have
been normalized to carry unit power (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 214).
6.2 Cylindrical polar coordinates
Both planar and cylindrical nanorod structures have cylindrical symmetry, making the
cylindrical polar coordinate system convenient to work with. The three orthogonal










z = z. (6.7)
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Cylindrical polar coordinates are fundamentally different from Cartesian coordinates
in that the direction of the unit vectors are not fixed as the Cartesian unit vectors are;
the directions of ρˆ and φˆ depend on φ, although zˆ is still fixed. The unit vectors can
be expressed in terms of their Cartesian counterparts as follows:
ρˆ = xˆ cosφ+ yˆ sinφ (6.8)
φˆ = yˆ cosφ− xˆ sinφ (6.9)
zˆ = zˆ. (6.10)
Inspection of (6.8)-(6.10) shows that ρˆ · φˆ = ρˆ · zˆ = φˆ · zˆ = 0, i.e. the three unit vectors
opf the cylindrical coordinate system are orthogonal regardless of φ.
6.3 Cylindrical symmetry
Cylindrical symmetry can be formally defined in terms of cylindrical polar co-ordinates.
An optical system is cylindrically symmetric if n is invariant in the φ direction, i.e. all
interfaces are parallel to the φ axis. It can be shown from (6.1) and (6.2) that the z

































































in keeping with the notation of previous chapters, although κ is now allowed to vary
with ρ for cases such as that of the cylindrical nanorod where there are interfaces
perpendicular to the ρ axis. Assuming cylindrical symmetry as previously defined,
(6.13) and (6.14) can be solved by setting
Eˆz ∼ f(Nφ) and Hˆz ∼ g(Nφ), (6.16)
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where N is a non-negative integer,
f(Nφ) =
sin(Nφ)cos(Nφ) and g(Nφ) = df(Nφ)d(Nφ) =
cos(Nφ)− sin(Nφ). (6.17)
It should be noted that (6.13), (6.14) and (6.16) apply to guided modes, radiation
modes and evenescent modes. It can be shown that in cylindrically symmetric systems
the wavevector ~k has no φ component; there is only the z component β and the ρ
component κ.
6.4 Orthonormality of modes








Eˆj(ρ, φ)× Hˆ∗k(ρ, φ) · zˆρdρdφ = δjk, (6.18)
where k is a dummy index and δjk is the Kronecker Delta:
δjk =
1 j = k0 j 6= k. (6.19)
Another advantage of using the cylindrical polar coordinate system is that it provides








This expression is useful because it allows both the propagating (real β) and evanescent














c(κ∞)hˆ(ρ, φ, κ∞)eiβz dκ∞. (6.22)
The summation before the integral sign extends over all possible N , the two choices of
f(Nφ) and two different polarizations. The orthonormality condition for the radiation
modes can now be defined: it is similar to that for the guided modes but is defined in
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Eˆ(ρ, φ, κ∞)× Hˆ∗(ρ, φ, κ′∞) · zˆρ dρ dφ = δ(κ∞ − κ′∞), (6.23)
where κ′∞ is a dummy variable. The presence of the Dirac delta function places empha-
sis on the fact that radiation modes, unlike guided modes, do not represent anything
physical unless they are within an integral.
6.5 Excitation of modes by a Hertzian dipole
In an LED, the various modes j are excited by a current of areal density ~J to varying





Eˆ∗j (ρ, φ) · ~Je−iβjz dV, (6.24)
where V is the volume occupied by ~J . Equation (6.24) is a general formula that applies
to both guided and radiation modes and any type of ~J . However, it can be simplified
considerably by modelling each event of photon emission from the quantum well as a





where ρD and φD are the respective ρ and φ coordinates of the dipole and the quantum
well is assumed to be located at z = 0. For emission from a quantum well it can be
assumed that the dipole moment is in the plane of the well (Bjork et al. 1995), i.e.
~j = |~j|(ρˆ cos Φ + φˆ sin Φ), (6.26)
where Φ is the angle between ~j and ρˆ. Substituting (6.25) and (6.26) into (6.24) yields
the much simpler expression
Cj = −14 ~E∗j (ρD, φD) ·~je−iωt = −14 |~j|
[
~E∗ρj(ρD, φD) cos Φ + ~E
∗




The physical origin of the previously assumed e−iωt dependence is now revealed to be
the Hertzian dipole emitter. It should be reiterated that (6.27) applies to both guided
and radiation modes. For guided modes, the power Pj emitted into mode j is given by
the square magnitude of Cj :
Pj = |Cj |2. (6.28)
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For radiation modes, the power of a single mode is physically meaningless and an




For propagating radiation modes (0 ≤ κ∞ ≤ k0n∞), where n∞ is the refractive index
as ρ∞, it can be shown (see section 6.8) that the power in the mode is observed in the
far field at an angle θ to the z axis. Using
κ∞ = k0n∞ sin θ and β = k0n∞ cos θ, (6.30)
the far field angular emission pattern is given by making a change of variables in (6.29)




Calculating the intensity I(θ) is possible but not as straightforward as for plane waves,
so it is often simpler in practice to take the integral (6.31) over a finite range δθ = θ2−θ1











where the hemisphere radius r is an arbitrary constant and can be set to unity without
loss of generality. It should be noted that each value of κ∞ within the range 0 ≤ κ∞ ≤
Figure 6-1: Section of a hemisphere defined by angular range dθ. c©E. Fred Schubert
(2006), published by Cambridge University Press, adapted with permission.
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Assuming the distribution of dipoles is also cylindrically symmetric, i.e. for every dipole
with coordinates (ρD,φD,0) there is another dipole of equal |~j| and Φ with coordinates
(ρD,φD±pi,0), the far field distribution is also cylindrically symmetric, varying only in
θ and not φ.
6.6 Radiation modes of a homogeneous medium
An unbounded homogenous medium has no guided modes. Also, n and therefore κ are








c(κ)hˆ(ρ, φ, κ)eiβz dκ∞. (6.35)
In Cartesian rectangular coordinates, the radiation modes of an unbounded homoge-
nous medium take the form of plane waves. In cylindrical polar coordinates, they are
defined in terms of the Bessel function JN of the first kind of order N , where N is
the same non-negative integer that governs the azimuthal variation f(Nφ) and g(Nφ)
(6.16). The exact form of the modes is given by Table 6.1, where
Ξ0N =
 1√2 N = 01 N 6= 0. (6.36)
Note that, as with plane waves, the modes are divided into those of TE polarization







cos[i(x−N pi2 − pi4 )]. (6.37)
Equation (6.37) allows for the derivation of an orthonormality relation for JN (κρ)
(Arfken and Weber 2005):∫ ∞
0





TE modes TM modes
eˆ · zˆ 0 −iAJN (κρ)f(Nφ)
hˆ · zˆ −iAJN (κρ)g(Nφ) 0



















































Table 6.1: Electromagnetic field components of the radiation modes of a homogeneous
medium (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 522).
where δNM is the Kronecker delta and δ(κ−κ′) is the Dirac delta. If a single Hertzian
dipole is placed at the coordinate origin (ρ = 0) and pointing in the ρ direction (Φ = 0),
the excitation of the TE modes is determined by the value of eˆρ at that point:




2piβ N = 1
0 N 6= 1,
(6.39)























The TM far-field power distribution pTM (θ1, θ2) is found by applying the same proce-
dure to TM modes:
pTM (θ1, θ2) =
∫ θ2
θ1











Equations (6.41) and (6.42) match the results given in Bjork et al. (1995) and Delbeke
et al. (2002), although their results are given in terms of the Poynting vector intensity
|~S| so (4.33) must be used to find the power. The total radiated power PTE of TE










where the factor of 2 accounts for emission in both the +z and −z directions. The










The total power Ptotal is given by adding the two polarizations:




which is identical to the standard textbook result (Sadiku 2007 pp. 635). The ability
of the modal expansion principle to reproduce standard results found in the literature
provides a degree of validation. The rest of this thesis focuses on applying the modal
expansion principle to more complex problems.
6.7 Cylindrical radiation modes and Fresnel’s equations
It is shown here that the radiation modes satisfy Fresnel’s equations, as just plane
waves do. This allows planar interfaces (i.e. interfaces perpendicular to the z axis) to
be treated rigorously in a system with cylindrical symmetry.
Consider a single planar interface between two semi-infinite homogeneous media as
depicted in Figure 6-2; the space where z < 0 is occupied by a medium of refractive in-
dex n1 while the space where z > 0 is occupied by a medium of index n2. Conservation













2 − β2t . (6.46)
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Figure 6-2: Reflection and refraction of a radiation mode at a planar interface. The
phase of the backward-propagating reflected mode r varies as e−iβrz while those of the
forward-propagating incident mode i and transmitted mode t vary as e+iβiz and e+iβtz
respectively.
The κ and β are related to the angle θ between ~k and the surface normal vector zˆ as
follows:
βi = k0n1 cos θi, βr = k0n1 cos θr, βt = k0n2 cos θt, (6.47)
κi = k0n1 sin θi, κr = k0n1 sin θr and κt = k0n2 sin θt. (6.48)
If a set of radiation modes originates from z → ∞ and is incident upon the interface,
the electromagnetic fields in each medium take the following form:
~E1(~r, t) = e−iωt
∑∫ ∞
0
ci(κi)eˆi(ρ, φ, κi)eiβiz dκi +
∑∫ ∞
0
cr(κr)eˆr(ρ, φ, κr)e−iβrz dκr
(6.49)
~H1(~r, t) = e−iωt
∑∫ ∞
0
ci(κi)hˆi(ρ, φ, κi)eiβiz dκi +
∑∫ ∞
0
cr(κr)hˆr(ρ, φ, κr)e−iβrz dκr
(6.50)
~E2(~r, t) = e−iωt
∑
ct(κt)eˆt(ρ, φ, κt)eiβtz dκt (6.51)
~H2(~r, t) = e−iωt
∑
ct(κt)hˆt(ρ, φ, κt)eiβtz dκt, (6.52)
where ci(κ1), eˆi(ρ, φ, κ1) and hˆi(ρ, φ, κ1) are the respective expansion coefficient, elec-
tric fields and magnetic fields of the radiation modes incident upon the interface, cr(κ1),
eˆr(ρ, φ, κ1) and hˆr(ρ, φ, κ1) are the expansion coefficients, electric fields and magnetic
fields of the radiation modes reflected from the interface and ct(κ2), eˆt(ρ, φ, κ2) and
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hˆt(ρ, φ, κ2) are the expansion coefficients, electric fields and magnetic fields of the radi-
ation modes transmitted through the interface. These radiation modes take the same
form as those in Table 6.1. For the incident and transmitted modes, the + branch
is taken and n+ becomes n1 for incident modes or n2 for transmitted modes; for the
reflected modes the − branch is taken and n− is replaced with n1. At z = 0 the
tangential components of the total electric and magnetic fields must match:
∑∫ ∞
0
cieˆi × zˆ dκi +
∑∫ ∞
0
creˆr × zˆ dκr =
∑
cteˆt × zˆ dκt (6.53)∑∫ ∞
0
cihˆi × zˆ dκi +
∑∫ ∞
0
crhˆr × zˆ dκr =
∑
cthˆt × zˆ dκt. (6.54)
Taking the vector product of (6.53) with (hˆ∗i × zˆ) and performing an area integral over
the interface at z = 0, taking the vector product of (6.54) with (eˆ∗i × zˆ) and likewise
integrating and utilising (6.38) yields two different sets of equations for TE and TM
modes, which can be rearranged to give the Fresnel equations. The process of doing this
yields a much more fundamental result, however, namely that the incident, reflected
and transmitted modes are orthogonal to one another except when all three share the
same value of κ:
κ = κi = κr = κt (6.55)
Substituting (6.48) into (6.55) yields both the law of reflection
θi = θr (6.56)
and Snells law
n1 sin θi = n2 sin θt. (6.57)
What this also means is that for every value of κ, N , the TE and TM polarization
states and each choice of azimuthal variation f(Nφ) can and indeed must be considered
separately. For TE modes, the result of this orthogonalization process is


































where r and t are the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients of each radiation
mode and R and T are the corresponding reflectivity and transmittivity numbers that
give the fraction of power in each radiation mode that is reflected and transmitted.
The equivalent equations for TM modes are







































It is worth noting that the Fresnel coefficients do not depend on N or f(Nφ) in any













(|ci(κ)|2 − |cr(κ)|2) dκ, (6.67)
as expected.
6.8 Far field Poynting vector
There is a difficulty with the Bessel function modes described in the previous section,
however: the time-averaged Poynting vector lies in the z direction only, regardless of θ.
This can be resolved by replacing the JN in Table 6.1 with Hankel functions H
(1)
N (κρ)
of the first kind of order N :
H
(1)
N (x) = JN (x) + iYN (x), (6.68)
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where YN is the Bessel function of the second kind, also referred to as the Neumann








exp[i(x−N pi2 − pi4 )], (6.69)
i.e. Hankel functions behave like plane waves propagating in the ρ direction in the
limit where ρ → ∞. The electromagnetic fields of the orthonormal radiation modes
based on Hankel functions are denoted e˜ and h˜ and given in Table 6.2. Using (6.69), it
TE modes TM modes
e˜ · zˆ 0 −iAH(1)N (κρ)f(Nφ)
h˜ · zˆ −iAH(1)N (κρ)g(Nφ) 0



























































Table 6.2: Electromagnetic field components of the radiation modes of a homogeneous
medium based on Hankel functions instead of Bessel functions (Snyder and Love 1983
pp. 522).
can be shown that radiation modes described in Table 6.2 have time-averaged Poynting
vectors parallel to their wavevectors, like plane waves but unlike Bessel function modes.
However, there is also a problem with modes based on Hankel functions: YN (x) has a
singularity as x = 0, which makes Hankel functions very difficult to work with. For
one thing, the singularity prevents the Hankel function modes from being normalized
in the usual way, so another method must be used.
Consider a planar interface similar to that in Figure 6-2, replacing eˆt and hˆt with
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e˜ and h˜ and setting n1 = n2 = n. Under these conditions, (6.53) and (6.54) become∑∫ ∞
0
cieˆi × zˆ dκ+
∑∫ ∞
0
creˆr × zˆ dκ =
∑
c˜e˜× zˆ dκ (6.70)∑∫ ∞
0
cihˆi × zˆ dκ+
∑∫ ∞
0
crhˆr × zˆ dκ =
∑
c˜h˜× zˆ dκ. (6.71)
Taking the vector product of (6.70) with (hˆ∗i × zˆ) and performing an area integral over
the interface at z = 0, taking the vector product of (6.71) with (eˆ∗i × zˆ) and likewise
integrating results in the same pair of equations for TE and TM modes:
ci + cr = c˜ (6.72)
ci − cr = c˜. (6.73)
Rearranging yields
ci = c˜ and cr = 0. (6.74)
Equation (6.74) shows that power is conserved across the interface and therefore the
Hankel function radiation modes are already normalized correctly. The main signifi-
cance of this result, however, is that it allows the far field due to radiation modes based
on Bessel functions to be calculated by using a fictitious interface to convert them to
modes based on Hankel functions, as has just been done.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, the theory of optical modes presented by Snyder and Love (1983) is
presented, along with proofs, derived as part of this research, that the radiation modes
of homogeneous media obey the Fresnel equations, carry power in the direction of the
wavevector and can be used to reproduce the well-documented result for a Hertzian
dipole in free space. This is done by using two different formulations of the these
modes: one uses the Bessel function JN and is denotes by eˆ and hˆ, while the other
uses the Hankel function H(1)N and is denoted by e˜ and h˜. Both of these sets of modes
are required for a rigorous mathematical understanding of the finite length nanorods
discussed in chapters 9 and 10. The more basic modal theory, presented in sections 6.1-
6.5, is sufficient to understand the infinitely long nanorod structure discussed in chapter
8. However, a literature review and qualitiative discussion of nanorod LEDs is required






A promising path towards low-cost efficient LEDs lies in arrays of GaN nanorod emit-
ters fabricated by self-assembly (Kim et al. 2004, Bavencove et al. 2011), catalytic
growth (Fan et al. 2006, Li and Wang 2008), uncontrolled etching (Lee et al. 2009,
Bai et al. 2012) and controlled etching (Li et al. 2011, Bae et al. 2013, Zhuang et
al. 2013a). These have been the subject of significant research over the last decade.
This chapter provides an explanation of what nanorod LEDs are, a literature review
of the various methods for fabricating them and a discussion of the motivations for
researching them.
Nanorod emitters are cylinders of GaN with typical lengths ranging between 400 nm
and 2 µm and typical diameters ranging between 50 and 600 nm, with InGaN quantum
wells located within the nanorod as depicted in figure 7-1.
7.2 Fabrication
The literature contains many different methods of nanorod fabrication, the precise
details of which are generally unique to each research group. However, the methods
can be grouped into four general types, which are reviewed by Li and Waag (2012).
7.2.1 Self-assembly
Self-assembled GaN nanorod LEDs have been grown on both sapphire (Kim et al. 2004)
and silicon (Bavencove et al. 2011) substrates and were the first type to be reported.
These are grown in a different manner to planar semiconductor layers. Instead of
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Figure 7-1: (a) Schematic diagram of a laterally-contacted nanorod array LED from the
side. (b) Schematic of the array from above. A hexagonal pattern is usually preferred
for nanorod arrays created by controlled etching, while those created by self-assembly
tend to be randomly positioned. (c) Scanning electron microscope image of a nanorod
array before ITO transparent contact deposition. (Zhuang et al. 2013b)
growing an entire layer on the substrate using a catalyst, nanometre-sized seeds are
grown more slowly on the subtrate without a catalyst; the nanorods are then grown on
the seeds. The resulting nanorods are completely free of dislocations but have random
positions and sizes.
7.2.2 Catalytic growth
This method works by spreading metal droplets across the substrate; the droplets
are used as a catalyst for nanorod growth. GaN forms on the metal surface before
diffusing downwards, causing a nanorod to grow beneath the catalyst, lifting up the
metal droplet as it grows (Li and Wang 2008). Like self-assembled nanorods, these
nanorods are randomly distributed, unless the position and size of the metal droplets
is controlled. Fan et al. (2006) provide a detailed review.
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7.2.3 Uncontrolled etching
Uncontrolled etching techniques take a planar LED wafer and self-assembling an etch
mask (usually Ni dots) on top of the wafer (Lee et al. 2009, Bai et al. 2012). Once
the etch mask is in place, an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is used to each past
the MQW region, exposing GaN facets that can be further etched by hot KOH until
only the nanorods and a planar n-type GaN layer remain. As the etch mask is self-
assembled, the Ni dots have random positions and sizes, resulting in the nanorods being
similar to those grown by self-assembly.
7.2.4 Controlled etching
Controlled etching is similar to uncontrolled etching except that the etch mask, usually
either Ni or SiO2, is much more ordered, resulting in highly ordered nanorod arrays
(in most cases the arrays have hexagonal symmetry) where each nanorod is the same
size. The fabrication of such ordered etch masks is usually accomplished by nano-
imprint lithography (Bae et al. 2013, Zhuang et al. 2013a) although Langmuir-Blodgett
techniques have also been reported (Li et al. 2011).
7.3 Advantages of nanorod array LEDs
• The use of nanorods greatly diminishes the total internal reflection problem as-
sociated with planar structures, increasing the extraction efficiency (see chapter
8).
• Photonic crystal diffraction effects can further increase the extraction efficiency
(David et al. 2007, Wierer et al. 2009), Zhuang et al. 2013a).
• Nanorods form three-dimensional optical cavities with which the Purcell effect
(Purcell 1946) can be exploited (Xu et al. 2007).
• The small size of nanorods means that the vast majority of nanorods in an array
are dislocation-free, increasing the internal quantum efficiency (Li et al. 2011).
• Strain relaxation at the sidewalls of the nanorods could potentially allow the
growth of high-quality InGaN quantum walls with high In content (Bavencove
et al. 2011, Zhuang et al. 2013a). This could not only further increase internal
quantum efficiency and help to alleviate the ‘green gap’ problem, but it even
potentially allows InGaN quantum wells to emit in the yellow and red spectral
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ranges, paving the way forward for single-chip phosphor-free white LEDs consist-
ing of different nanorods emitting different wavelengths on the same chip (Kishino
et al. 2013).
• The cylindrical shape of nanorods allows them to act as waveguides. The waveg-
uiding properties can be tailored to give a customizable angular emission pattern,
which is especially useful for applications such as displays and projectors where
the degree of compactness required rules out the use of secondary optics.
7.4 Other types of nano-LEDs
Although cylindrical nanorods are the most commonly investigated structure, there has
also been research on other nanostructures, such as hexagonal prism-shaped nanorods
(Hersee et al. 2006, Kishino et al. 2009) and nanopyramids (Liu et al. 2008) grown
by selective area growth. Hexagonal prism-shaped core-shell nanorods (Li and Waag
2012, Le Boulbar et al. 2013), in which the quantum wells run along the nanorod walls
as opposed to a cross-section, are likely to be a major research focus in the coming
years due to the non-polar nature of the quantum wells, increased active surface area
and potential for a greater colour range.
7.5 Optical modelling of nanorod LEDs
Unlike planar LEDs, nanorod LEDs are three-dimensional and therefore have much
more complex optical properties. In order to maximize the extraction efficiency and
customize the emission pattern, a comprehensive model of the waveguiding properties
of LED nanorods is required. Most of the literature on this subject uses finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) methods (Xu et al. 2007, Ko¨lper et al. 2011). While it is possible
to achieve highly accurate estimates of the power distribution with these methods,
doing so is computationally intensive. In addition, it can be difficult to determine
the physical mechanisms responsible for behaviour predicted by these methods. These
problems leave space for a more mathematical method of optical modelling that is
less computationally intensive and is capable of tracking the physics responsible for
predictions. The remainder of this thesis outlines the construction and implementation
of such a model. Chapter 8 shows how the well-established theory of optical fibres can
be applied to a single nanorod of infinite length by taking advantage of the cylindrical
symmetry of such structures. Chapter 9 outlines a novel mathematical technique that
can be used to combine the waveguiding analysis of chapter 8 with the resonant cavity
analysis of chapter 5 to evaluate the angular emission pattern of a single nanorod of
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finite length. Sloped or tapered nanorods are beyond the scope of this work, although
small slopes can be neglected if the nanorods are sufficiently short, as shown in chapters
9 and 10 (see also Lis et al. 2013).
7.6 Summary
This chapter provides an introduction to and a literature review of nanorod LEDs.
A motivation for quasi-analytic optical modelling of nanorod LEDs is then presented,
followed by a brief roadmap for developing such a model.
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Chapter 8
The infinitely long nanorod
8.1 Introduction
In order to gain a mathematical understanding of finite length nanorod LEDs, it is
necessary to understand the simpler case of an infinitely long nanorod. Using the
methods of Adams (1981) and Snyder and Love (1983), the guided and radiation modes
of the infinite nanorod system are derived. Numerical calculations of the dispersion
relations and Poynting vectors of the guided modes are presented, followed by numerical
calculations of the total power emitted into guided and radiation modes by a Hertzian
dipole within the nanorod. Through doing this, the theoretical extraction efficiencies
of infinitely long nanorod LEDs are compared with those predicted by (5.24) for planar
LEDs for a range of dipole positions, nanorod radii and types of cladding at a constant
free space wavelength of λ0 = 460 nm.
8.2 The structure under consideration
The infinitely long nanorod is depicted in figure 8-1; a cylinder with an infinite length
along the z direction, a finite radius R and refractive index ncore, surrounded by an
infinite cladding of refractive index nclad. The core is assumed to consist of GaN, a
dispersion relation for which is given by Takeuchi et al. (2010), while three different
types of cladding are considered: air, SiO2 (glass) and Si3N4 (silicon nitride). As the
core-cladding interface is parallel to z and no other interfaces are present, it is possible
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c(κ∞)hˆ(ρ, φ, κ∞)eiβz dκ∞, (8.2)
where Eˆj and Hˆj are the electromagnetic fields of the guided modes, eˆ and hˆ are those





clad − β2 = σ. (8.3)
As ncore > nclad in all of the cases being considered, both guided and radiation modes
exist.
Figure 8-1: The structure to be modelled, in cylindrical polar coordinates.
8.3 Guided modes of the infinite nanorod
The form of the guided modes is well-documented by Adams (1981, p217-225) and Sny-
der and Love (1983, p248-251) among others; their electromagnetic field components
are given in Table 8.1 for ρ ≤ R and Table 8.2 for ρ ≥ R, where N is a non-negative
integer, JN is the Bessel function of the first kind of order N , KN is the modified Bessel





core − β2j , γj =
√
β2j − k20n2clad (8.4)
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and Aj and Bj are constants to be found. The fields in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 have been
Eˆj · zˆ −iAj JN (κjρ)
JN (κjR)
f(Nφ)



















































Table 8.1: Electromagnetic field components of the guided modes of an optical fibre in
the core (ρ ≤ R).
Eˆj · zˆ −iAKN (γjρ)
KN (γjR)
f(Nφ)



















































Table 8.2: Electromagnetic field components of the guided modes of an optical fibre in
the cladding (ρ ≥ R).
chosen so that both Eˆj · zˆ and Hˆj · zˆ are continuous at ρ = R as required by Maxwell’s




























































n2core − n2clad = k0Rncore
√
1−∆. (8.8)
Equation (8.6) is the eigenvalue equation: its solutions are the combinations of N and
β for the guided modes for a fibre defined by k0, R, ncore and nclad. For the case of
















for transverse magnetic (TM) modes. TE modes are characterized by having Eˆj · zˆ = 0
and therefore Aj = 0, while TM modes are characterized by Hˆj · zˆ = 0 and therefore
Bj = 0. Modes for which N 6= 0 are referred to as hybrid modes as all six field compo-
nents are generally non-zero. Full solution of (8.6) is required to find hybrid modes.
The eigenvalue equations are transcendental and can therefore only be solved numer-
ically, searching within the interval k0nclad < β < k0ncore. Note that f(Nφ), which
gives the azimuthal (φ) variation, does not appear in (8.6). This means that each so-
lution to the eigenvalue equation is actually two modes, which have exactly the same
N and β but different φ variation: one mode has f(Nφ) = sin(Nφ) while the other
has f(Nφ) = cos(Nφ). The exception to this is the N = 0 case, where there is no φ
variation.
Note that the z components of the modal electromagnetic fields are imaginary while
the transverse components are real. This results in the time-averaged Poynting vector
having only a z component. This physically corresponds to the power being guided
along the waveguide axis, hence the name. The Aj (Bj for TE modes) normalizing
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[Eˆj(ρ, φ)× Hˆ∗k(ρ, φ)] · zˆρdρdφ = δjk, (8.11)
where δjk is the Kronecker delta and Hˆ∗k denotes the complex conjugate of Hˆk.
8.4 Radiation modes of the infinite nanorod
The mathematical form of the normalized radiation mode fields eˆR(ρ, φ, σ) and hˆR(ρ, φ, σ)




















c(σ)hˆR(ρ, φ, σ)eiβz dσ, (8.13)
where the summation before the integral extends over the two choices of f(Nφ), all
non-negative integers N and the two polarizations of radiation modes: ITE (incident
transverse electric) and ITM (incident transverse magnetic), which are similar to the
respective TE and TM modes of homogeneous media. The radiation fields in the
cladding are decomposed (Snyder and Love 1983 p523-524) into free space and scattered
components, represented by Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind respectively.
For ITE modes the free space component of eˆR · zˆ is zero; for ITM modes the free
space component of hˆR · zˆ is zero. It is convenient to define the functions ψe(ρ, σ) and




core − β2 as for the guided
modes. The six algebraic constants a(σ), b(σ), cf (σ), cs(σ), df (σ) and ds(σ) featured
ρ ≤ R ρ ≥ R
ψe(ρ, σ) a(σ)JN (κρ) cf (σ)JN (σρ) + cs(σ)H
(1)
N (σρ)
ψh(ρ, σ) b(σ)JN (κρ) df (σ)JN (σρ) + ds(σ)H
(1)
N (σρ)
Table 8.3: Definition of the functions ψe(ρ, σ) and ψh(ρ, σ) used in the mathematical
formulation of the radiation modes.
in Table 8.3 have two different sets of values, corresponding to ITE and ITM radiation
modes, which are given in Table 8.4. The subscripts f and s correspond to the free
space and scattered components respectively. The terms ∆, X(σ), Y (σ), M(σ) and
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Table 8.4: Algebraic constants a(σ), b(σ), cf (σ), cs(σ), df (σ) and ds(σ) for ITE and
ITM radiation modes.






























 1√2 N = 01 N 6= 0, (8.14)
where













as in (8.7). Now that the functions ψe(ρ, σ) and ψh(ρ, σ) are fully defined, they can be
used to define the electromagnetic fields of the radiation modes, as shown in Table 8.5.
Note that, since f(Nφ) does not appear anywhere in ψe or ψh, modes with different
f(Nφ) but identical ψe and ψh form degenarate pairs, as with the guided modes.
8.5 Dispersion relations of the guided modes
The propagation constants βj of the guided modes were found by solving (8.6), (8.9)
and (8.10) using a bisection method designed to solve to six significant figures. A useful
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eˆR · zˆ ψe(ρ, σ)f(Nφ)
hˆR · zˆ ψh(ρ, σ)g(Nφ)
















































Table 8.5: Electromagnetic fields of the radiation modes of an optical fibre, in terms
of ψe(ρ, σ) and ψh(ρ, σ).





A guided mode propagating in the z direction has the same z variation as a plane
wave travelling in the z direction in a medium of refractive index nm. The variation of
modal index with nanorod radius R was plotted for all guided modes over the range
R=50-200 nm and for all three cladding types: air (Figure 8-2), SiO2 (Figure 8-3) and
Si3N4 (Figure 8-4). The free space wavelength was fixed at 460 nm; the refractive index
of GaN is ncore = 2.4575 at this wavelength (Takeuchi et al. 2010), while those of SiO2
and Si3N4 are taken as nclad=1.465 and 2.05 respectively (Palik c. 1998).
This thesis uses the standard notation for optical fibre modes (Snitzer 1961, Adams
1981, Snyder and Love 1983), which is briefly explained as follows. Hybrid modes are
denoted by HE and EH, while TE and TM modes are denoted by TE and TM respec-
tively. The first digit in the subscript is N .
Figure 8-3 is very similar to the corresponding plot in Ko¨lper et al. (2011), which
assumes similar core and cladding indices of 2.4 and 1.5 respectively. However, there
are visible differences between Figure 8-3 and Figure 2 of Ko¨lper et al. (2011), so
another set of dispersion curves was plotted in Figure 8-5 for ncore = 2.4, nclad = 1.5,
λ0 = 550 nm and varying R, as used by Ko¨lper et al.. Figure 8-5 is virtually identical
to Figure 2 of Ko¨lper et al. (2011), providing strong evidence to support the dispersion
relations in Figures 8-2-8-4.
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Figure 8-2: Variation of modal indices with R for air cladding at λ0 = 460 nm.
More generally, the number of guided modes increases with R. As R is decreased,
nm for each mode falls until nm = nclad, at which point the mode is cut-off and ceases
to be guided. The exception is the fundamental mode HE11, which always exists pro-
vided that ncore > nclad. Decreasing the wavelength (and thereby increasing k0) has
a similar effect to increasing R, while increasing nclad (and therefore decreasing the
refractive index step) has the effect of moving the curves to the right and therefore
decreasing the number of guided modes. The relationship between nm and the propor-
tion of optical power in the core (as opposed to in the cladding) is not simple, although
modes with larger nm generally have a greater proportion of power in the core. As
such, modes with higher nm are more ‘strongly guided’, as shown by Snyder and Love
(1983, pp. 255) for a situation comparable with that of a GaN nanorod surrounded by
SiO2.
In terms of optical fibre theory, the case of a GaN nanorod is interesting because
the often-used linear polarization (LP) approximation is unsuitable for the large index
steps being considered. As the index step is decreased, the guided modes form clusters
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Figure 8-3: Variation of modal indices with R for SiO2 cladding at λ0 = 460 nm.
of several modes with similar nm; for very small index steps these clusters become de-
generate and can be considered as single modes called LP modes (Adams 1981 pp. 232).
The nm of LP modes are functions of V solely (where V is defined in (8.8)); increasing
the index step lifts the degeneracy and causes them to become functions of ∆ also,
where ∆ is given by (8.14). Inspection of Figures 8-2-8-4 shows that the modes do
indeed appear to form ‘bunches’ as nclad increases.
Regardless of ∆, the last modes to be cut-off as V is decreased are the TE01 and
TM01 modes (HE11 is never cut-off). These modes are cut-off when V = 2.4048, i.e.
the first zero of J0(V ). Rearranging the expression for V yields the corresponding
value of R: 78.4 nm for air cladding, 89.2 nm for SiO2 cladding and 130 nm for Si3N4
cladding. Both TE01 and TM01 are cut-off at V = 2.4048 regardless of ∆, although
the properties of the TE and TM modes diverge as ∆ is increased.
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Figure 8-4: Variation of modal indices with R for Si3N4 cladding at λ0 = 460 nm.
8.6 Poynting vector of the guided modes
As mentioned in section 8.3, the time-averaged Poynting vector ~S lies entirely in the z
direction and is given by
~S(ρ, φ) = 12(EρHφ − EφHρ)zˆ. (8.17)
For TE modes, the first term in (8.17) is zero therefore dipoles oriented in the ρ di-
rection will not emit into them; for TM modes, the second term is zero therefore
dipoles oriented in the φ direction will not excite them. For hybrid modes both terms
are generally non-zero. It should be noted that the first term varies as sin2(Nφ) and
the second term as cos2(Nφ), or vice-versa. Assuming the distribution of dipoles is
cylindrically symmetric, the pair of modes with different f(Nφ) are equally excited
and the total Poynting vector of the pair of modes is φ-invariant. Figure 8-6 depicts
the variation of the scalar terms of (8.17) inside the brackets with ρ for all six modes
of a GaN nanorod with R = 150 nm and nclad = 1 at a free space wavelength of 460 nm.
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Figure 8-5: Variation of modal indices with Rλ−10 for ncore = 2.4, nclad = 1.5 and
λ0 = 550 nm, intended for comparison with Figure 2 of Ko¨lper et al. (2011).
The modes are the same as those in Figure 8-2 and presented in order from high-
est nm to lowest. All the N 6= 1 modes have zero power in the centre of the nanorod
(ρ = 0); this can be shown to be true for all modes (guided and radiation) by using
the small-argument asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions. The full Poynting
vector (solid line) peaks at ρ = 0 for HE11 and HE12 but elsewhere inside the core for
the other modes. For hybrid modes, the two terms are equal at ρ = 0 where the ρ and
φ coordinates are degenerate, but diverge as ρ increases. With the exception of HE12,
the second term is greater as ρ → R within the core region for the modes supported
by this structure.
Part of the cladding region is also shown; for modes with higher nm, the electro-
magnetic fields and therefore the Poynting vector generally decay more quickly as ρ
increases, compared with modes with lower nm. The first term in (8.17) is discontin-
uous at ρ = R due to the discontinuity in Eρ required by Maxwell’s equations. The
relationship between the (discontinuous) magnitude of the electromagnetic fields at
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ρ = R is not simple; notice for example that there is little power in the cladding for
the HE21 mode despite the relatively slow decay rate, because fields there are small to
begin with.
8.7 Excitation of guided and radiation modes by a Hertzian
dipole
The methods of section 6.5 can be used to calculate the total power Pg and Pr emitted











are found using (6.27) for the dipole position and orientation in question:
Cj = −14 ~E∗j (ρD, φD) ·~je−iωt = −14 |~j|
[
~E∗ρj(ρD, φD) cos Φ + ~E
∗




As in section 8.4, the summation in (8.19) sums over all possible N (in practice, sum-
ming up to N = 12 was found to achieve power conservation), the ITE and ITM mode
polarizations and both choices of f(Nφ). Given that
f(Nφ) =
sin(Nφ)cos(Nφ), (8.21)
the azimuthal position φD of the dipole has no effect on Pr and only the radial posi-
tion ρD and orientation (angle between dipole current and ρ axis) Φ need be considered.
The variation of Pg, Pr and PT = Pg +Pr with the radial position ρD of the dipole was
investigated for four radii (R=40, 75, 150 and 300 nm), all three cladding types and
two orientations of the dipole: ρ-oriented (Φ = 0) and φ-oriented (Φ = pi2 ). The free
space wavelength was fixed at 460 nm as in section 8.5, resulting in all refractive indices
being the same as in that section. The results are presented in Figures 8-7 (R=40 nm),
8-8 (R=75 nm), 8-9 (R=150 nm) and 8-10 (R=300 nm). The power is normalized to
the total power that would be emitted by the same dipole in homogenous GaN into the
z > 0 hemisphere, so that a dipole emitting the same upwards total power as a dipole
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As the system is cylindrically and axially symmetric, the power emitted into the z > 0
and z < 0 hemispheres is identical, making it simpler to consider modes propagating in
the +z direction only. The power Pb extracted from an horizontal dipole source of the
same strength in a thick GaN slab clad on both sides by a dielectric of refractive index
nclad is a useful benchmark and is therefore shown for comparison as a faint horizontal
line. As the total power emitted by such a dipole is normalized to unity, the extracted
power is equal to the extraction efficiency and is found using (5.24):






















The extraction efficiencies are plotted in Figure 8-11. The extraction efficiencies for
R = 300 nm have been omitted as they follow similar trends to those for R = 150 nm.
8.7.1 Guided power
For R = 40 nm and R = 75 nm (Figures 8-7 and 8-8 respectively), only the fundamental
HE11 mode is guided, so the guided power Pg reflects the characteristic fundamental
mode shape with its central peak as depicted in Figure 8-6. The slope of Pg appears to
increase strongly with both R and
√
n2core − n2clad in this regime, implying that V is a
key factor. The magnitude of Pg is more heavily influenced by other factors; for R = 40
nm, the peak of Pg for SiO2 cladding is around six times that for air cladding, despite
V being lower. This is counter-intuitive but not physically impossible; as mentioned
previously, some of the assumptions often used in optical fibre theory are not valid
for the large index steps under consideration. Wider nanorods (Figures 8-9 and 8-10)
support additional modes with maxima at progressively larger ρD, as shown in the
previous section. This causes Pg to be fairly flat, with small oscillations, at the centre
of the nanorod and dropping off sharply towards the edge. The gradient near the edge
increases with V as observed for smaller nanorods. Notably, the average value of the
oscillations is similar to the peak value of Pg for the equivalent R = 75 nm case.
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8.7.2 Radiated power
The radiated power Pr generally shows oscillatory behaviour and is generally greater
than the power ηext extracted from an equivalent dipole in a thick GaN slab, shown as
thin grey lines in Figures 8-7 to 8-10. The average value of these oscillations appears
to be proportional to nclad. However, for ρ-oriented dipoles, the behaviour of Pr within
around 75 nm of the nanorod edge is not oscillatory and instead decays considerably
as ρD → R, causing Pr to drop below the grey line. This effect, which is significantly
weaker in the case of the Si3N4 cladding where the refractive index step is much smaller,
is due to the discontinuity in Eρ caused by said index step. The amplitude of the
oscillations appears to be inversely proportional to ∆ within around 150 nm of the
nanorod centre. For the R = 40 nm case, decaying behaviour can be observed for all
ρD and all nclad.
8.7.3 Total power
For R = 40 nm, Pg is small compared to Pr so the total power PT mirrors the decaying
behaviour of Pr. For larger R, PT is again oscillatory, with an average value that is
variable but close to unity, i.e. the total power emitted is little different from that
emitted by an equivalent dipole in homogeneous GaN. For ρ-oriented dipoles within
around 75 nm of the nanorod edge, PT drops rapidly as seen with both the guided and
radiation modes; the value of PT at the edge appears to be directly proportional to ∆.
Returning to the R = 40 nm case, the average value of PT is around 0.75 for Si3N4
cladding and decreases very rapidly as nclad is decreased. This suggests Purcell cavity
suppression as a possible physical mechanism for the unusual behaviour observed in
this case.
8.7.4 Extraction efficiency
The extraction efficiency ηext exceeds the 20% figure quoted for GaN in epoxy in almost
all of the cases studied here, except for dipoles close the nanorod centre for R = 75
nm and next = 1. In all cases, Pg falls off much faster than Pr towards the nanorod
edge, causing ηext to rapidly increase as ρD → R. For R = 40 nm ηext exceeds 85%
under all conditions. This suggests that these very small nanorods could be superior
to surface-roughened LEDs in terms of extraction efficiency. However, this advantage
comes at the cost of a significant fall in PT and by extension the internal quantum
efficiency (see next subsection).
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8.7.5 Interpretation
Interpreting the large quantity of data present in Figures 8-7-8-10 requires a robust un-
derstanding of the physics. As discussed in subsection 5.4.2, the spontaneous emission







+ PTA′np+ Cnn2p+ Cpp2n
, (8.25)
where A = PTA′ and all other quantities are defined in section 2.3. Substituting (8.25)







+ PTA′np+ Cnn2p+ Cpp2n
, (8.26)
where ηinj is the carrier injection efficiency. Equation (8.26) is somewhat pathological
due to having multiple terms in the denominator, but there are two regimes where
the behaviour is easier to understand. At one extreme where the internal quantum
efficiency is very low, due to one or more of the non-radiative recombination rates τ−1nr
being very high or the carrier densities being far from optimum, the external quan-
tum efficiency is approximately proportional to Pr. At the other extreme where the
internal quantum efficiency is close to unity, the external quantum efficincy becomes
approximately proportional to the extraction efficiency ηext given by (8.24). Inputting
the values of PT from air-clad nanorods into (8.26) shows that both extremes can be
represented by different dipoles in the same system.
For most of the hypothetical infinite nanorod structures studied in this chapter, Pr
and ηext are both shown to compare favourably with those of thick GaN slabs with the
same cladding, suggesting that ηEQE will also be superior to that of slabs. Whether
or not nanorod LEDs can pass the 80% extraction efficiency benchmark (Shcheckin et
al 2006, cited in Mottier 2009) required to directly compete with surface-roughened
LEDs is less clear. ηext exceeds 80% for all dipoles in the R = 40 nm case and for
φ-oriented dipoles close to the edge in the R = 75 nm case, but this is only the critical
factor for cases of very high internal quantum efficiency. The absolute radiated power,
which is the key quantity for devices with low IQE, is less favourable; Pr < 0.8 in
all cases. The only way to finding out for certain if nanorod LEDs can compete with
surface-roughened ones is to consider any additional radiated power due to diffraction




This chapter provides mathematical expressions for the electromagnetic fields of the
guided and radiation modes of an infinitely long nanorod, based on the analysis of
Adams (1981) and Snyder and Love (1983). The dispersion relations (modal index vs.
radius) of the guided modes of GaN nanorods with three different cladding types at
λ0 = 460 nm are calculated and discussed in section 8.5. In section 8.6 the variation
of Poynting vector with position is plotted and discussed for the six guided modes
supported by a GaN nanorod of radius R = 150 nm surrounded by air. In section
8.7, the variation of the total guided power Pg, total radiated power Pr and total
power PT = Pg + Pr emitted by a Hertzian dipole with the radial position ρD of said
dipole is plotted and analysed for three types of cladding, four different nanorod radii
and two different orientations of the dipole. The dipole current density |~j| and free
space wavelength were kept constant throughough this exercise. The main findings of
these simulations were that these hypothetical infinite nanorod structures have superior
extraction efficiencies to planar LEDs and that PT and therefore the internal quantum
efficiency can vary significantly from those of planar devices. The diffraction of guided
modes at the nanorod ends is essential to determine the precise extraction efficiency
and the directionality of the emitted light, so the remaining chapters will focus on this.
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Figure 8-6: Variation of the Poynting vector for all six guided modes of a GaN nanorod
with radius R = 150 nm surrounded by air at free space wavelength 460 nm. The full
Poynting vector is given by the solid line; for hybrid modes, the two terms of (8.17)
are also shown as dashed and dotted lines respectively. The modes are normalized to
carry unit power.
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Figure 8-7: Variation of the guided power Pg, radiated power Pr and total power
PT = Pg + Pr with dipole position ρD for nanorods of radius R = 40 nm. The plots
are normalized to the power emitted by an identical dipole in homogeneous GaN. The
grey horizontal line represents the power extracted (i.e. not trapped by total internal
reflection) from an identical horizontal dipole emitting inside a thick GaN slab clad on
both sides by a dielectric of refractive index nclad and is given for reference.
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Figure 8-8: Variation of the guided power Pg, radiated power Pr and total power
PT = Pg + Pr with dipole position ρD for nanorods of radius R = 75 nm. The plots
are normalized to the power emitted by an identical dipole in homogeneous GaN. The
grey horizontal line represents the power extracted (i.e. not trapped by total internal
reflection) from an identical horizontal dipole emitting inside a thick GaN slab clad on
both sides by a dielectric of refractive index nclad and is given for reference.
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Figure 8-9: Variation of the guided power Pg, radiated power Pr and total power
PT = Pg + Pr with dipole position ρD for nanorods of radius R = 150 nm. The plots
are normalized to the power emitted by an identical dipole in homogeneous GaN. The
grey horizontal line represents the power extracted (i.e. not trapped by total internal
reflection) from an identical horizontal dipole emitting inside a thick GaN slab clad on
both sides by a dielectric of refractive index nclad and is given for reference.
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Figure 8-10: Variation of the guided power Pg, radiated power Pr and total power
PT = Pg + Pr with dipole position ρD for nanorods of radius R = 300 nm. The plots
are normalized to the power emitted by an identical dipole in homogeneous GaN. The
grey horizontal line represents the power extracted (i.e. not trapped by total internal
reflection) from an identical horizontal dipole emitting inside a thick GaN slab clad on
both sides by a dielectric of refractive index nclad and is given for reference.
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Real nanorod LEDs are not infinitely long but usually have lengths between 400 nm
and 2 µm, as reported in the literature reviewed in chapter 7. In order to develop an
optical model suitable for nanorods of finite length, reflection and diffraction of guided
and radiation modes at both ends of the nanorod must be considered. O’Kane et al.
(2014) report a mathematical technique capable of doing this for guided modes and
compare the numerical results with measured data. In this chapter, O’Kane et al.’s
work on guided modes is reproduced and embellished with additional numerical results
and measured data, particularly an investigation of the effect of wavelength. A section
on radiation modes, which are not covered in the aforementioned work, is also included.
9.2 The structure under consideration
A nanorod can be modelled by treating it as an optical fibre of finite length bound above
and below by two semi-infinite homogenous media. The space where z− < z < z+ is
occupied by the optical fibre, which consists of a cylindrical core of radius R and re-
fractive index ncore surrounded by an infinite cladding of refractive index nclad. This
simplification neglects the refractive index steps that occur at any heterojunctions be-
tween the basic nanorod substructure and an embedded disc-shaped multiple quantum
well (MQW) emission region perpendicular to the z axis (see Figure 7-1). This is justi-
fied because these refractive index changes are typically quite small (Leung et al. 1998,
Shi and Chi 2007, Miyajima et al. 2011) compared with the step changes at z = z+
and z = z− (Takeuchi et al. 2010, Palik c. 1998) and therefore will marginally perturb
the waveguiding properties. The space where z > z+ is occupied by a semi-infinite
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homogenous medium of refractive index n+, while the space where z < z− is occupied
by a semi-infinite homogenous medium of refractive index n−. The entire structure
remains cylindrically symmetric, therefore the cylindrical polar coordinate system can
again be used, with the z axis (ρ = 0) being at the centre of the fibre as in chapter 8.
For convenience, z = 0 is set to correspond with the location of the emitting dipole.
Figure 9-1: The structure to be modelled, in cylindrical polar coordinates. (a) A cross-
section through the nanorod. (b) The full structure including vertical confinement.
9.3 Electromagnetic modes of each region
It can be shown (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 210) that the electromagnetic fields in
any z-invariant structure or substructure can be expressed as a superposition of a
complete orthonormal set of functions (i.e. the modes) that do not vary in the z
direction except for phase. The structure of interest, as depicted in Figure 9-1, consists
of three z-invariant regions. In this case, the electromagnetic fields in each region can
be expressed as a superposition of modes of that region, provided that the components
of the total ~E and ~H fields perpendicular to zˆ are continuous at the interface between
each region (Chew 1995).
9.3.1 Optical fibre/nanorod region 0
The total electric field ~E0(~r, t) and the total magnetic field ~H0(~r, t) in the optical fibre
region 0 can be expressed as a superposition of the same guided and radiation modes
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c˜0(σ0)hˆR(ρ, φ, σ0)eiβ0z dσ0. (9.2)
Equations (9.1) and (9.2) are identical to (8.1) and (8.2) respectively; the only difference
is the addition of the subscript 0 to avoid confusion with the radiation modes of regions
+ and -. The tilde on c˜0, which is generally complex, is meant to distinguish it from
the phase velocity c0 of light in a vacuum.
9.3.2 Semi-infinite regions + and -
The electric field ~E±(~r, t) and magnetic field ~H±(~r, t) of regions ± of refractive index













2± − β2± (9.5)
and the c±(σ±) are the expansion coefficients. The electric fields e˜±(ρ, φ, σ±) and the
magnetic fields h˜±(ρ, φ, σ±) of the radiation modes are given in Table 9.1, which was
created by applying the convention (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 212) where the electric
fields of forward and backward-propagating modes have the same sign but their mag-
netic fields have opposite signs, to Table 6.2.
As discussed in section 6.8, β± and σ± are related to the angle θ± between the time-
averaged Poynting vector and the z axis:
β± = k0n± cos(θ±) σ± = k0n± sin(θ±). (9.6)
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TE modes TM modes
e˜± · zˆ 0 ∓iAH(1)N (κρ)f(Nφ)
h˜± · zˆ −iAH(1)N (κρ)g(Nφ) 0


























































Table 9.1: Electromagnetic field components of the radiation modes of regions + and
- (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 522).
9.4 Decomposition of the guided modes into radiation
modes of effective homogeneous media
The radiation modes of a homogeneous medium are a complete orthonormal set of
functions. It therefore follows that any arbitrary electromagnetic field may be decom-
posed into a spectrum of these functions, even if the medium is not homogeneous. It
is convenient to model the guided modes of region 0 in this way as all the radiation












dj(κ)hˆj(ρ, φ, κ) dκ, (9.8)
where eˆj and hˆj are referred to as ‘cylindrical waves’ from now on to avoid confusion
with the true radiation modes eˆR and hˆR of region 0.
As the spectrum of cylindrical waves that makes up each guided mode all share the
same z-directed wavevector β (otherwise the composite field ceases to be a mode) but
have different ρ-directed wavevectors κ, conservation of wavevector requires that each
wave in the spectrum propagates in a homogeneous medium of a different effective
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refractive index nj(κ), given by (Kressel and Butler 1977)
k20n
2







As with the radiation modes of homogeneous media, β and κ are related to the angle
θj(κ) between the wavevector and the z axis:
βj = k0nj(κ) cos[θj(κ)] κ = k0nj(κ) sin[θj(κ)]. (9.10)
It is important to note the effective indices do not correspond to any physical media
and are merely mathematical abstractions.
The form of eˆj and hˆj is now known and displayed in Table 9.2; it is given by substi-
tuting β = βj and n = nj(κ) into Table 6.1. As the time-averaged Poynting vector
TE modes TM modes
eˆj · zˆ 0 −iAJN (κρ)f(Nφ)
hˆj · zˆ −iAJN (κρ)g(Nφ) 0





















































Table 9.2: Electromagnetic field components of the cylindrical waves used to decompose
the guided modes (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 522).
for guided modes lies entirely in the z direction, the use of Bessel functions as opposed
to the Hankel functions used for the modes of regions + and - is appropriate. Note
that because the entire structure depicted in Figure 9-1 is azimuthally symmetric, the
cylindrical waves must have the same N value and φ variation f(φ) as the guided mode
j being decomposed. The cj(κ) and dj(κ) in (9.7) and (9.8) are found by subjecting
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eˆj(ρ, φ, κ)× Hˆj(ρ, φ) · zˆρ dρdφ. (9.12)
For the TE waves, for which nj(κ) does not enter (9.11) or (9.12), cj(κ) = dj(κ). For
TM waves this is not the case and the impedance Z of the cylindrical waves is distorted










This can be simulated by treating the effective media as being magnetic with effec-
tive permeabilities µj(κ) = ζj(κ)µ0 (Jackson 199 pp. 303-306, Sadiku 2006 pp. 473).
As nj(κ) must be unchanged so that the wavevector is still conserved, the effective
permittivities j(κ) must be adjusted to compensate:
nj(κ) = k−10
√
β2j + κ2 =
√
µj(κ)j(κ). (9.15)
It should again be emphasized that the effective permeability and permittivity are not
physical. What the effective permeability corresponds to physically is the discontinuity
in Eˆj · ρˆ at ρ = R that arises in TM and hybrid modes. Such a discontinuity cannot
be reproduced through a superposition of cylindrical waves in non-magnetic media.
As this problem does not arise for TE modes, the effective media for TE waves are
non-magnetic.
It is even possible for ζj(κ) to be negative. In this case the effective medium becomes a
negative-index or left-handed medium (Veselago 1968), for which the phase velocity and
group velocity become antiparallel. Cylindrical waves in negative-index media therefore
carry negative power, although the total power in the mode being decomposed remains
positive. Indeed, the concept of negative ζj(κ) is required to satisfy power conservation
at the z = z± interfaces. For most cases of practical interest, cylindrical waves with
negative ζj(κ) lie outside the light extraction cone and undergo total internal reflection.
Through this method, each guided mode of the nanorod can be modelled as a spectrum
of cylindrical waves in effective homogeneous media. This allows a far-field diffraction
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pattern resulting from a given guided mode to be computed. As both the cylindrical
waves and radiation modes of regions + and - have already been shown to satisfy the
Fresnel equations in sections 6.7 and 6.8, the effects of the Fabry-Pe´rot cavity formed
by the two ends of the nanorod can also be accounted for, as follows. The reflection co-
efficients rj±(κ) and transmission coefficients tj±(κ) at z = z± are given by substituting









for TE waves and
rj±(κ) =
n2j (κ)β±(κ)− |ζj(κ)|n2±βj




n2j (κ)β±(κ) + |ζj(κ)|n2±βj
(9.19)
for TM waves. However, the tj±(κ) are the transmission coefficients for the individual
interfaces only. The two parallel interfaces form a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, causing interfer-
ence effects to occur so that the ‘total’ transmission coefficient τj±(κ) out of the z = z±









The transmittance Tj±(κ) (enhancement/suppression by the cavity in terms of optical



















However, as the cylindrical waves are a continuum of radiation modes, any physical















where the hemisphere radius r is an arbitrary constant and can be set to unity without
loss of generality.
As in chapter 5, it is possible to generalize the model outlined in this chapter to
situations where there are multilayered optical materials at either end of the fibre,
provided that these materials vary in the z direction only, using the transfer matrix
method (Hecht 2005 pp. 426-428), provided the semi-infinite layers at both ends of the
stack are not absorbing (Yeh 1988 pp. 65).
9.5 Treatment of radiation modes
The radiation modes of the nanorod can also be decomposed into cylindrical waves in
a homogeneous medium. The electromagnetic fields eˆR and hˆR of the radiation modes





clad − β20 . (9.25)
Unlike the guided modes, the radiation modes have a real part to the radial compo-
nents of their Poynting vectors, so they should be decomposed in terms of propagating
(Hankel function) cylindrical waves of homgeneous media:





c(σ0, κ)e˜(ρ, φ, κ) dκ (9.26)





d(σ0, κ)h˜(ρ, φ, κ) dκ, (9.27)
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where





eˆR(ρ, φ, σ0)× h˜(ρ, φ, σ0, κ) · zˆρdρdφ (9.28)





e˜(ρ, φ, σ0, κ)× hˆR(ρ, φ, σ0) · zˆρdρdφ, (9.29)
the functions e˜ and h˜ are given by Table 9.3 and
n(σ0, κ) = k−10
√
β20 + κ2. (9.30)
As with the guided modes, β = β0 ∀κ, otherwise the radiation mode ceases to be a
TE modes TM modes
e˜ · zˆ 0 −iAH(1)N (κρ)f(Nφ)
h˜ · zˆ −iAH(1)N (κρ)g(Nφ) 0



























































Table 9.3: Electromagnetic field components of the cylindrical waves used to decompose
the radiation modes (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 522).
mode. It is convenient to denote the electric field eˆR of the radiation modes in a
piecewise manner:
eˆR(ρ, φ, σ0) =
eˆcore ρ ≤ Reˆclad ρ ≥ R (9.31)
and likewise for hˆR. Substituting (9.31) into (9.28) gives





eˆcore × h˜ · zˆρdρ+
∫ ∞
R
eˆclad × h˜ · eˆρ dρ
]
dφ. (9.32)
Equation (9.32) contains two integrals over ρ inside the square brackets. The first
integral is taken over a finite range and is therefore negligibly small compared to the
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second integral, which takes the form of a delta function with complex amplitude a˜:





eˆclad × h˜ · zˆρdρdφ = a˜(σ0)δ(κ− σ0). (9.33)
Substituting κ = σ0 into (9.30) gives n(σ0 = κ) = nclad ∀σ0. This means the effective
medium is non-magnetic and therefore
d(σ0, κ) ≈ c(σ0, κ) ≈ a˜(σ0)δ(κ− σ0). (9.34)
Substituting (9.33) and (9.34) into (9.26) and (9.27) yields
eˆR(ρ, φ, σ0) ≈ a˜TE e˜TE(ρ, φ, σ0 = κ) + a˜TM e˜TM (ρ, φ, σ0 = κ) (9.35)
hˆR(ρ, φ, σ0) ≈ a˜TEh˜TE(ρ, φ, σ0 = κ) + a˜TM h˜TM (ρ, φ, σ0 = κ). (9.36)
It is important to note that the above are approximations and that the fields in and
around the nanorod core will be slightly different. When evaluating the fields at any
particular point (e.g. for calculating the mode excitation) it is strongly advised that
the more rigorous treatment in section 8.4 is used. The expressions for a˜TE and a˜TM
for ITE (initially transverse electric) and ITM (initially transverse magnetic) radiation
modes are given in Table 9.4 in terms of the algebraic constants cf , cs, df and ds
defined in Table 8.4. Inspection of these Tables shows that while power is conserved
(|a˜TE + a˜TM |2 = 1), the presence of the nanorod induces a phase shift relative to what
would be the case if there was no nanorod. This phase shift is not predicted for the
guided modes. Equations (9.20) to (9.24) can be applied to radiation modes by setting
Mode polarization a˜TE a˜TM

























Table 9.4: Expressions for a˜TE and a˜TM for different radiation mode polarizations.
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A nanorod with a gallium nitride (GaN) core of radius R = 140 nm and an air
(nclad = 1) cladding was considered. The refractive index ncore of the GaN as a func-
tion of wavelength was calculated using a Sellmeier function (Takeuchi et al. 2010).
As blue and green LEDs are a matter of considerable research interest (Harbers et al.
2007), the free space wavelength range λ0 = 460−580 nm was chosen for investigation.
Such a fibre supports four guided modes at the long wavelength end of this range and
six modes at the short wavelength end as depicted in Figure 9-2, which shows how
the modal index nm = βjk−10 varies with wavelength. All modes tend towards cut-off
(when nm = nclad) with increasing wavelength apart from the fundamental mode HE11
that exists for all wavelengths. Note that nm = nj(κ = 0).
The effect of vertical confinement on the modes depicted in Figure 9-2 was evaluated
using the methods in section 9.4. The simulated device structure, depicted in Figure
9-3, is based on an experimental nanorod array fabricated by Zhuang (2012) from a
commercial wafer (Epistar 2012) and similar to that realized by Zhuang et al. (2013a).
A GaN nanorod of radius R = 140 nm and height z+ + z− = 400 nm is surrounded
by air in the ρ and +z directions; in the −z direction is a planar GaN layer 3100
nm thick followed by what is effectively a semi-infinite layer of sapphire (Al2O3). The
fabricated nanorods formed a hexagonal array with pitch (distance between nanorod
centres) Λ = 600 nm, although only one isolated nanorod was considered in the simula-
tion. Different positions of a single quantum well (SQW) active region are considered.
The refractive index of sapphire was calculated using a Sellmeier fit to data from Palik
et al. (1998).
The far field diffraction pattern is calculated by taking the + branch of (9.24) and
integrating over ranges of δθ+ = θ2 − θ1 = 1◦ for each data point. Each of the waveg-
uide modes was considered on an individual basis and normalized so that it would
carry unit power in a waveguide of infinite length. The position of the quantum well is
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Figure 9-2: Variation of modal index with wavelength of all six guided modes supported
by a GaN cylinder of radius R = 140 nm surrounded by air.
only taken into account when calculating the transmission coefficients τ+. As a result,
the far-field intensity pattern I+(θ+) takes into account any enhancement/suppression
resulting from Fabry-Pe´rot interference effects.
9.7 Effect of quantum well position and excitation on the
diffraction pattern of the fundamental mode
9.7.1 Single quantum well
The effect of changing the position of the quantum well relative to the nanorod, i.e.
varying z− while maintaining z+ + z− = 400 nm, was investigated for the fundamental
HE11 mode at λ0 = 460 nm. The results are shown in Figure 9-4, which takes the form
of polar plots of the far-field intensity I+(θ+), as do all subsequent Figures. Inspection
of Figure 9-4 shows that the diffraction patterns corresponding to the six positions
of the active region vary significantly in a systematic fashion. As the distance z−
between the quantum well and the planar GaN layer (see Figure 9-3) is increased, the
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Figure 9-3: (a) The GaN-on-sapphire nanorod structure being investigated, in cylin-
drical coordinates; refractive index values for λ0 = 502 nm. (b) Nanorod without
coordinate system, with relative positions of the six quantum wells. Diagrams not to
scale.
central lobe oscillates in strength through what is almost a complete cycle, as expected
from (9.20), while the side lobes move outwards and decrease in intensity, gradually
separating from the central lobe before evolving back into the original shape.
9.7.2 Multiple quantum well: effect of well separation
Most practical devices use multiple quantum well (MQW) active regions, so any prac-
tical HE11 diffraction pattern will not conform to one of the shapes presented in Figure
9-4 but a composite of all of them. This can be simulated by performing the calculation
for each quantum well and adding the results incoherently (i.e. adding the intensities
together). For the case of photoluminescence, it is safe to assume that all six of the
quantum wells depicted in Figure 9-3 (b) are equally excited, as the quantum wells
have absorption coefficients of around 5000 cm-1 (Miyajima et al. 2011) and widths
of around 2.5 nm (Zhuang 2012), resulting in a total absorption through the MQW of
∼ 1%. This was done for six different values of the quantum well separation (δz = 20,
18, 16, 14, 12, 10 nm) for the fundamental HE11 mode at λ0 = 460 nm. The centre
of the MQW was fixed to be 160 nm from the nanorod base, as shown in Figure 9-3
(b), while the quantum well separation was varied. The results are shown in Figure
9-5. As δz is decreased, all of the quantum wells move towards the central 160 nm
point, resulting in the side lobes becoming slightly more prominent at the expense of
the central lobe. These results are consistent with Figure 9-4, which shows that the side
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Figure 9-4: Diffraction pattern I+(θ+) of the fundamental HE11 mode at λ0 = 460 nm
for six positions of the active region, with spacing δz = 20 nm, within the nanorod
structure of Figure 9-3. The mode is normalized so that it would carry unit power in
an infinitely long nanorod.
lobes at around 30◦ and 50◦ are especially strong for emission close to the central 160
nm point, while the central and 37.5◦ lobes are strongest for emission from quantum
wells located far from 160 nm.
Based on the results presented in Figures 9-4 and 9-5, it can be seen that the po-
sition of the MQW, the number of quantum wells and their separation can all have
a significant effect on the direction of light emission from a nanorod LED. These are
identified here as critical parameters in the design of highly directional nanorod LEDs.
9.7.3 Multiple quantum well: effect of unequal excitation
The assumption that all quantum wells are equally excited works well for photolumi-
nescence but not for electroluminescence. The mobility of electrons in GaN is greater
than that of holes; as a result, the quantum wells on the p-side of the device (in this
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Figure 9-5: Diffraction pattern I+(θ+) of the fundamental HE11 mode at λ0 = 460 nm,
adding the intensity contributions from six quantum wells with equal emission strength
and separation ∆z.
case, towards the top of the nanorod) emit more light than those on the n-side (Li
et al. 2013). This can be simulated with reasonable accuracy by having the relative
optical power Pw emitted by each well decay exponentially from the top quantum well
(w = 0) to the bottom one (w = 5):
Pw = e−αw, (9.39)
where w is a label applied to each quantum well and has a value equal to the number of
quantum wells above well w. The decay constant α depends on the electrical properties
of the nanorod structure. Figure 9-6 shows the effect of varying α upon the diffraction
pattern of HE11 at λ0 = 460 nm, where δz = 20 nm. As α is increased, the overall
intensity is reduced and the angular emission pattern increasingly resembles that of the
top quantum well as it dominates the emission. Both of these results are expected.
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Figure 9-6: Diffraction pattern I+(θ+) of the fundamental HE11 mode at λ0 = 460
nm for the case of unequal emission from the six quantum wells, governed by (9.39);
δz = 20 nm.
9.8 Higher-order guided modes
Returning to the case of all six quantum wells being equally excited and δz = 20 nm,
the far-field diffraction patterns for all six guided modes that exist for the structure
depicted in Figure 9-3 at λ0 = 460 nm were calculated. The results are shown in Figure
9-7. Note the use of different scales for each mode; this is justified by the fact that in
a practical device the modes will be excited to different extents, so unlike in previous
Figures the plots are not directly comparable in the same way. It can be shown that
for N 6= 1 there is no emission at θ+ = 0; the far field patterns in Figure 9-7 confirm
this (N is the first digit of the subscript on each mode label). Inspection of Figure
9-2 shows that the HE12 mode is very close to cut-off and therefore has a very small
γj , meaning the electromagnetic fields are virtually flat in the cladding, decaying very
slowly. This in turn means that only cylindrical waves with small κ, which correspond
to small θ+, have non-negligible overlap with the modal field profile, resulting in the
extremely narrow diffraction pattern seen in Figure 9-7.
The far-field diffraction patterns of the various guided modes were also calculated
for λ0 = 520 nm and λ0 = 580 nm, again assuming equal excitation of quantum wells
with separation δz = 20 nm. Inspection of Figure 9-2 reveals that the structure only
supports four modes at these two wavelengths, with the HE12 and EH11 modes being
cut-off. Figure 9-8 shows the diffraction patterns of the four guided modes at λ0 = 520
nm. The ranges of angles each mode emits power into are similar to those for λ0 = 460
nm, although the fine structure of the peaks differs. For the TM01 and HE21 modes,
however, even the fine structure is almost identical, which is not entirely surprising
given that the dispersion curves for those two modes cross at around λ0 = 510 nm.
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Figure 9-7: Diffraction patterns I+(θ+) of all six guided modes of the nanorod structure
of Figure 9-3 at λ0 = 460 nm, with equal emission from the six quantum wells with
separation δz = 20 nm.
Figure 9-9 shows the diffraction patterns of the same four modes at λ0 = 580 nm.
Inspecting Figure 9-2 reveals that the HE21 mode is very close to cut-off, just as the
HE12 mode was for λ0 = 460 nm. A similar extremely narrow diffraction pattern is
observed in Figure 9-9, except that this pattern has a zero at θ+ = 0, as required for
all N 6= 1 modes. The HE11 and TE01 modal diffraction patterns remain relatively
unchanged save for fine structure, while the TM01 modal diffraction pattern appears
to have shifted inwards compared with this same pattern corresponding pattern for
shorter wavelengths.
9.9 Comparison with measurement
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed by Lewins and Fox (2013)
on the experimental nanorod array on which the structure in Figure 9-3 was based,
which was fabricated by Zhuang (2012) from a commercial wafer (Epistar 2012) and
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Figure 9-8: Diffraction patterns I+(θ+) of all four guided modes of the nanorod struc-
ture of Figure 9-3 at λ0 = 520 nm, with equal emission from the six quantum wells
with separation δz = 20 nm.
is similar to that realized by Zhuang et al. (2013a), using the hyperspectral imaging
system designed and built by Lewins et al. (2013) and depicted in Figure 9-10. An
optical fibre, connected to a spectrometer, is pointed towards the LED sample. The
fibre is scanned along an arc of constant distance r from the sample but varying inclinal
angles θ, always pointing towards the sample. As the nanorods point towards θ = 0, θ
is equivalent to the quantity θ+ used in this chapter. This allows the intensity I emitted
by the sample to be measured at all wavelengths and all θ+. For this experiment the
azimuthal angle φ was kept constant.
Figure 9-11 (a) shows the results of the hyperspectral measurements. The quantity
plotted is the normalized intensity Inorm(λ0, θ+), which is given by normalizing the
measured intensity using the method of Lewins (2015): “Firstly, each spectrum taken
is divided by its mean intensity value to produce a normalised spectrum with a mean
of 1 for each point in the dataset. The mean spectrum of all these normalised spectra
is taken to give one ‘characteristic’ spectrum for the whole dataset. The normalised
dataset is then obtained by dividing each of the normalised spectra by the ‘characteris-
tic’ spectrum. The effect this has is to remove the intensity variations with wavelength
and observation angle from normal incidence so that just the features remain.” In other
words, this is a two-step normalization processes, where the data are first normalized
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Figure 9-9: Diffraction patterns I+(θ+) of all four guided modes of the nanorod struc-
ture of Figure 9-3 at λ0 = 580 nm, with equal emission from the six quantum wells
with separation δz = 20 nm.
with respect to wavelength, then with respect to angle:









where Nλ is the number of wavelength values for which data were recorded and Nθ
is the number of angle values. For the data considered in this thesis, Nλ = 1024 and
Nθ = 361.
Three different types of features are observed in Figure 9-11. The sharp lines are
identified by Lewins et al. (2013) as photonic crystal diffraction features caused by the
symmetry of the nanorod array. The angular resolution was 0.5◦ while the wavelength
resolution was 0.1343 nm. The broader periodic features are identified in the same
work as Fabry-Pe´rot oscillations. The broadest features, the clearest example of which
is the pair of low intensity areas centred around ±37.5◦ at the short wavelength end
of the spectrum, are shown in this section to originate from the diffraction patterns of
the guided modes of a single nanorod.
The photonic crystal diffraction features cannot be predicted by the model outlined
in this thesis, which only considers a single nanorod. These features can be removed by
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Figure 9-10: The hyperspectral imaging system used for angular photoluminescence
measurements (Lewins et al. 2013). A resolution of 0.5◦ was used for these measure-
ments.
averaging the data over a range that is large enough to include at least one peak and
trough of a photonic crystal diffraction line but small enough to preserve the broader
Fabry-Pe´rot and modal features. In order to do this, the normalized intensity data were
averaged over 2 nm or wavelength and 2◦ of inclinal angle. Figure 9-11 (b) shows the
data after being subjected to this averaging process. The photonic crystal diffraction
lines have been almost completely smeared out, making the Fabry-Pe´rot fringes much
easier to see.
Broad dark features in the range 30◦ < θ+ < 50◦ for λ0 < 505 nm are clearly visi-
ble in both the averaged and non-averaged data. The wavelength at which this feature
appears/disappears is significant as it corresponds to the cut-off wavelength of the EH11
mode. Inspection of Figure 9-7 shows that the angular diffraction patterns of the TE01,
TM01 and HE21 modes are strongest in this angle range. It is therefore likely that the
onset of the EH11 mode causes there to be a smaller proportion of power coupled into
those modes for λ0 < 505 nm, resulting in the dark features in the 30◦ < θ+ < 50◦
region. For λ0 > 505 nm, bright features occur at a similar angle range. Returning to
λ0 < 505 nm, bright features occur around θ+ ≈ 0◦ and for large θ+, corresponding to
the two peaks of the EH11 diffraction pattern.
Similar variations in the directionality of the emission can be achieved at a given wave-
length by fabricating nanorods of a different diameter. For example, slightly wider
nanorods would support EH11 at λ0 = 520 nm, resulting in reduced emission in the
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range 30◦ < θ+ < 50◦ relative to the rest of the angular emission pattern at such an
emission wavelength. The effect of nanorods on the absolute emitted power is discussed
in chapter 10.
Figure 9-12 shows the unnormalized angular intensity distribution I+(θ+) for λ0 = 460
nm before and after the averaging process. The raw data has many sharp peaks corre-
sponding to the photonic crystal diffraction lines, while the averaged data has smaller,
smoother intensity variations on the gross modal features. Most of these intensity vari-
ations appear to correspond with the Fabry-Pe´rot fringes visible in Figure 9-11, except
for the small variations in the range of θ+ between 10◦ and 25◦, which could be arte-
facts of the averaging process. Inspection of Figure 9-12 (a) reveals that the photonic
crystal diffraction appears to be particularly strong in this angle range.
Some of the key features in Figure 9-12 (b) can be shown to correspond to the modal
diffracion patterns in Figure 9-7, which also correspond to λ0 = 460 nm. Note that
these are PL measurements, meaning that the relative contribution from each quantum
well can be assumed to be equal (see section 9.7), making such a direct comparison
possible. Figure 9-13 shows the TE01 and EH11 diffraction patterns from Figure 9-7
superimposed on the averaged measured data from Figure 9-12 (b). These modes were
chosen as their diffraction patterns are more sharply peaked than the others, making
it easier to attribute specific features to those modes.
It can be seen that in the range of θ+ between 25◦ and 65◦ each maximum in one
mode corresponds to a minimum in the other, which could explain why the measured
data are fairly flat in this angle range. For θ+ < 25◦, the intensity of the EH11 diffrac-
tion pattern rises rapidly as θ+ → 0, which is also reflected in the measurement. The
measured intensity drops off fairly rapidly for θ+ > 65◦, although not as rapidly as
the simulated diffraction patterns, suggesting a significant contribution from radiation
modes and/or scattering by the other nanorods in the array. This possibility is further
explored in section 10.3.
Strong contributions from HE11, TM01 and HE21 are also expected. Referring back
to Figure 9-7, the HE11 diffraction pattern is strong for θ+ < 25◦, while the TM01 and
HE21 diffraction patterns are strong in the range 25◦ < θ+ < 60◦. As these patterns are
less sharply peaked than those of TE01 and EH11, it is quite possible that the former
three modal diffraction patterns act to make the measured output smoother than it
would be if only the latter two modes were present.
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9.10 Discussion
Comparing the simulated data in section 9.8 with the measured data in section 9.9, it
is possible to directly relate the two types of features predicted in the simulations to
the three types of features observed in the measurements. The broadest features in the
measurements correspond to entire modes. The gross structure of each mode is given
by the overlap integrals cj(κ) and dj(κ), which define the broad range of angles the
modal power diffracts into. For modes far from cut-off, this angle range varies very
slowly with wavelength. For the HE11 mode diffracted power is observed between 0◦
and 60◦ with a peak at 0◦ for the entire range of wavelengths considered, while the
equivalent range for the TE01 mode is between 15◦ and 75◦ with a peak around 45◦,
again for the whole wavelength range. Close to cut-off, however, this range of angles
moves closer to 0◦, as seen for the TM01 and HE21 modes.
Imposed on this gross structure are the Fabry-Pe´rot interference fringes, which are
govered by (9.20) and constitute the fine structure of the simulated data. These effects
can move the peak away from the location predicted using the overlap integrals alone,
or even split the peak into multiple smaller peaks. However, these effects are strongly
dependent on wavelength and quantum well position and can be smeared out by av-
eraging over large ranges of wavelength, leaving only the gross modal features. The
Fabry-Pe´rot effects can also be significantly weakened, although not eliminated alto-
gether, by considering many quantum wells. The third feature of the measured data,
the ultra-fine diffraction lines, are not predicted in the simulations, which consider only
one nanorod as opposed to an array.
The apparent agreement between simulation and measurement makes it possible for
simulation results to inform nanorod LED design. The results of section 9.7 illustrate
the ability of the quantum well position, separation and relative excitation to affect the
directionality of the emission significantly. The most significant effect, however, is the
gross variation due to the entire modes. For GaN nanorods with radii below 150 nm,
the fundamental HE11 mode appears to be the key to obtaining highly focused emission
along the nanorod axis. The measured data appears to suggest that contribution of
HE12 to the far field is smaller than might be expected, presumably because this mode
is very close to cut-off and therefore strongly couples with the HE12 modes of the other
nanorods in the array (see, for example, chapter 29 of Snyder and Love 1983). This
oddity is further studied in section 10.3. Therefore, efforts should be taken to maximize
the excitation of HE11 if highly focused emission is desired.
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The ability of these modal methods to identify the modes responsible for key fea-
tures in measured angular emission patterns is something the fully numerical methods
that are more frequently applied to these problems cannot offer, as discussed in section
7.5. Another key advantage of quasi-analytic methods such as modal methods is com-
putational speed: for example, the results in Figure 9-7 were obtained in 8.5 minutes
using an Intel R©CoreTM Duo processor, compared to FDTD simulations that can take
days. The main disadvantage of modal expansion is that it relies on the cylindrical
symmetry of the structure in order to function and fails if the cylindrical symmetry
is broken, for example by neighbouring nanorods. Possible ways of dealing with this
problem are discussed in chapter 11.
9.11 Summary
This chapter introduces a novel mathematical technique to calculate the diffraction
patterns from guided modes of a finite length nanorod and presents detailed numerical
results obtained using this method, as in O’Kane et al. (2014). Sections 9.2 and
9.3 introduce the mathematics of the problem in terms of the more familiar modes
of chapter 8. Section 9.4 explains the core mathematics of the diffraction calculation,
accounting for cavity resonances of the type discussed in chapter 5. Section 9.5 uses
similar methods to give approximate analytic formulae the phase shift incurred by
ratiation modes exiting the nanorod into free space. The effect of the finite nanorod on
the different types of modes emitted by a dipole is summarized in Figure 9-14. Section
9.6 gives the dimensions of a system for which photoluminescence measurements have
been taken and therefore gives the opportunity to experimentally test the methods
of section 9.4. Simulations of this system are presented, focusing in detail on the
fundamental mode at λ0 = 460 nm in section 9.7 before considering other modes
and wavelengths in section 9.8. The measured data is presented in section 9.9, where
gross features of the data are explained in terms of the modal diffraction patterns in
section 9.8. More general insights from comparing the simulated and measured data are
discussed in section 9.10. Despite these insights and the apparent agreement between
theory and experiment, the model is by no means complete and further insights can be
made through further improvements. This is the focus of chapters 10 and 11.
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Figure 9-11: Hyperspectral measurements (Zhuang 2012, Lewins and Fox 2013) of
normalized intensity Inorm as a function of free space wavelength λ0 and inclinal angle
θ+ for constant azimuthal angle φ. The measured data is presented in part (a), while
part (b) shows the same data averaged over 2 nm of free space wavelength and 2◦ of
inclinal angle to eliminate the sharp lines caused by photonic crystal diffraction. White
corresponds to the highest normalized intensity while black corresponds to the lowest.
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Figure 9-12: Unnormalized angular intensity distribution I+(θ+) (Zhuang 2012, Lewins
and Fox 2013) for λ0 = 460 nm before and after averaging over 2 nm of free space
wavelength and 2◦ of inclinal angle θ+. The pre-averaging results are normalized so
that the maximum value of I+(θ+) is 1.
Figure 9-13: Averaged measured far-field photoluminescence data (Zhuang 20120,
Lewins and Fox 2013) from Figure 9-12 (b) (solid line); calculated diffraction patterns
for the TE01 and EH11 modes from Figure 9-7 (dashed and dotted lines respectively).
The calculated modes have been multiplied by arbitrary factors for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 9-14: A graphical summary of the effect of a finite length nanorod on the guided





Chapter 9 establishes how the far field angular diffraction pattern corresponding to
an individual guided mode or a set of radiation modes can be calculated. In practical
devices, however, the modes cannot be considered in isolation. All of the guided and
radiation modes will be excited by a Hertzian dipole emission event to different extents,
determined by the location and orientation of the dipole through (6.27):
Cj = −14 ~E∗j (ρD, φD) ·~je−iωt = −14 |~j|
[
~E∗ρj(ρD, φD) cos Φ + ~E
∗




All of the modes emitted by the same dipole emission event, including radiation modes,
are coherent and therefore interfere with one another. This chapter shows how the effect
of interference between modes of the same N on the far field can be calculated. It is
also shown that interference between modes of different N has no effect on the far field.
The theory of multimodal interference is then used to estimate the fractions of power
originating from dipoles at the centre of the nanorod, dipoles at the nanorod edge
and Lambertian scattering, by finding a best fit to the measured data. Key physical
insights obtained from this process are discussed in the context of ongoing work by
other authors on the subject of LED nanorods.
10.2 Theory
The geometry of the system is given in Figure 9-1, which is reproduced here for clarity.
Substituting (9.7), (9.8), (9.35) and (9.36) into (9.1) and (9.2) gives
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Figure 10-1: The structure to be modelled, in cylindrical polar coordinates. (a) A cross-


























a˜TEh˜TE + a˜TM h˜TM
]
dσ0, (10.3)
where cj is given by (9.11) and should not be confused with Cj or c˜0, which are given
by (10.1). Equations (10.2), (10.3) and those that follow are only approximate due
to the first term of (9.32) being neglected. The overlaps a˜TE and a˜TM between the
radiation modes of the nanorod and free space are given in Table 9.4. The summations
in the second terms of (10.2) and (10.3) are over all N , the two choices of f(Nφ) and
the ITE (incident transverse electric) and ITM (incident transverse magnetic) radiation
mode polarizations. The Fabry-Pe´rot interference effects caused by the nanorod’s finite
length can be accounted for by splitting the fields into TE and TM components and
considering continuity of the field components parallel to the interfaces at z = z±. The
entirety of the electric field of the TE component and the magnetic field of the TM
components are parallel to said interfaces and therefore continuous. The effect of the
cavity on the TE component is to multiply the cj and aTE by their respective values
of the cavity transmission coefficient τ±:









c˜0τ±a˜TE e˜TE dσ0. (10.4)
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The effect of the cavity on the TM component is to multiply the dj by ζjn±n−1j τ± and
the aTM by n±n−1cladτ±:































All of the τ± in (10.4) and (10.5) are given by (9.20). As in section 6.7, continuity of
































where the summations on the right hand sides sum over all N and both choices of
f(Nφ). The magnitude squared of Ω±(σ±) yields the total angular far field pattern
emitted by the dipole and is therefore the quantity of greatest interest. As shown
in section 6.8, the Bessel and Hankel function representations of the radiation modes
of homogeneous media can be readily interchanged by using a fictitious boundary. In
order to avoid the problems caused by the singularity of H(1)N (x) at x = 0, it is necessary






























Taking the vector product of (10.8) and (hˆ∗± × zˆ) and integrating over the interface at

















The summations over N and the two variants of f(Nφ) disappear due to the orthogo-
nality of f , while the integrals over κ, σ0 and σ± disappear due to the orthogonality of
the Bessel functions (κ = σ0 = σ±). However, the summation over j does not disappear
as the only difference between the cylindrical wave functions corresponding to different
guided modes is the z variation (i.e. β) and no integral over z was performed. The
summation over ITE and ITM modes also remains as the cylindrical wave functions
corresponding to these modes are wholly identical. The presence of these summations
means that the relative phases (i.e. multimodal interference effects) of c˜0, a˜TE , τ± and
the τj± affect the magnitude of Ω± and are therefore not trivial.
However, the modes of region ± with different N and/or f(Nφ) are orthogonal to
one another and each have their own Ω±, the magnitudes squared of which must there-
fore be added incoherently in order to obtain the total angular emission pattern. This
means that interference between modes of different N and/or f does not affect the far
field pattern; the incoherence between the modes of different N and/or f removes the
phase information.
Taking the vector product of (10.9) and (eˆ∗± × zˆ) and integrating over the interface
















Equation (10.11) is only valid when ζj is positive. For σ± < k0 (i.e. within the light
escape cone for air), it can be safely assumed that ζ > 0. The power P in the far field








where the summation is over all N and both f(Nφ). The intensity I is found by










A useful quantity to define is the total power emitted into the top (+) or bottom (-)







10.3 Comparison with measurement
The model described in section 10.2 was implemented for the same structure as that
investigated in section 9.6. Using cathodoluminescence studies, Zhuang et al. (2013c)
found that emission from quantum wells in nanorods tends to originate predominantly
from either the centre of the nanorod (ρD  R) or the edge (ρD ≈ R), with little
emission in between. Therefore, the angular intensity distributions due to three differ-
ent dipoles were considered, as depicted in Figure 10-2. The intensity I0(θ+) due to a
dipole situated at ρD = 0 (where the ρ and φ directions are degenerate) was considered,
along with two such distributions, Iρ(θ+) and Iφ(θ+), for dipoles near the nanorod edge
(ρD = 130 nm). The angular intensity due to a dipole with ρD = 130 nm with dipole
moment in the ρ direction (Φ = 0) is denoted Iρ(θ+) while that due to a dipole with
ρD = 130 nm with dipole moment in the φ direction (Φ = pi2 ) is denoted Iφ(θ+). For
reasons discussed in section 6.5, the angular emission patterns can be assumed to be
cylindrically symmetric.




Two wavelengths were considered: λ0 = 460 nm and λ0 = 520 nm. These wavelengths
were considered because they are sufficiently far from both the ’green-yellow band’
defect-related emission peak centred around λ0 ≈ 550 nm (Grieshaber et al. 1996,
cited in Schubert 2006) and the cut-off of the EH11 mode at λ0 ≈ 505 nm, both of
which make fitting the measured data problematic around those wavelengths. Conve-
niently, the guided mode diffraction patterns for both of these wavelengths is given in
section 9.8, specifically Figure 9-7 and 9-8. The total power Pr+ emitted into the top
hemisphere, as defined by (10.14), for the three dipoles depicted in Figure 10-2 at both
wavelengths is given in Table 10.1.
Inspection of Table 10.1 shows that the dipoles with current density vectors in the
ρ direction emit much less power than those with current density in the φ direction;
this is true for both the raw and modified data sets. Due to the large discontinuity in
~E · ρˆ that occurs at the nanorod edge, this is not surprising and is consistent with the
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Figure 10-2: Position and orientation of three different dipoles, which result in the
angular emission intensity patterns I0(θ+), Iρ(θ+) and Iφ(θ+).
data presented in section 8.7. As a consequence of this, it was found that the effect of
Iρ on the fits to the measured data is small, although the best fits were obtained in the
case where Iρ was omitted altogether (see Figure 10-5). Emphasis is therefore placed
on I0 and Iφ. A possible reason for this is explored in section 10.4.
There are two important things to note regarding the angular intensity data presented
in this chapter. Firstly, the range δθ+ over which the integral (10.13) is taken is 2◦,
as opposed to 1◦ as used throughout chapter 9. This is done to give a more accurate
comparison with the averaged measured data, which is averaged over the same angle
range in order to average out the effect of photonic crystal diffraction features. Sec-
ondly, the total power emitted by a dipole can be altered drastically by various factors
discussed in this section, making use of the same scale for all intensity plots impracti-
cal. Care must therefore be taken to read the scales when analysing these data. The
measurements and fits to measurements use the same scale, which has a maximum of
1, for ease of comparison.
The angular photoluminescence measurement (Zhuang 2012, Lewins and Fox 2013)
for λ0 = 460 nm averaged over 2◦ of inclinal angle and 2 nm of free space wave-
length, as depicted on the right hand side of Figure 9-12, is repeated in Figure 10-3
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λ0 Dipole Pr+ (raw data) Pr+ (modified)
I0 0.393 0.360
460 nm Iρ 0.111 0.106
Iφ 0.457 0.452
I0 1.69 0.253
520 nm Iρ 0.0926 0.0485
Iφ 1.12 0.106
Table 10.1: Normalized power emitted from the three dipoles depicted in Figure 10-2
at free space wavelengths λ0 = 460 nm and λ0 = 520 nm. ‘Raw data’ refers to the the
results with all modes included, while the ‘modified’ results include the modifications
described and justified later in this section. For λ0 = 460 nm the power in the HE12
mode is reduced in the modified data, while for λ0 = 520 nm the radiation modes for
which N = 1 are ignored. These results are depicted in Figures 10-3, 10-4, 10-5 and
10-6.
(a). The angular intensities I0(θ+) due to the central dipole and Iφ(θ+) due to the
φ-oriented edge dipole for λ0 = 460 nm are depicted in Figure 10-3 (b) and (c) respec-
tively. Both of these emission patterns contain a sharp feature centred around θ+ = 0◦,
which corresponds to the HE12 mode of this structure. This feature does not appear
in the measurements due to strong interaction between this mode and its counterparts
of neighbouring nanorods, as discussed in section 9.10. Figure 10-3 (e) and (f) show
I0(θ+) and Iφ(θ+) with this mode artificially removed, i.e. the expansion coefficient
CHE12 for this mode was made to be zero. This results in the sharp peaks in the emis-
sion patterns being replaced by sharp dips, which do not appear in the measurement
either.
Evidently, the contribution of the HE12 mode to the measured data, which is de-
termined by the expansion coefficient CHE12, is not zero but is less than the value
predicted by (10.1). It was found that, by reducing CHE12 to 1√3 of the value predicted
by (10.1), resulting in the power emitted into this mode being reduced by a third, a
compromise was obtained where there was no sharp feature at θ+ = 0. These results
are depicted in Figure 10-3 (f) and (g). This modification was therefore applied to I0,
Iφ and Iρ before beginning the fitting process.
Figure 10-4 (a) shows the emission pattern resulting from assuming equal contribu-
tions from the three dipoles depicted in Figure 10-2. There is no a priori reason to
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believe this would constitute an accurate fit and indeed it does not remotely resemble
the measurement, which is repeated in Figure 10-4 (d). A best fit Ibf (θ+) to the angu-
lar photoluminescence data is depicted in Figure 10-4 (c). The fit Ibf (θ+) was obtained
using a linear combination of I0(θ+), Iφ(θ+) and a Lambertian term IL = cos θ+ de-
signed to give a first approximation for simulating light scattered by the neighbouring
nanorods and the unpolished rear surface of the sapphire. The former of these scat-
tering mechanisms is more accurately described by Bragg scattering (Fox et al. 2015),
while the latter is Lambertian due to the surface roughness being random (see Figure
1-4). A visual fitting method was used. The least squares regression (LSR) method was
considered but would be difficult to implement given the mathematical complexity of
the angular emission patterns. Visual fitting is useful for reproducing the key features
of the emission pattern, whereas LSR is better at ensuring the total emitted power
matches that in the measurement. However, the main disadvantage of visual fitting is
its susceptiblity to confirmation bias; in an attempt to circumvent this, a next best fit
Inbf (θ+) is shown in addition to the best fit Ibf (θ+), which is given by
Ibf (θ+) = 0.3I0(θ+) + 0.675Iφ(θ+) + 0.7 cos θ+ for λ0 = 460 nm. (10.16)
The agreement between Figure 10-4 (c) and (d) is strong but not perfect, as the inten-
sity in the fit in the regions around θ+ = 15◦ and θ+ = 40◦ is markedly lower compared
to the measurement. A previous fit attempt Inbf (θ+) involving all three dipoles and
the Lambertian term is also included in Figure 10-4 (b); it is similar to Ibf but has
visibly smaller intensity in the range 15◦ < θ+ < 30◦. The formula for Inbf (θ+) is given
in Table 10.2.
A similar treatment was applied to the case of λ0 = 520 nm. The HE12 guided mode
that caused difficulties at λ0 = 460 nm is cut off at this longer wavelength, although
a similar problem is presented by the radiation modes corresponding to N = 1 (see
sections 8.4 and 9.5 for context). The angular intensity patterns emitted by the central
dipole and the φ-oriented edge dipole, with all guided modes and all N 6= 1 radiation
modes excluded, are depicted in Figure 10-5 (a) and (b) respectively. These extremely
sharp features are not observed in the angular photoluminescence measurement for this
wavelength, averaged over 2 nm and 2◦ as before, which is depicted in Figure 10-5 (h).
The angular intensity patterns I0(θ+) and Iφ(θ+) with the N = 1 radiation modes
excluded are depicted in Figure 10-5 (c) and (d) respectively. The best fit for this
wavelength is depicted in Figure 10-5 (g) and is given by
Ibf (θ+) = 0.0625I0(θ+) + 4.5Iφ(θ+) + 0.65 cos θ+ for λ0 = 520 nm. (10.17)
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The best fit has the same overall shape as the measured data, with a broad peak be-
tween θ+ = 25◦ and θ+ = 45◦. However, the slight drop in intensity observed in the
measurement around θ+ = 15◦ is not reproduced in the fit. This may be due to the
failure to integrate the N = 1 radiation modes into the fit. The fit also has notice-
ably lower intensity in the region around θ+ = 60◦. Two next best fits Inbf1(θ+) and
Inbf2(θ+) are included in the form of Figure 10-5 (e) and (f), while the fomulae are
given in Table 10.2. Figure 10-5 (e) is interesting in that it has very a slight intensity
drop at a similar angle to that in the measurement, although the measurement shows a
much more visible intentisy drop and much more power in the region 40◦ < θ+ < 60◦.
The fit in Figure 10-5 (f) also has too little power in this region, hence the fit in Figure
10-5 (g) being chosen.
The formulae for the best fits and next best fits are given in Table 10.2. Notably, all
λ0 Function
460 nm Inbf (θ+) = 0.3I0(θ+) + 0.6Iρ(θ+) + 0.6Iφ(θ+) + 0.65 cos θ+
Ibf (θ+) = 0.3I0(θ+) + 0.675Iφ(θ+) + 0.7 cos θ+
Inbf1(θ+) = 1.25I0(θ+) + 5Iρ(θ+) + 5Iφ(θ+)
520 nm Inbf2(θ+ = 0.125I0(θ+) + 3Iρ(θ+) + 3Iφ(θ+) + 0.65 cos θ+
Ibf (θ+) = 0.0625I0(θ+) + 4.5Iφ(θ+) + 0.65 cos θ+
Table 10.2: Formulae for the best fits and next best fits depicted in Figures 10-4 and
10-5
the next best fits assume equal contributions from the ρ and φ-oriented edge dipoles,
while both the best fits assume zero contribution from the ρ-oriented edge dipole. The
formula for Inbf1(θ+) does not include a Lambertian term, which explains the lack of
power in the region 40◦ < θ+ < 60◦. For completeness, the original and modified Iρ(θ+)
data is depicted in Figure 10-6.
10.4 Discussion
For both of the wavelengths studied, the fits take the general form
Ibf = A0I0(θ+) +AφIφ(θ+) +AL cos θ+. (10.18)
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The radiated power Pbf present in the fit is therefore given by
Pbf = A0Pr+(I0) +AφPr+(Iφ) + 12AL, (10.19)
given that the radiated power present in the Lambertian distribution IL = cos θ+ is
equal to 12 . Two quantities are of particular physical interest when analysing these
results: the fraction Γs of total radiated power due to the Lambertian scattering term
and the fraction Γ0 of non-Lambertian radiated power emitted by the central dipole.








The quantities Γs and Γ0 are defined in such a way that the definitions remain valid
if further dipoles are added. The values of Γs and Γ0 for the two wavelengths under
investigation are tabulated in Table 10.3. The fraction Γs of scattered power, as simu-
λ0 Γs Γ0
460 nm 0.459 0.261
520 nm 0.397 0.0321
Table 10.3: Values of power fractions Γs and Γ0, as defined by (10.20), for the wave-
lengths under investigation.
lated by the Lambertian term, is well over a third for both wavelengths, suggesting that
scattering is very significant. This scattering could be due to either the neighbouring
nanorods or the unpolished rear surface of the sapphire substrate. Lewins et al. (2013,
2014) and Fox et al. (2014) discuss the importance of photonic crystal and Bragg scat-
tering in nanostructured LEDs respectively. However, neither of these papers contain
any attempts to calculate the fraction of power that is scattered. Calculating the frac-
tion of scattered power using the more sophistacted models used in these papers is a
possible avenue for future work.
The fraction Γ0 of non-scattered power emitted by the central dipole is 26.1% for
λ0 = 460 nm but only 3.21% for λ0 = 520 nm. This is consistent with the conclusion
of Zhuang et al. (2013c) that the central area of the nanorod contributes more power
for shorter wavelengths.
As noted in the previous section, the angular intensity patterns Iρ(θ+) due to ρ-oriented
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dipoles near the nanorod edge were calculated for both wavelengths. These dipoles emit
little power and therefore their influence on the fitting process is small, unless Aρ  Aφ.
The best fits were obtained using Aρ = 0. There is a possible physical reason for this.
The assumption, introduced in section 5.2, that there are no dipoles with moments
perpendicular to the plane of the quantum well, due to the strong quantum confine-
ment in that direction, has been used throughout this work. It is quite possible that
the presence of the nanorod introduces confinement in the ρ direction also, causing the
strain-relaxed region of the quantum well at the nanorod edge to behave somewhat like
a quantum wire. A possible intepretation of the observations of Zhuang et al. (2013c),
which is consistent with the lack of any strong indicators of emission from ρ-oriented
dipoles, is that the strong emission from the central and edge regions of the nanorod
are due to valleys in the bandstructure created by strain-based effects. The converse
hypothesis, in which there is confinement in the φ direction, is less likely, due to the
apparent lack of any physical mechanism for this in the cylindrical nanorods considered
in this thesis. Therefore, the case of Aρ  Aφ was not considered. However, bandstru-
cure simulations for quantum wells in nano-LEDs with hexagonal cross-sections predict
confinement in both radial and azimuthal directions (Bo¨cklin et al. 2010).
10.5 Comparison with the literature
Although the literature contains many reports of optical simulations of nanorod LEDs,
most of which use finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods, there have been few
attempts to calculate angular intensity distributions, with most emphasis instead being
placed on extraction efficiency. Ko¨lper et al. (2011) have been among those to attempt
this. However, that work did not state how many incoherent dipoles were used to
produce the final results, noting only that the dipoles were equally spaced. The more
abstract work of Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013), who considered indium phosphide
(InP) nanorods suurrounded by an infinite vacuum in all directions, was selected for
comparison, as in that work only one dipole was used to produce each angular emission
pattern.
Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013) used two different methods. Firstly, a finite ele-
ment method was used to solve the wave equations numerically, in contrast to FDTD
methods that solve Maxwell’s equations directly. The second method was a semi-
empirical modal expansion method derived by the authors. The standard eigenvalue
equation (8.6) was used to find the modal propagation constants βj , which were then
substituted into the cavity interference equation (5.46) in order to convert the Hertzian
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dipole within the nanorod into a series of finite length dipoles (one dipole for each mode)
in free space, from which the far field could be calculated. Unlike the modal expan-
sion method of this thesis, which is derived from first principles, the modal method of
Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013) relies on fitting the modal reflection coefficients rj±
to other simulations and/or measurements.
For the purposes of this comparison, the key result of Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al.
(2013) is contained in Fig. 7 of that work, which is reproduced here as Figure 10-
7. Far-field intensity patterns are calculated used both methods for dipoles located at
the centre (ρD = 0, d+ = d− = 12d) of InP (ncore = 3.42) nanorods of constant radius
R = 126 nm, surrounded by all sides by an infinite vacuum (nclad = 1). The free
space wavelength was also kept constant at λ0 = 880 nm. Unfortunately, the notation
used by Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. for the nanorod lengths appears to be inconsistent
with that used in the rest of the paper, in which L′ is not defined at all. Both L and
L′ are defined in terms of the modal wavelength λ(j)z = 2piβ−1j . The HE11 mode has
λHE11z = 355 nm and is excited by dipoles at ρD = 0 for which ~j has components in non-
z directions; the TM01 mode has λTM01z = 825 nm and is excited by dipoles at ρD = 0
for which ~j has a z component. The TE01 mode is also supported by this structure
but has zero electric field at ρ = 0 and therefore cannot be excited by dipoles at ρD = 0.
Figure 10-8 shows TE and TM angular intensity patterns obtained using the meth-
ods of this thesis for d+ = d− = 7λHE11z = 2485 nm (d = 4970 nm). The TE angular
inensity pattern is very similar to the pattern in Figure 10-7 (a) in the y-z plane,
where y is the direction in which the dipole points, whereas the TM intensity pattern
is similar to that in the x-z plane of Figure 10-7 (a). Through trial and error, it was
determined that the methods of this thesis were able to reproduce the results of Figure
10-7 if L is interpreted to be the nanorod half-length (i.e. L = d+ = d−) and L′ is
interpreted to be the full length (L′ = d+ + d− = d). Figure 10-9 shows the results of
this comparison; panels (a)-(h) correspond to those in Figure 10-7 and the agreement
is strong. Paniagua-Domı´nguez and Sa´nchez-Gil, the main authors of the article in
question, have been contacted for their opinion on whether or not this interpretation of
their work is correct and therefore whether or not Figure 10-9 is a fair comparison. If
the comparison is indeed fair, the similarity of the results would be a strong vindication
of the model presented in this thesis. Note particularly the central peak in Figure 10-9
(d), which is present in Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al.’s numerical result in Figure 10-7
but not in their modal result. The same can be said of the secondary peak around 60◦
of the TM emission pattern, which appears to correspond to the x-z plane in Figure
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10-7 (a), in Figure 10-8.
Fig. 9 of Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013) presents far-field angular emission patterns
for z-oriented dipoles in a much narrower nanorod (R = 50 nm) with other parameters
kept the same: λ0 = 880 nm, ncore = 3.42 and nclad = 1. All guided modes save for the
fundamental HE11 mode are cut-off. As the dipoles are aligned in the z direction and
positioned at ρD = 0 where EˆHE11 · zˆ = 0, HE11 is not excited at all and therefore only
radiation modes are excited. As a result of this, the emission pattern is completely
invariant with d±, provided no other parameters are changed. Figure 10-10 (a) and
(b) are reproductions of those in Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013), while (c) is the
d±-invariant far-field pattern computed for the same geometry using the methods of
this thesis. Figure 10-10 (c) is similar to the top part of (b) for which d+ = d− = 1500
nm, except that the region of low intensity around θ+ = 75◦ predicted by Paniagua-
Domı´nguez et al. is absent from the intensity pattern in (c). The bottom part of (b),
on the other hand, is completely different from (c).
Figure 10-10 (a) shows that the total emitted power varies very little with d± except
in the areas close to the nanorod ends. Leaky modes, which were explicitly considered
by Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013) but not in this work, have electromagnetic fields
that vary with z in exactly the manner (oscillations within the exponentially decaying
envelope) depicted in Figure 10-10 (a). It is therefore highly probable that these modes,
which are solutions to the eigenvalue equation (8.6) with complex βj , account for the
discrepancy. Paniagiua-Domı´nguez et al., however, did not explicitly consider radia-
tion modes. The precise nature of the relationship between leaky modes and radiation
modes must be properly researched in order to avoid double counting.
10.6 Summary
By considering multimodal interference effects, it is possible to simulate the entire
angular emission pattern emitted by a given dipole within a nanorod. The theory of
how to do this is presented in section 10.2. In section 10.3, the relative power emitted by
dipoles at the centre and edge of the nanorod, along with a Lambertian term intended
to provide a first approximation for scattering by neighbouring nanorods and/or the
unpolished rear surface of the sapphire substrate, is adjusted to provide best fits to
measurement. This process achieves good agreement for two wavelengths that are
sufficiently far from guided mode cut-offs and the yellow band emission from defects in
GaN. Key physical insights resulting from this fitting process are discussed in section
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10.4, in the context of ongoing work by other authors on the subject of nanorod LEDs.
It is shown in section 10.5 that strong agreement with an article in the literature
(Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. 2013), in which the angular intensity distributions are
calculated using both a numerical method and a semi-empirical modal method, has
been achieved but significant discrepancies arise when the nanorod radius is very small.
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Figure 10-3: (a) Measured angular intensity pattern (Zhuang 2012, Lewins and Fox
2013) at λ0 = 460 nm for the structure considered in section 9.6 and depicted in Figure
7; (b)-(g) a series of angular intensity patterns at the same wavelength calculated using
the method of section 10.2 in order to illustrate the necessity of reducing the power in
the HE12 mode in order to predict realistic results.
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Figure 10-4: Three different attempts to fit the angular photoluminescence measure-
ment for λ0 = 460 nm. (a) An emission pattern assuming equal contributions from the
three dipoles; (b) the next best fit; (c) the best fit; (d) the measured data, same as that
in Figure 10-3 (a). All four plots use the same scale and show a Lambertian emission
pattern IL = cos θ+ as a dotted line for ease of comparison.
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Figure 10-5: Radiation modes for which N = 1 due the central (a) and φ-oriented
edge (b) dipoles depicted in Figure 10-2 for λ0 = 520 nm. As these sharp features are
not observed in the experiment, I0(θ+) and Iφ(θ+ for λ0 = 520 nm with the N = 1
modes completely removed are depicted in (c) and (d) respecitvely. Three different fits
to the measured data (h) (Zhuang 2012, Lewins and Fox 2013) at this wavelength are
shown in (e)-(g). Parts (e)-(h) use the same scale and a include a Lambertian pattern
IL = cos θ+ shown as a dotted line for each of comparison.
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Figure 10-6: Angular intensity patterns for ρ-oriented edge dipoles, correpsonding to
the ‘Raw data’ and ‘Modified’ entries for Iρ(θ+) in Table 10.1.
Figure 10-7: Fig. 7 from Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013). For the two-dimensional
polar plots, red circles denote the results of the numerical finite element calculation
while black lines denote the results of the modal method. L in this Figure appears to
denote the half-length (i.e. L = d+ = d−), whereas L′ appears to denote the full length
(L′ = d+ + d− = d). λHE11z = 355 nm, λTM01z = 825 nm, λ0 = 880 nm and R = 126
nm. The dipole points in the y direction; the two-dimensionsal polar plots show the
angular intensity distribution in the y-z plane.
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Figure 10-8: TE and TM angular intensity patterns obtained using the methods of this
thesis for d+ = d− = 7λHE11z = 2485 nm (d = 4970 nm), λ0 = 880 nm, R = 126 nm,
ρD = 0, ncore = 3.42 and nclad = 1.
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Figure 10-9: Angular intensity patterns obtained using the methods of this thesis;
panels (a)-(h) correspond to those in Figure 10-7. Panels (a)-(d) consider TE-polarized
radiation due to dipole moments in the y direction perpendicular to the nanorod axis for
varying half-lengths L = d+ = d−: (a) L = 7λHE11z = 2485 nm, (b) L = 6λHE11z = 2130
nm, (c) L = 9λHE11z = 3195 nm and (d) L = 10λ
HE11
z = 3550 nm. Panels (e)-(h)
consider dipoles oriented the nanorod axis z (for which the radiation is entirely TM-
polarized) for varying full lengths L′ = d+ + d− = d: (e) L′ = 5λTM01z = 4125 nm, (f)
L′ = 2λTM01z = 1650 nm, (g) L′ = 3λTM01z = 2475 nm and (h) L′ = 4λTM01z = 3300
nm. For all cases λ0 = 880 nm, R = 126 nm, ncore = 3.42, nclad = 1 and the dipole is
in the centre of the naonorod (ρD = 0, d+ = d−).
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Figure 10-10: Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 9 from Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013),
displayed alongside the d±-invariant angular intensity pattern for the same geometry
using the methods of this thesis (c). As in Figure 10-7 red circles correspond to finite
element calculations while black lines correspond to modal calculations. The quantity
P/Pmax plotted in (a) denotes the total emitted power, where 1 is the maximum. For





In this thesis, the first fully quasi-analytic model of light emission from cylindrical
nanostructures is presented. However, there are several limitations to the model as it
stands. Although it is capable of evaluating the power emitted by a dipole into the
semi-infinite regions above and below a nanorod, the amount of power emitted into
the horizontally guided modes of the nanorod layer and the planar GaN layer and
by extension the extraction efficiency remain elusive. Coupling between nanorods has
been completely neglected, in spite of its likely importance. Finally, many applications
require consideration of the inverse problem, where cylindrical nanorods are illuminated
from above or below. This chapter proposes mathematical methods for resolving these
three issues.
11.2 Guided modes of nanorod and planar GaN layers
The amount of power emitted into the semi-infinite regions above and below a single
nanorod can be calculated using the methods of chapters 9 and 10. However, these
methods do not consider the power emitted into horizontally guided modes of the
nanorod layer and the planar GaN layer below them. Considering that the methods of
section 9.4 break up the vertically guided modes of the individual nanorods into cylin-
drical waves in fictitious planar media as shown in Figure 11-1, three types of guided
modes are possible in the resulting slab structures, depending on the refractive index
nj(κ) of the fictitious medium corresponding to radial wavevector κ.
The range k0nmax < κ < k0nGaN , where nmax is the greater of n+ and n−, corresponds
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Figure 11-1: The range of indices nj(κ) the effective media can have gives rise to three
different types of guided modes in the resulting slab structures.
to modes horizontally guided in both the nanorod and planar GaN layers, henceforth
referred to as type I slab modes. For κ > k0nGaN modes horizontally guided solely in
the nanorod layer are possible (type II slab modes). These two mode types account for
the power emitted into vertically guided modes of the individual nanorods that is not
diffracted into radiation modes. The power emitted into both type I and type II slab
modes can be found using the methods of Yeh (1988).
There is also a third type of mode, which is horizontally guided in the planar GaN
layer only and evanescent in the nanorod layer (type III slab modes). However, type
III slab modes do not correspond to guided modes of the individual nanorods but
evanescent modes, which have imaginary values of the axial wavevector β and have
not been considered prior to now. However, a much easier method of dealing with the
power emitted into type III slab modes is by assigning the nanorod layer a volume-
averaged refractive index using the methods of Aspnes (1982) and solving for the guided
modes of the resulting structure, again using the methods of Yeh (1988). Lewins et
al. (2013) have done this for a similar structure and achieved strong agreement with
measurement. The power emitted into the type III slab modes can then be calculated
by considering the exponential tails of these modes in the volume-averaged region.
Another advantage of the volume-averaging method, in addition to its simplicity, is
that it considers the effect of the other nanorods in the array. Given that volume-
averaging can also be used to solve for type I slab modes, it may be useful to compare
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the results obtained by using volume-averaging and by using nj(κ). Volume-averaging
cannot be used for the type II slab modes, although it is anticipated that there will be
much less power emitted into these modes than into the type I slab modes.
Once the amount of power emitted into all three types of slab modes is known, the
extraction efficiency of the finite nanorod structure can be evaluated. It will also be
possible to look for trends in the internal and external quantum efficiencies using the
methods of section 8.7.5.
11.3 Inter-nanorod coupling
As previously discussed in chapters 9 and 10, the guided and radiation modes of a
nanorod couple to their counterparts in neighbouring nanorods. Calculating the extent
of this coupling and the effect on the far field is difficult as the presence of multiple
nanorods breaks the cylindrical symmetry on which the methods of this thesis depend.
However, two possible approaches are decribed in this section.
11.3.1 Weak coupling via coordinate shifts
An approximate solution for the coupled modes of “...weakly guiding fibers which are
sufficiently well separated,” (Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 568) in terms of the modes
of the individual nanorods can be found using the method described in chapter 29 of
Snyder and Love (1983). Although these criteria do not apply to GaN nanorods, it
may still be possible to use this method as a first approximation. The key equation of
this method is an overlap intergral that can be used to obtain the coupling coefficients
(Snyder and Love 1983 pp. 570). As the modes of each nanorod are given in terms of a
co-ordinate system with the origin at the centre of that particular nanorod, a series of
coordinate shifts is required to calculate this integral. This can be done by transform-
ing all modes into Cartesian coordinates, selecting an arbitrary origin (at the centre of
one of the nanorods is convenient) and expressing all modes in terms of this ‘master’
coordinate system. The modes can then either remain in Cartesian coordinates or be
transferred back into cylindrical coordinates; the latter approach is described here with
the aid of Figure 11-2.
The coordinate system centred at point 1 is denoted (ρ,φ); the system centred at
point 2 is denoted (ρ′,φ′). For simplicity, it is assumed that there is no shift in z, i.e.
z = z′ and zˆ = zˆ′. Assuming the Cartesian unit vectors of the two systems to be
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Figure 11-2: A shift between two sets of cylindrical polar coodinates with origins at
points 1 and 2.
identical, i.e.
xˆ = xˆ′ and yˆ = yˆ′, (11.1)
the shift between the corresponding Cartesian systems (x,y) and (x′,y′) is simple:
x′ = x− ρs cosφs and y′ = y − ρs sinφs. (11.2)
This shift can then be transferred to cylindrical polars using the identities given in
section 6.2:
(ρ′)2 = ρ2 + ρ2s − 2ρρs(cosφ cosφs + sinφ sinφs) (11.3)
and
tanφ′ =
ρ sinφ− ρs sinφs
ρ cosφ− ρs cosφs . (11.4)
The advantage of retaining the cylindrical polar coordinate system is that, for the
case of ρ  ρs that is relevant when performing the overlap integral for radiation
modes, the two co-ordinate systems become virtually the same, i.e. ρ = ρ′ and φ = φ′.
The disadvantage of this notation over Cartesian notation is that, unlike for Cartesian
coordinates, the unit vectors of the two systems are not the same but depend on φ and
φ′. Starting from the assumption (11.1) that the corresponding Cartesian unit vectors
are the same, the shift in cylindrical unit vectors can also be derived:
ρˆ′ = ρˆ(cosφ cosφ′ + sinφ sinφ′) + φˆ(cosφ sinφ′ − sinφ cosφ′) (11.5)
and
φˆ′ = φˆ(cosφ cosφ′ + sinφ sinφ′) + ρˆ(sinφ cosφ′ − cosφ sinφ′). (11.6)
The cylindrical unit vectors also become equal in the case of ρ ρs.
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11.3.2 Approximation of the system as volume averaged shells
Another way of estimating the coupling between waveguide modes is, instead of con-
sidering the modes of the individual nanorods, to approximate the system in terms
of a simpler system that is cylindrically symmetric, then solve for the modes of this
composite system. Figure 11-3 depicts how this might be accomplished for a hexagonal
lattice with pitch Λ, where the pitch is defined as the distance between the centres of
nearest-neighbour nanorods.
If the coordinate origin is placed at the centre of a nanorod, the hexagonal symmetry
Figure 11-3: A hexagonal array with pitch Λ of nanorods of refractive index ncore and
radius R, surrounded by a cladding of refractive index nclad, approximated as a series
of alternating cylindrical shells with refractive indices nclad and navg.
of the nanorod array causes the centres of the other nanorods to form rings around
this origin; the nearest neighbours lie on one ring, the second nearest neighbours lie
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on another and so on. This allows for the possibility of approximating each ring of
nanorods as a shell of volume averaged refractive index navg, using the methods of
Aspnes (1982). These shells alternate with shells where there are no nanorods and
therefore have refractive index nclad. In the first instance a simple volume averaging
process with no consideration of local field effects could be used. It can be readily
shown that navg is the same for each shell and is given by
navg =





(ncore − nclad). (11.7)
The central nanorod is already cylindrically symmetric so no volume averaging is re-
quired, resulting in this part of the system uniquely retaining ncore. The modes of this
simplifies system can be calculated exactly, by applying the methods of Yeh (1988) to
a cylindrical layered structure.
11.4 Time-reversal and wider applications
The analysis presented in chapters 9 and 10 applies to emission from within a cylindri-
cal nanorod. Although this thesis considers LED applications, this problem can also
arise in laser diodes and single-photon sources for quantum information (Henderson et
al. 2012). A much wider range of applications for cylindrical nanostructues involves
the reverse problem, where the nanorod is illuminated from above or below. Such
applications include photonic crystals, solar cells (Kupec et al. 2010), photodetectors
(Wang et al. 2011) and an alternative design for highly directional LEDs (Fox et al.
2014). The reverse problem can be solved in a similar way, owing to the time-reversal
invariance of Maxwell’s equations. Figure 11-4 provides a graphical summary of a sce-
nario where a single nanorod is illuminated from above by a set of radiation modes.
Using the same reasoning as that employed in section 9.5, it can be assumed that the
incoming radiation modes, which have infinite spacial extent, couple almost entirely
with the corresponding radiation mode of the nanorod, i.e. they miss the nanorod
completely. However, a small proportion of the incident power is coupled into guided
modes; if the incident power is large enough, this small fraction can be significant. It
is simplest to consider a single radiation mode incident from z = +∞ carrying power
Pi with a single value of radial wavevector κi, a single N , a single choice of azimuthal
variation f(Nφ) and a single polarization (TE or TM). It is known from section 9.4
that any given guided mode j can be synthesized in terms of radiation modes of ficti-
tious planar media that share the same axial wavevector βj as the guided mode. It is
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Figure 11-4: A graphical summary of the processes that occur when a single nanorod
is illuminated by a set of radiation modes.
also known from section 6.7 that a radiation mode incident on a planar interface will
only couple power into other modes of the same κ, N and choice of f(Nφ). Therefore,
the incident radiation mode will only excite those components of the guided modes
with the same κ = κi, N , f and polarization. Performing the inverse process to that





Note that dj , not cj , appears in (11.8) due to the problem being inverted. Extension to





where the summation is over all N , both choices of f(Nφ) and both TE and TM
polarizations. Once excited by the illumination, the guided modes are subject to the
same diffraction and cavity resonance processes that they would be if excited by a
dipole. Using the methods of section 9.4 on a single guided mode j, with power Pj as
given by (11.9) instead of unit power, results in the angular power integrand pj±(κ)
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As the cavity is illuminated by a single ray from without, as opposed to two coherent





where d is the nanorod length. The angular intensity distrubution is given by multi-










It is also possible to use the methods of chapter 10 in order to account for multimodal
interference effects, using the same principles of multiplying by Pj and removing the
second term from the numerator of τj±.
11.4.1 Extension to absorbing nanorods
For some applications, such as solar cells, it is essential to consider the case of absorbing
nanorods. The guided modes of such systems have complex βj , which must be found
by searching over a section of the complex plane as opposed to an interval of real
numbers. In addition, key concepts such as transmittance and power orthogonality
of modes are defined in different ways for lossy systems. It is anticipated, however,
that these problems are not insurmountable, as Kupec and Witzigmann (2009) have
demonstrated using a numerical method to calculate the waveguide modes.
11.5 Summary
This chapter proposes three major avenues for extending the work presented in this
thesis. Section 11.2 proposes methods of determining the amount of power emitted
by a Hertzian dipole into the guided modes of the nanorod layer and the planar GaN
layer below the nanorods. Section 11.3 proposes two methods of dealing with the
difficult problem of coupling between nanorods, which has been completely neglected
in this thesis. Section 11.4 explores the inverse problem of illumination of nanorods
from the outside, which is potentially useful for various applications including solar
cells, photodetectors and nanorod LED designs where the quantum well is located
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in the planar GaN layer (Fox et al. 2014). Note that the methods of section 11.4
could potentially be used to provide an approximate model of sloped nanorods by
decomposing the sloped nanorod into a set of multiple non-sloped nanorods, stacked
on top of one another, with different widths. Considering that sloped nanorods are
frequently reported in the literature and are of considerable research interest (see for




Since their invention in the early 1990s, high-efficiency blue and green GaN LEDs,
combined with the older red and yellow phosphide LEDs, have quickly come to dom-
inate several lighting applications such as backlighting, displays and signage, due to
compactness and rapid response of LEDs compared to older lighting technologies such
as incandescent filaments and fluorescent tubes. The high efficiencies and long life-
times of LEDs have allowed LEDs to make serious inroads into other lighting markets,
while the high spectral purity of these devices has oppened up entirely new applications
in scientific, architectural, horticultural (Morrow 2009) and medical (Crawford et al.
2011) fields.
Nanostructured LEDs have attracted significant research interest over the last decade
(for a review see Wiesmann et al. 2009) due to their potential to increase light extrac-
tion efficiency using photonic crystal diffraction (Lewins et al. 2013) and deliver highly
directional light emission. Nano-LEDs, where the light-emitting region is close to the
nanostructure surface, have the additional potential to emit efficiently in the yellow
and red (Bavencove et al. 2011, Le Boulbar et al. 2013), currently unavailable outside
the laboratory with GaN LEDs.
High directionality is useful in backlighting, display, signalling and vehicle headlight
applications (among others) and could lead the the realization of new applications
such as visible light communication (Zeng et al. 2009) and compact projection devices.
Originally, photonic band gaps were proposed as a way of achieving high directionality;
this has been very difficult to realize, although Lewins et al. (2014) have shown a de-
gree of progress. The slow progress in this area has stimulated research into a different
approach based on optical waveguiding in the nanostructures.
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The waveguiding behaviour of nanostructures is usually modelled using finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) methods (Xu et al. 2007, Ko¨lper et al. 2011). FDTD methods
are computationally expensive and the physics responsible for simulation results is not
always apparent, limiting the usefulness of these methods from a design perspective.
This thesis explores an alternative approach in which the existing mathematical theory
of optical waveguides is extended to provide a quasi-analytic optical model of such
nanostructures. The resulting model is shown to achieve good agreement with angular
photoluminescence measurements.
As discussed in chapter 7, a large fraction of the literature on LED nanostructures
focuses on cylindrically symmetric structures, although hexagonally prismatic, pyra-
midal and conical structures have also been widely reported. As the most symmetric
of these structure types, cylindrical nanorods are the easiest to model. The guided
or bound modes of infinitely long cylindrical wavguides have been extensively studied
due to their applications in optical fibres; the continuum of radiation modes is of less
interest to most authors, with Snyder and Love (1983) among the few to have provided
a comprehensive treatment.
In chapter 6, the basics of modal methods in cylindrical polar co-ordinates are in-
troduced, along with the continuum of cylindrical modes of free space. It is shown
that the law of reflection, Snell’s Law and the Fresnel equations, which are normally
applied to plane waves in Cartesian co-ordinates, also apply to these modes. It is also
shown that when (6.27) is applied to these modes, the familiar expressions for both
the angular intensity distribution and total power emitted by a Hertzian dipole in free
space, usually derived in spherical polar co-ordinates (Bjork et al. 1995, Delbeke et
al. 2002, Sadiku 2007 pp. 635) are re-derived. Finally, it is shown that the cylindrical
modes of free space can be given in terms of either Bessel or Hankel functions and that
one formulation can be converted into the other with a simple procedure.
In chapter 8, fictitious infinitely long optical fibres with a range of cross-sections de-
signed to emulate those of cylindrical nanorods reported in the literature are studied.
It is shown that even in this simple system, the total power emitted into guided and
radiation modes varies hugely with the position and orientation of the Hertzian dipole
emitter with respect to the nanorod geometry. It is also shown that the extraction effi-
ciency of these fictitious structures is vastly superior to that of planar LEDs in almost
all cases, while falling short of the best surface-roughened structures (Shcheckin et al
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2006, cited in Mottier 2009).
In chapter 9, the main results of chapters 6 and 8 are combined to create a model
for the angular diffraction patterns that result when a guided mode propagates to
the end of the nanorod (O’Kane et al. 2014). Using the established theory of emis-
sion within planar Fabry-Pe´rot cavities, which is reviewed in chapter 5, the effects of
inter-reflections at the nanorod ends are fully accounted for. By simulating a device
structure (Zhuang 2012) for which angular photoluminescence measurements (Lewins
and Fox 2013) are available, it is shown that gross features in the measurements can be
explained solely in terms of the guided modes. Using a similar method, it is shown that
the radiation modes experience a phase shift on reaching the nanorod ends, although
the angular direction is unchanged.
The main advantages of this model are high computational efficiency and the afore-
mentioned ability to identify the physics responsible for measured results. The main
disadvantage is the reliance on the cylindrical symmetry of the nanorods, which limits
the range of structures that can be studied and prevents the effects of coupling be-
tween the modes of neighbouring nanorods from being accounted for without further
extensions of the model, which are proposed in chapter 11. The method has many sim-
ilarities with that reported by Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013). However, the latter
model is semi-empirical as the modal reflection coefficients are obtained by fitting to
simulations/measurements, whereas the model proposed in this thesis is entirely from
first principles.
Other first principles models of finite length cylindrical structures have been reported
in the literature, but these are mostly based on matrices (see for example Chew 1985),
which is a problem when considering the continuum of radiation modes. Kressel and
Butler (1977) provide a formula for the exact radiation patterns resulting from illu-
mination of apertures where the aperture field is known, but their treatment of the
aperture field itself is matrix based and therefore suffers from similar limitations. It is
therefore not surprising that literature reports on the application of these models to
nanorod LEDs are few.
In chapter 10, the effect of interference between different modes that are excited by
the same dipole (and are therefore coherent) is discussed. This makes it possible to
predict the angular emission pattern arising from a Hertzian dipole emitter of any given
position and orientation with respect to the nanorod geometry. It is therefore possible
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to estimate the positions and orientations of dipoles by empirically fitting these predic-
tions to measured data. This is difficult as the model does not consider the effects of
coupling between nanorods, although good fits to measurement were achieved for two
wavelengths. The results of this fitting process are consistent with those of cathodo-
luminescence studies (Zhuang et al. 2013c). It was also found that a large fraction of
the power in the fits was due to the Lambertian term added as an attempt to simulate
scattering due to neighbouring nanorods. The method was also able to reproduce the
results of Paniagua-Domı´nguez et al. (2013), although significant discrepancies arise
when the nanorod radius is very small.
By solving the more difficult problem of emission from within a nanorod, it is also
possible to solve the simpler and much more common inverse problem where nanorods
are illuminated from outside, as explained in section 11.4. This method will be useful
for refining the alternative highly directional LED design proposed by Fox et al. (2014).
The inverse problem also arises in many other applications including photonic crystals,
solar cells (Kupec et al. 2010) and photodetectors (Wang et al. 2011).
In this thesis, classical electromagnetic theory is extended to provide the first quasi-
analytic optical model of cylindrical nanostructures from first principles. Detailed
numerical results show short computation times, an ability to explain key features in
angular photoluminescence data and a limited ability to reproduce said data from first
principles. Possible extensions to the method are proposed that could allow much
more accurate fits to measurements. The insights gained from this model could make
compact, highly directional LEDs a reality, opening up new applications in solid state
lighting. Furthermore, the ubiquity of cylindrical nanostructures and the universality
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